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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, DC
Investigations Nos. 731-TA-379 and 380 (Final)
CERTAIN BRASS SHEET AND STRIP FROM JAPAN AND
AND THE NETHERLANDS
Determinations
On the basis of the record 1/ developed in the subject investigations, the
Commission determines, 2111 pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of
1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)), that an industry in the United States is
materially injured or threatened wi'th material injury by reason of imports from
Japan and the Netherlands of certain brass sheet and strip, !±/ provided for in
item 612.39 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States, that have been foun'd
by the Department of Commerce to be sold in the United States at le·ss than fair
value (LTFV).

1/ The record is defined in sec. 207.2(i) O'f the Commission's Rules ·of Practice
and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(i)).

21 Commissioners Eckes and Lodwick determine that an industry in the United
States is materially injured by reason of the subject imports. Commissioner
Rohr determines that an·industry in the United States is threatened with
material injury by reason of the subject imports. Commissioner Rohr further /
determines, pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)(4)(B), that he would: have found
material injury by reason of the subject imports but for the suspension of '•.·
liquidation of entries of the merchandise under investigation.
....
11 Vice Chairman Brunsdale and Commissioners Liebeler and Cass determine that
an industry in the United States is not materially injured or threatened with·'
material injury, and the establishment of an industry in the United States is
not materially retarded, by reason of imports from Japan and the Netherlands of
the subject merchandise.
!±/ For purposes of these investigations the term "certain brass sheet and
strip" refers to brass sheet and strip, other than leaded brass and tin brass
sheet and strip, of solid rectangular cross section over 0.006 inch but not
over 0.188 inch in thickness, in coils or cut to length, whether or not
corrugated or crimped, but not cut, pressed, or stamped to nonrectangular
shape, provided for in items 612.3960, 612.3982, and 612.3986 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States Annotated (TSUSA). The chemical compositions of
the products under investigation are currently defined in the Copper
Development Association (CDA) 200 series or the Unified Numbering System (UNS)
C20000 series. Products whose chemical compositions are defined by other CDA
or UNS series are not covered by these investigations.

2

Background
The Commission instituted these investigations effective February 1, 1988
{Japan), and February 8, 1988 {Netherlands), following preliminary
determinations by the Department of Commerce that imports of certaip brass
sheet and strip from Japan and the Netherlands were being sold at LTFV within
the meaning of section 731 of the Act {19 U.S.C. § 1673).

Notice of the

institution of the Commission's investigations and of a public hearing to be
held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC,
and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of February 24, 1988
{53 F.R. 5474).
On February 22, 1988, Commerce published a notice in the Federal Register
{53 F.R. 5207) postponing its final LTFV determination for Japan until June 15,
1988; and on March 10, 1988, Commerce published a notice in the Federal
Register {53 F.R. 7771) postponing its final LTFV determination for the
,.

Netherlands until June 15, 1988.

Accordingly, the Commission published a

notice in the Federal Register of March 30, 1988 {53 F.R. 10301), revising its
schedule for the conduct of the investigations.

The hearing was held in

Washington, DC, on June 28, 1988, and all persons who requested the opportunity
were permitted to appear in person or by counsel.

- 3 -

VIEWS OF COMMISS-IONERS ALFRED ECKES AND SEELEY LODWICK J/
We determine that an industry in the United states is materially injured
by reason of imports of brass sheet and strip from Japan and the Netherlands
that the Department of Commerce (Conunerce) has determined to be sold at less
than fair value (LTFV).

Our determination rests primarily on declines in

production capacity, wages, employment, investment and research and
development expenditures, and on the poor 'financial c'ondition of the industry
throughout the period of investigation, notwithstanding the growth in
production and shipment data since 1985 and
whole regained profitability in 1987.

th~

fact that the industry as a

The data on the imports show that they

have remained a significant part of the United States market in both absolute
and relative terms and that there is a general pattern of underselling of the
domestic like product resulting in price suppression and depression.
Like Product and Domestic Industry
As a threshold matter to the Commission's analysis of antidumping
investigations, the Commission must define th£ relevant domestic industry
against which to assess the impact of the imports under investigation.
Section 771(4)(A) of the

Ta~iff

Act of 1930 (the Act) defines the domestic

industry as the ··~omesti~ produc~rs as a whole of a like produ~t, or those
producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a major
.

.

•

21

proportion of the total domestic production of that product." -

In turn,

1/
Commissioners Liebeler, Rohr,. and Brunsdale concur in these views
regarding the definition of the like product and the domestic indust~y.
21

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).

"

- 4"like pt:'oduct" is defined as "(a] product that is like, or in the absence of
like, most similar' in chat:'acter.istics and .uses .wi.th. the .article subject to
investigation . .

" 'JI

The imported product at issue in, this invesqgation is "certain brass
sheet and strip," currently defined in the Copper gevelopment Association
."l.'

,,

'

(C.D.A.) 200 series or in the Unified Numbering System (U.N.S.) C20000
series. Y

The commission .has inves.tigate~ the impac ~ of imported U. N. S.

C20000 series brass sheet and
domestic brass industry

31

stri~ (t~e

o~ se~e~al

same prod4ct involved here) pn the

occasions in

r~cent

51

years. -

In

19 u.s.c. § 1677(10).

4/
For purposes of these investigations,· Commerce has defined the imported
article under investigation as follows:
The pt:'oducts covered by this inv~:;tigation ar.e brass sheet and
strip, other than leaded brass and tin.brass sheet and strip,
currently provided for under the TSUSA item numbers 612.3960,
612 .. 3982, and 612.3986 and currently classifiable urider HS item
numbers 7409.21.00.50, 7409.21.00.75, 7409.29.00.50, and
7409.29.00.75.
The chemical compo~itions of the products under investigation
are currently defined in the Copper Development Association (C.D.A.)
200 series or in the Unified. Numbering. Sy.stem (U. N. S.) C20.000
series. Products whose chemical cbmpositlons are defined by other
CDA or UNS series are not covered by th~~e investigations.
The physical dimensions of the products covered by the
investigation are brass sheet. and strip of solid rectangular cross
section over 0.006· inch (0.15 millimeters) ·through 0.188 inch (4.8
millimeters) in finished thickness or gauge, regardless of width.
Coiled, wound or on reels (traverse wbund) and cut-to-length
products are included.
53 Fed. Reg. 23296 (June 21, 1988) (Japan); 53 Fed. Reg. 23431 (June 22, 1988)
(Netherlands).
I

•

.

Certain Brass Sheet and strip from Japan and the Netherlands, Invs. Nos.
731-TA-3 79 and 380 (Preliminary) (Sept. 1987) ·;(Japan & ·Netherlands
(Preliminar")); Certain Brass Sheet and strip from France, Italy, Sweden, and
(Footnote continued on next page)

51

- 5 . ~ ...

.

.

~

Japan & Netherlands- (Preliminary) :at 3-4:,

and~

prior to, that/, it1.

Fran_~e I

Italy, Sweden, and West Germany (Final).at 5-l.O, and in Brazil. Canada, and
5-9.~

Korea (Final) _at
consisted of

the Commission determined that the. like product·

all-do~stically:pr~duced

brass sheet and stFipof the U.N.S.

, , 6/

C20000 series. -

The only like product/domestic industry issue in this fin,al investigation
was raised by Cambridge-Lee

Indus~ries, .. Inc.', one 'o_f th_e_ resp~ndents .. ·
·!.

Cambridge-Lee, inter alia, purchases forty.::eight inch wide Muntz metal and
.. .

·.

I

~ .

:

.:

forty-eight inch wide architectural bronze, products which are' not prodt.i'ced in
,' ,

'

,,

:,

,

, ,,

71,

the United states in those widths. ~
,

I

:

find two

.
like products

Cambridge-Lee urges the commission
,

one consistrng

,

to

,

'oi ::the 4·9;. ·width material and the

(Foo,t,n9te continued from previous page) .._ ,
West Germany, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-270 (Ffnal) and i31-"rA-3i3, 314·, 316, and 31(·
(Final) (Feb. 1987) (France, Italy, Sweden, and West Germany (Final)); Certain
Brass Sheet and Strip from Brazil, Canada, and the Republic of Korea, Invs.
Nos. 701-TA-269 (Final) and 731-TA-311, 312, and 315 (Final) (Dec. 1987)
(Brazil, Canada, and Korea (Final)). The final determinations regarding
Italy, Sweden, and West Germany are currently on appeal to the tf. s. Court of ·
Internt:1.tion~! Trad~..
LKI ..,. La Metalliindustriale S.p.A. v. United States,
No. 87:--03-00560 (Italy); Granges Metailverken A.B' v.. United ·states, No .. ·.
87-03-00583 (Sweden); wieland~Werke AG v; united states'i·-·'NcL 87'-().3..,005fs (West~:
Germany):,.
..
. .,
·'' ·, "'
·.
·,
.. ,»··. ,.. · ~~, The, primaty like product question r8.ised ill tho·se cases . in~Ql~ed whether
to incl':lde "reroll;' ·wit.hi~ the scope of the 'li.ke pr"<>d~ct ..· Rere>ll is medium to
heavy gauge.,·01:,",ass that is. sold by a _miil to an independent finisher, a
so-called· "rer.9her .." Domestic· bra~s mills also have their oWl'l ·finishing
capacity. The Commission rejeeted atguments that rerollers riot be a ,
. consti.tue'1t p~rt
the: domestiC industry. ~; Japan & Nethedands
(Prei°iminary) , af 4'·n. ~. Np party bas. rene~ed ·ant of 'the argumeri:-ts regarding
reroll in' these firial:investfgations and there'is no new i~formation bearing
on the issue that would warrant reconsideration of that. question.:
,
,
,
l.
·,
,·.
:··
··· . . ·.·,'
._ . . . . ','.,-. :.·=_:,_,, . ' ,··· .... ,
§_/.

'of.

. ~-n. ·t_h~ l'rel,imina~y lnyestig~tion, Cambr~dge-~ee· also ·argued for :'the . :
"exclusion" ~f mirro·r ;bright stfi.p. ·. · See Japan & ·Netherlands (Preliminaty) af
10 n.27. The commission rejected the argument unpers1..1asiveiri--the;pr~iiminary"
investigation and it has riot been reiterated .here. ·
·· ·
··

l/-
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other consisting of ·the remaining bt•ass sheet and strip -- and to "exclude"
the 48" wide Kuntz metal and ar~hitectural bronze ·fro~ l.ts final
determination.

As

C~bridge-Lee

explains.: · ·

there is a separate 'lik~ product•.:_-b~ass sheet in
48" widths and·more spe~ificdly architectut-~l gr~de
Muntzmetal and at-chitectural grade commercial bronze
in that width. Because ther~ h no 48" brass sh_eet
at all~ and certainly no 48" architectut-al grade
Kuqtz metal or ._coJ11inercial bron_ze,. o.r any product
Which is directly competitive with these specific
products,. produced by t_he u. s. brass sheet and strip
industry, they shoul.d be excluded from this
investigation. §/.
The argument is not persuasive.

2/

Cambridge-Lee asserts tha.t the 48!' Muntz metal and architectural bronze
differ from the other brass prodtJct$ because:·

(1) they are. interchangeable

with each other but not the broader group because of three factors -- size,
quality, and the special alloys involved; (2) tt1e 48" widths of Muntz metal
and architectural bronze are usec1 for architectural applications, including.·

!I

Cambridge-Lee Prehearing Brief at 4-5.

2..1

As to ,cambrj.dge-Lee'.s a["gument that- the 48" width imported brass sheet
and·strip -should be "excluded," tbe commission-has no authority. to do so. As
the commission·recently explai~ed:
The justification for not excluding the imports is the statutory
scheme: The imports are·~~cluded within the scope of. investigation
defined by ·the Commerce Department, which controls the Commission's
scope of investigation. see 19 u.s,c.·s 1673b(a); Sprague ·11:1ectric
·co.
United s·tates, 84 cust. ct. 260, 262 (1980) (the "commission
has no authority to refine or inodify. the class or kind of:
.
merchandiSe found to be,.
likely to be;· sold at LTFV~ "). · OUr task
under the statute is to determine· whether there·is a reasonable .
indication-·oi materi'al injury to··the domestic iridustry pr·oducing
. products. "like" ·the imports under investiga"ti"on'.. .
.
Certain All~Terrain Vehicles from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-388 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 2071 at 9 n.30'.(March i988)'. · See·also ·3,5 Inch Mforodisks and
Media Therefor from Japan~ Inv ... Np· .. 731.,.,TA-389 (Pre~iminary), USITc· Pub.' 2076
at ·20 (April .1988) .·
·
'.

v.

or

- 7 ..:..

. building facades, .lobbies, elevators, and doors "in which an aesthetic beauty
. ·... · --- . :- · i.Oi ·:· · ..1~··
and uniformity of product is required"; (3) they are produced on special
.· ...

equipment and b~ only· one producer in Japan and by no producer in the
'

'

.~

.,

Netherlands .or fo the united states. (except for one u. s. ·producer who can
produce to 36" widths but has quality problems); and (4) they are sold through
channels cate:ing to the architectural trade.
. , .·

Finally, Cambridge-Lee

..

maintains that the architectural preference f~r these prod~~ts is based on
size, so that if 48" inch ~idth is not.available, purchasers turn to other 48"
. . . ..
:
. ·'." . . . .. 111·
width products, including stainless steel. - ..
121

Petitioners argue th~t there should be a single like product
~

.

~.

.'

13/

that the domestic industry produces fullysubstitut,able products.
assert that

~lthough

in
They

the·y cannot produce at the 48" width, they can produce

all U.N.S .. c20000 produ~ts, including Munt~ ~etal ~~d architectural bronze, at
a

v~rie.ty

of widths

l~~s

inches~

than 48

. They assert that the 48". width is
..

,.·: ·

•only a preference by certain purchasers and that dome'stically produced
narrower widths can be substituted for the 48" width.

.··

··· .. ·:_.·.

-.·.

.

141 151

·.. ·.

;.

i.o'/;:,)d~~Kr'i.'d~~'~t.0J>·p~~h~~rt~~ :8_~fef at 7... -... w~ note :tlia:t.-there .is
architectural' 'bronze.' manu'factured fri series other. than .those under·
investigation here~. . . . .. .,

111 · ·E·.g:·... cainbridge."'.'Lee· P,rel'.le!i~i.ng Brief at 6-8 .
~

•

.

!

12/ .·. ~ .. Petiti9n~rs',:Prehe~pi~g Br,ief at ...~-8_;;~ Transcript of. 'the Hearing
(Tr. .. ).

ai

9.

.

.

.

.

_.

.. .

.

~

,~

.

au·

i3/ ·.cf. .Tr. at 58 (the domestic industry "can p~~duce
the pr~ducts that
are supposedly ·t1icli.e ::products produced. by the_. impor.ters. ") ...
.

14/

. :

.

.

.

•

.

'

•

.

"

•

•

,: . .

'.

-~

.

,.

..

•

. ·.

.

~

..

•

•

.

.'!

~: g~ ~ :~etitio-~e~~ • :Pr~heab'in& :_-Bd.~f ·, ~t' 10, and e~hib'it 2: ...
The domestic industry also argued that granting the requested.
(Footnote continued.on next page)
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Out' investigation has t'evealed that the preference for the 48" material
is based on the fact that construction takes place in multiples of sixteen
inches, as that is the standard distance between wall studs and similar
supporting structures.

Thus, the choice of width depends on the individual

architect or designer, but must be in widths t.hat are multiples of sixteen
. .
16/
inches. ~
48" width,

While some purchasers would substitute other materials at the
171

we conclude that the distinction between 48" width material

and narrower material is based primarily on consumer preferences, including
aesthetic considerations, not on a lack of interchangeability in a more
technical sense.

We further conclude that the domestic industry can produce

Muntz metal and architectural bronze at the 32" width, if not the 48" width,

....

·

and that this is

technical!~

substitutable for the 48" imports.

Thus, the

choice of 48" widths by consumers appears to be a matter of consumer
preference based in part on the number and spacing of seams, not a

ch~ice

driven by technical considerations.

(Footnote continued from previous page)
"exclusion" would pose a potential circumvention problem in that importers
could easily slit wide width material and sell the cut material in competition
with the domestic industry, Petitioners' Prehearing Brlef at 10, because the ·
cost· of a slitting operation is small, about one or two cents per pound. Tr.
at 70-71. The argume·nt 'is misplaced; it should be· addressed. to commerce
during annual reviews or at other appropriate times in the enforcement of any
antidumping orders which
may
issue.
'
..
16/
EC-L-241 (July 25,.1988). We can refer to this information only in
general terms as much of it was provided to the commission in confidence. by
purchasers.

-

9 -

The Court of International Trade, the Conunission's reviewing court for
antidumping investigations, has cautioned against rel1ance on consumer

•;-:-.

preferences as a basis for making like product distinctions.

. .. t·

,,

As the Court

recently noted, ·"If one has to choose a single basis upon which to make a like
product determination, consumer preferences·would seem to be a poor
choice."

181

Moreover, we d·o· not find tha·t this situation provides the kind

of "clear dividing line" bctweeri produc'ts that.would justify dividing United
States production into two "like products.

191 201

18/
Asociacion Colombiana de Ex-portadores de Flores v: United States, Slip
Op. 88-91 at 7 (CIT July 14, 1988). In that case, the Court held that
consumer prefererice data in that investigation, stan~ing alone, did not rise
to the level of substantial evidence to support a like product determination.
19/
The Commission has stated that it looks for "clear dividing lines among
products in terms of distinct characteristics and uses. Minor variations in
products are insufficient to find separate like products." Color Picture
Tubes from Canada, Japan, the Republic of Korea, and Singapore, Invs. Nos.
731-TA-367-370 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1937 at 4 (Jan. 1987). See S. Rep.
No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979). See also Internal Combustion
Engine Forklift Trucks from Japan, Inv. No. 731.--T.A..:377 (Final); USITC Pub.
2082 at 5-6 (May 1988). For example, in 64K Dynamic Access Memory Components
from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-270 (Final), USITC ·pub. 1862 at 6-7 (June 1986),
the Commission included all domestic DRAMs within the scope of the like
product since regardless of the density of the DRAM; the memory functions are.,
essentially the same and each density performs its functions in furicfamentally
the same manner.
·
·.;.:·.
The commission, when faced with a spectrum or continuum of product, has
not separated the imported article under investigation into a number of
separate articles nor found series of like products conforming to separate
portions of the continuum of imports. Indeed, "[t]he Commission has
repeatedly found a single like product where there are no clear distinctions
among domestic products." France, Italy, Sweden, and West Germany, supra, at
10 n.21.
201
With regard to Cambridge-·Lee' s argument regarding the peoduction
machinery used for the 48'' width brass products, the~e is no evidence of
record that the Japanese production machinery differs in any··respect ft·om
production machinery for· the ·production ·of brass other than its abUity to
roll widths larger.than those being rolled by the domestic industry.

.\if;
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In the prior brass sheet and strip investigations, including the
preliminary phase of the present investigations, the Commission found a single
like product including reroll.
lines"

The Commission found that the."clear dividing

for separation of domestic products into two or more like products

were not present in those cases.

The Commission did not determine, for

example, that certain types of brass sheet.and strip from West Germany and
Sweden (a significant portion of those imports) were so different from other
brass sheet and strip due to quality and.market considerations that two or
more like products would be appropriate.
Therefore, we do not believe that the differences asserted between the
48" brass products and the other brass products are of sufficient magnitude to
justify the establishment of two like products in these_investigations.
Accordingly, we find that there is a single like product -- all U.N.S. C20000
domestically produced brass sheet and strip -- and that there is a single
industry consisting of the domestic producers of the like product.
Condition of the Domestic Industry
In evaluating the condition of the domestic industry, the Commission
.
.
considers, among other factors, domestic consumption;. production, capacity,
capacity utilization, shipments, inventories, employment, and financial
21/
performance. -

21/
19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(C)(iii). In assessing the condition of this
industry, we have considered information pertaining to Chase Brass & Copper
Co., a petitioner in these investigations. During the first quarter of 1988,
Chase sold its principal production facility t.o North Coast Brass & Copper
(Footn.ote. continued on next page)

- 11 -

When the commission examined this industry in late.1986 and early 1987,
we noted that demand for brass sheet and strip was very strong in 1984 and had
fallen sharply thereafter.

As a result, almost all of the key indicators for

the industry showed significant declines during 1985 and interim 1986.

221

·

In the preliminary investigations regarding imports from Japan and the
Netherlands, the Commission noted that "some-of those indicators show
improvement, particularly in the· 1987 period."

231

The Commission

determined, notwithstanding these improvements, that there was a reasonable
indication of material injury.

In these final investigations, some of the ·

data show substantial improvement in 1987 and in interim 1988.

24/

On the basis of· these data,.· several respondents urged the Commission to

(Footnote continued from previous page)
Co. Chase constructed a new production facility at Shelby, North Carolina,
which was in production in 1987 and the first quarter of 1988. Report of the
Commission (Report) at a-13. Because the restructuring of Chase Brass's
production facilities is a development subsequent to our final determinations
on these products in late 1986 and early 1987, we find it helpful to include
information on Chase Brass in our analysis. We recognize that if the data for
Chase were excluded, certain indicators of the condition of the domestic
industry would show the industry in better condition. We have chosen to rely
on the data regarding Chase because it is part of the domestic industry and
because the dat·a on Chase are included in certain of the aggregate data to ;;
which we refer in this opinion, thus permitting their nonconfidential
discussion. Even had we chosen to exclude the data on Chase, our conclusions
in this opinion would not change.
France, Italy, Sweden, and West Germany (Final) at 10-11; Brazil,
Canada, and Korea (Final) at 10-11.

~~/

231

Japan & Netherlands (Preliminary) at 5.

24/
The data gathered in these investigations cover the period 1984 through
March 1988. Financial data cover the period of accounting years 1984 through
1987 and the interim accounting years· ending March 31, 1987, and March 31, ".I!?~
1988.

- 12 .
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.
.
. 1 . .
251
determine
that the industey
is
not exper1enc1ng
mater1a
1nJury. --

Moreover, we have been urged to disregard the data for 1984 because it is
beyond the Commission's traditional period of analysis, represents an
abnormally good year for the domestic industry, and is too remote in
time.

2

~_/

The Commission does not find the argument persuasive and has·

referred to 1984 data, inter alia, ·as a benchmark against which to examine
respondents' arguments regarding the economic health of the industry in 1987
and interim 1988.

271

While it is true that there have been substantial

improvements since our earlier final determinations, a review of the totality
of the circumstances do.es not,· in our view, lead to the conclusion urged by
those respondents.

28/

~

Nothing in the record suggests that the structure of

the domestic industry (except for the start-up of the Chase narrow strip
facility and the changes in ownership of several firms) has changed in any
significant fashion since 1984.

The production processes of the industry, the

markets it serves, and the products against which it competes (including·
substitute products), appear to be substantially as they were in 1984.

251
~. Cambridge-Lee Prehearing Brief at· 9-16; Metallverken Nederland
B.V. Posthearing Brief at 1; Tr. at 191-92.

26/
Nippon Mining Co. Prehearing Brief at 5-6; Metallverken Nederland
Prehearing Brief at 20, n.12.
~I

The Commission's reviewing courts have stated that the Commission is not
required to focus on a particular time frame in its analysis. British Steel
f.orp. v. United States, 593 F. Supp. 405, 409-12 (CIT 1984); American Spring
~ire Corp. , 590 F. Supp. at 12 79.
Cf. Kenda Rubber Industrial co. v. united
~tates, 630 !:''.Supp. 354 (CIT 1986).
28/
See France, Italy, Sweden, and West Germany (Final); Brazil, Canada, and
Korea (Final).
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Finally, the 1984 data provide a mot~e complete picture of th.e business cycle
for this

·

industry~

... .

.

,,·..

;; .

·-··

As pointed out by respondents,· dome·stic P.ro.duction, shipments,
utilization, profitability~ and productivH.y have
several instances, have achieved

or

surj>a~~ed

au

incre~sed and, in

lcl84 levels.

Nevertheless, those data do not provide.a complete picture
.

-

.

~.

.

;

(

:·

~

.

.

.' .

. . ..

The data on increased produ!!tion, shipments,

~nd

.capacity

...

.

291

of

the.industry.
.

.

.

.

.

capacity utHizat.ion .

must be tempered by considerati~n of 'the fact .that domestic capacity decreased
steadhy throughout the. period of investigation, from 61;6 .i million pounds in .
1984 to 543.2 million pounds in 1987, a decrease

of

. · .·· ..·

•.•.... 30/.

twelve· per.cent. -

Data on employment and wages show irregular declines in the m,.imber. of
·..·

.. • . .

.· . . . .

3i/

production and relat".d e~loy_~es, thei,r .hours worked,,, and th~i~ wages ...- .

Al though })our ly wage~ overal,l ·have .increased by . 7. 4. P,ercent. {rom 1984 through
1987, these d~ta mask the fact that. there were signif.ic~~t ~tige concessions at
32/

several firm!!i .. -

The financial pe{"formatJ.ce _of the

ind~stry.

has improved to the. exte1').t that

the industry
reported,. Jlet.
operating
. in~ome
in
•1987.
for the. fi.i"st. time since .
- ...·
. .
.
·.
.
. ...
.
'
.
1985.

29/

Nevertheless, following net operating loss~s in 1986, net operating

See Report at Tables 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7.

. -.

.

.

..

Id. at ·Table 3. .Had dc;>mestic capacity rema~ned ~o~siant, capa~ity .
utilization ·over the· period· of .. i·n.ves_tigation wo'uld }lave .increased only fron1.
73. 9 percent in 1984 ~o·
not
'to. 85. .1.
.
'. 75. ..o· percent in 1987.
.
.
.
·.· pet".cent.
..
. ..
301

'

Id. at Table 5.

'

. ·.··

321
~. Petitioners' Prehearing Bri~f at Exhibit ·~ (' ~.) ~, -E~hibit 6 Ct 6j;r~
and Exhibit· 7 (, 6) .
. , . , ....
_..

- 14 income as a percentage of net saies, which stood 5.6 percent in 1984, was only
331

1.9 percent in 1987.

Moreover, no firms reported operating losses in
i

1984 and four firms

re~orted

.· • •

operating losses in 1987 and in interim 1988.

This financial experience is reflected in the capital expenditures of the
domestic industry,
from 1984 to 1987.

whi~h

341

fell by more than fifty percent on an annual basis
Research and development expenditures also declined
'·,.

precipitously, from $350,000 in 1984 to $28,000 in 1987.

351

..

Accordi~~ly,

we determine that the domestic industry is experiencing
!.

'

material injury.
cumulati'on
The Commhsion is . required to cumulatively assess the'volumEi arid·effects

of

tritports·subject ·to ·investigaHon from "two or more countries ·if ·the

imports:

(1) comj;ete with other in?ports and ·'the domestic like product;

(2) are subject to investigation, and (3) are marketed within a reasonably
;

··cofncident' p·e'riod. 361 . Petitioners 'urge ·tlie ·commission

t:o

ciamulatively

asse·ss the volume and effecf of the imports and respondents oppose such .
·'.

33/

Report at Table 8.

34/

Id. at Table 9.

Id. at a-25. We find the declines in capital expenditures and in
research arid deve1opment expenditures significant.in the context of this
industry. To·· the exten'f ··that some· ptit'cba:sers may believe· that some types of
the domestic ·product:are qualitatively inferlor to the imj)orted product under
investigation, the ability to invest in plant and equipment and research and
development is particularly important to the domestic industry•:s ability to
compete effectively for those purchasers.
351

•

~~/

.I

(

...

•

.:

•

•,

..•

••;'

•

t

19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(C)(iv); H.R. Rep. No. 1156, 98th corig.; 2d Sess. 173
(1984).

- 15 - ..
371

cumulation. -- .· .

,·t.

.

.

The principal arguments. raised agains~ cumulation in these finai
.

investigations .are t.hat the

...

:.

pu.tc~; ~rod~ct

.

: ...~

'

.

is·. primar11Y,. bt".ass· radiator. stri;.

.

.

'

;.

',

.

sold. to. end...,.users •While the. Jap~nese materia~ is primarily J.h~ wider sheets of
brass. s9ld . to

d;strib4to~s;

38/

.

;

.-,.- . t:hat the Japanese

pro~uct

is dedicated

principally to the technically exacting electronics market;

391

and that the

Dutch prodvcts are concent~ated.inspecia~ized product~ in terms of gauge and
end use.
Although .similar arguments were raised. in the. p.reliminary investigations,
the. Commission found them unpersuasive.

As we. s.tated there:

i,.n

[T)here ls .substantial overlap
the· segments in
whi.ch they do s~rve ~ ·.. the .Japanese, Dutch, and
. domes ti~. producers. are au capable of producing; a
wide range of products for a wide variety of users,
·.including specialized users. Moreover, the fact that
. . : each of the ~ountries exports some btass sheet and ·.
.· strip produets not exported by one or more of the
others affect·s only· a relatively small number of very
specialized products, not.the broad range of brass
. sheet and strip under investigation here. ., Finally,
several respondents argued that .. the•. u. s. mills do not
produce certain of the imported products, Again,
this ,argument pertains to.very. specialized sepents
of the market, ai)d, does not show a 18.ckof
competition between the broad range of br&:ss sheet
and. strip. _40/
.I

:·.·

371
~.Tr. at 10-11·cpetitioners); Metallverken Nederland Prehearing
Brief at 13-19;. Cambridge:..Lee Prehearing Brief at 16-17.

Metallverken Nederland Prehearing Brief at 16; Cambridge-Lee Prehearing
Brief at 16-17.

381

39/

Tr. at 194 .

40/

.Japan & Netherlands .(Preliminary) a.t 6-7.

- 16 The parties to these investigations have essentially
.:.

·-

... ·

positions they took ·in the preliminary investigations.

reasse~ted

The informat~on

obtained in· these final investigations does oot suggest any

~eed

to reconsider

'·

the question' "of cumi.ii.~f:.ion.
.

the

In fact, the pricing data show sa_les of the

'

domest.fo, Dutch, and Japanese products in almost all quarters for almost all
41/

products .

.:J\'.ccbrdingly, we ~gain determine to cumulatively assess the volume. and.
effect of imports.
Material Iniury by Reason of.Imports
In determining
• ~ j

.~

•

wh~ther

·there is material· injury "by reason of1' the
":",

articles subject to investigation, ,the commis.si6n is directed to consider,
among other facf~:rs: , .·
:.':

(i)

the volume of .imports of the merchandise.which
.is ,,the subject of the investigation,

(ii)
.·

the. ~ffect of imports of that merchandise on
prices in-the United states for·like·products,
and:... ·

·~

--.

(iii)

the impact of imports of such merchandise on

-:dom~stic: producers of like products. 42/ ·

Although the Commission may consider other causes of injury, it i.s not to
weigh causes of injury.

431

Rather, it is to determine whether the imports

subject to investigation are a cause of material injury, as defined by the

.,:

'.

41/

Report at Tables 20 and 21.

42/

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B).

43/

s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 74-75 (1979).

.

'

.·

.

. - 17 -

statute. 441

The imports under investigation do not have to be the only

cause of injury nor do they have to be the most significant cause .of injury to
.
. 45/.
the industry. In. the present investigations, certain respondents have argued that
petitioners themselves recognize that any materfal injury is due to a factor
.•
.
.
' '. ·.
. . .
46/ 4'7/
other than the subject imports -- imports from third countries. .

.

.

. ·.

.

The argument is based.on a "monitoring request" filed by petitioners with
commerce in May of this year regarding imports of U.H.S. C20000 brass from
countries not subject to investigation.·
issue

491

481

We take no position on .this

and find, for the reasons stated below, that there is· material

injury by reason of the imports that are subject .to investigatiort.
On

44/

a cumulative basis, the absolute volume of the subject imports

19 U.S.C. S 1677(7)(A).

45/
"If the ITC finds material injury exists to an even slight contribution
from imports, the ITC may not weigh this contribution against the effects of
other factors that are not used in the determination." Hercules, Inc. v. .
United States, 673 F. Supp. 454, 48i (CIT 1987), citing' Gifford-Hill Cement
co. v. united states, 615 F. supp. 577, 586 (CIT·t:985). see also British,
Steel Corp., 593 F·. Supp. at 413.
· -.- - -

46/

~.

Metallverken Nederland Prehearing Brief at 40..,42.

4 7I
Respondents also as.sert that any injury is due to the competitiveness of
the domestic producers. There is no merit in this argument in these
investigations. A competitive industry may be subjected to material injury
just as much as a noncompetitive industry. · s. Rep. Bo. 249, 96th Cong., 1st
Sess. 88 (1979).
48/
The request noted increasing volumes of .imports·from·those countries and
prices substantially lower than those ·charged by the domestic iJtdustry ..
.

.

49/
We ·beiieve i t .would be improper to base a determination on the mer.~.
existence of such a monitoring request. We note ·that, as of . this writing·, the
·.. ·
commerce Department has not yet acted on the request. ·
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increased 'from 1984 through 1986 iind then declined somewhat from 1986 to 1987,
but. remained abo.ve 1984 import levels. SO/

However, as a percentage of

apparent domestic consumption, the cumulated imports increased from 5.2
per"C~ent in· 1984 'to to 6. 6 percent in 1985 and 7. l percent in 1986, declining

only silghtly. to 6.2 percent in 1987.

Thus, the subject imports have clearly
.

.

.

maintained a coli.st.ant pr.esence in the declining domestic market for brass
'

.

. -s·11

·~

j

•

sheet . and. stdp during the period of our investigation. ··As in earlier brass investigations, the Commission sought quarterly price
r

•,'

data from both the domestic producers and importers.
. .

. 521

different brass products January-March l988'.
the data on b~th

:.

The data cover thirteen

'

....

and the period January-March 1985 through

As in earlier investigations, the Commission requested

a' toll

'

•

i

'

'

531

account b~_sis and on a non-toll account basis. -

In the prior investigations; we found it useful to compare the trends in

501

·, Repor~, at. Table 14.

511 · .We .note that the cumulated ·voiume of imports, under investigation fell by
more than fifty p'ercent from January-Karch ·1987 to. the same period· of 1988.
Similarly, cumulated imports .declined as a percentage· .of apparent domestic
consumption from 6.6 percent to 2.9 percent when the same periods are
compared. Those declines..,are a~triJ:>utab:le ,-to· imports .from J~pan. The
Japanese respondents have offered no explanation for this decline.
In. the.·preliminary investigation:s, the Co~is~ion gathered .. data on nine
different products. Petitioners questioned the selection of those products in
those investigations~ Japan. & Netherlands (Preliminary) at 8 ,- n.19. In order
to. obtain a more. representative sample, the Commission selected th-irteen.
products for these final investigations.
521

r'n a toll account sale' th~. purchaser supplies the. brass and pays the
brass mill only a fabrication charge. In the non-toll account sale, the
purchaser pays t;he.mill for both the metal and the -fabdcation of the brass.
The imports ~t issue are rarely sold on a toll. account basis because of the
transportation charges that, wo.uldi be involved .. Report at a-38. · See Japan &
Netherlands (Preliminary)' at 8. ··
531

':"" 19 541

toll account sales and non-toll account sales.

Such comparisons were

made possible by.the relative stability of the prices of copper and zinC: ..
throug~

1986.

During.1987. and 1988, however, the prices of copper and zinc
.
·.
551

fluctuated considerably, up to seventy percent in the case of copper. -

Thus, direct comparisons of price trends for toll account sales and for
non-toll account sales are of little value in these investigations.

56/

We

note, however, . that
prices for toll account sales
.:
. the trends in . the delivered
.
. ..
~

_.

~

by domestic.producers .show a pattern of decline over the period of
.
. ti on
. .. -.
571
1nvest1ga
In these investigations, the most significant price.data are the
quarteriy comparisons between the subject impot'.ted brass sheet and strip
products and the corresponding domestic products.

Direct quarterly

comparisons for non-toll account.sales show a consistent and pervasive overall
pattern of underselling.
comparisons show

In the case of

u~derselling

Japan~

the.quarterly price

in.74 of 100 instances and the margin of

underselling, although fluctuating from quarter to quarter and product tQ
58/
product, ranged as high as 40.5 percent. -

In the case of the

Netherlands, the quarterly price comparisons show underselling in 51 of 75

& Netherlands CPreluninarY') at 9.

54/

!.:...&..:_, Japan

551

Report at a-37.

56/
Much of the indiyidtial data regarding the price observations are
confidential and, therefore, can only be discus.sed in' general terms.
571

Report at Table 16;

58/

Id. at a-50.
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instance~

: - 59/
and the margin of underselling being. as high as 31. 7 percent. ---

The pervasive underselling has resulted· in price suppression and depression,
as evidenced by the low levels of profitabillty of' the domestic industry even
during periods of strengthening demand.
Respondents have alleged -- and some purchasers have confirmed

that

the imports under investigation are considered to be of a higher quality (in
terms of such factors as uniformity of composition and tolerances) than the
domestic product equivalent, a factor that would normally imJ)ly that a price
premium would be paid.

Given the pervasive pattern of underselling described

above, we find the argument to be without merit.

601

The Japanese respondents also argued that their products, including Muntz
metal and architectural bronze, occupy specialized market niches and are
.'

largely sold on bases other than price, particularly quality.

However, the

decrease in those imports during the interim period suggests that the imported
;

article ·is far more price sensitive than argued by respondents.

59/

61/.

~

Report at a-54.

60/
We also note that as a substantial portion of the price of any non-toll
account sale is the cost of the metal, something determined on international
commodities markets, the impact of the underselling is primarily in the
fabrication price of domestic producers.
61/
We note that similar arguments -- that the~ imported prodµ~ts were highly
specialized products occupying specific market niches thus minimlz'ing price
competition -- were made in the earl.ier brass cases, particularly the final
investigations regarding brass sheet and strip from Sweden and west Germany.
Nevertheless, since the imposition of the orders against imports from those
two countries, the volume of imports from them has declined very
significantly. Even more significantly, the fact that the landed, duty-paid
value of those imports has declined in proportion to the decline in volume
(Footnote continued on next page)

21 -

Therefore, we are not persuaded that the imports under investigati,on
'

w~re

not

'

a cause of material injury to.the domestic.industry.
In sum, we conclude that the domestic industry is·matedallyinjured by
reason of the LTFV imports from Japan and the Netherlands~.·

(Footnote continued from previous pag~) .
suggests that there has been no overall change in the composition·of-the
imports. Report at Table 14. If the products were ·BS specialized as .
suggested in the prior investigati,ons, wewould expe~t to see unit values
rising as the product mix shifted toward the more spedalized produ'cts for
which there ·were assertedly no domestic substitutes.
·

23
ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ALFRED E. ECKES
Brass Sheet and Strip from Japan and the Netherlands
- Investigations Nos. 731-TA-379 and 380' (Final)

This investigation provides the occasion to present some more
"additional views" intended to
.

encou~age

public discussion of a

.

number of issues pertinent to the so-called "but-;-fo_r" approach
employed by certain commissioners in making .material .injury
1
dete~inat~ons.
On~

.problem ·that continues to trouble me is the remedy-oriented

nature of the ."but-for" approach.

'Iri a' recent determination,

Commissioner Rohr and I stated that the "but-for" approach was
remedy-oriented. in that it focused improperly on the degree to which
~umping could have been eliminated·prior

to

·our investigation.

Specifically,·it is my view that congress had not intended the
Commission. t_o ma~e an· affirmative deterinination on the. basis that

1

These additional views incorporate views I haye
.
expressed individually-or concurrently.wi't:h my colleague
Commissioner Rohr in other cases.· See Sewn Cloth Headwear
from the People's Republic of China-;-I'nv. No. 731-TA-405
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2096 (1988) ("Headwear"),
Additional Views of Commissioner Eckesr Digital Readout
Systems and· Subassemblies Therefor from Japan, Inv. No.
731-TA-390 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2081 .(198~L ("Digital
Readout systems"), Additional Views o.f· Commissipners Eckes
and Rohr. See also my Memorandum·co,;.69-L..:030 ·aated May ·3,
1988.
~
.
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the imposition of duties would materially improve the condition of
2

the domestic industry.

But, in a. subsequent opinion it was

asserted that the "but-for" approach was not remedy oriented because
it did not "ask how the fortunes of the domestic industry will be
different if the industry no longer must compete against LTFV
imports.

Instead, the· "but-for" approach asks how the fortunes of

the domestic industry would have been different if the industry had
3

not had to compete against LTFV imports."
This appears to be· a distinction without a difference.

A

Commission staff member who has been intimately invo1ved in the
development of the "but-for" model recently stated that this
approach is remedy-oriented because it is designed to determine the
4

remedial

effec~

of the removal of the dumping margin.

This leads to my second area of nagging concern.

It has been

stated that the "but-for" approach will not, in most cases, lead to
determinations that are at odds with determinations made using the
5

so-called traditional approach.

·The Commission's voting record

since the inception of the "but-for" approach suggests that this is

2

See Digital Readout Systems, Add1tional Views of
Commissioners, Eckes and Rohr at 51-52.
3

Forklift Trucks at 120-121.
4

Statement of economist Tracy Murray at workshop on ~he
use of data in'. ITC injury analysis, sponsored by the
International Law section of the District of Columbia Bar,
.July 21, 1988.
5

Id.
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generally true.

Proponents of the "but-for" approach have, however,

also stated that the approach will be more likely to rec:;ul t in .affirmative determinations in cases where the· domestic industry's
6

The "but-for" approach has, in

performance shows improvement.

fact, been the basis for affirmative votes in·two such cases at the
7

preliminary stage.

In the first,

the record showed that the

industry's operating performance had been ·extremely positive despite
the presence of a large volume of imports in a declining
8

market.

9

In the second case,

the condition of the industry

showed "dramatic improvement" throughout the period of our
10
investigation.
Equally significant is another exception to the general
proposition that the "but-for" approach· wiil usually lead to the

6

Id. I suspect, however, that a rigorous application of
the "but-for" approach in recessionary-circumstances will
lead to more negative determinations than the traditional
approach.
7

Digital Readout Systems (Preliminary).
8

Id., Dissenting Views of Commissioners Eckes, Rohr and
Lodwick. We noted that the record in this case wa~
unusually complete for a preliminary investigation. Id.
at 33.
·
9

Light-Walled Rectangular Pipes and Tubes from Arg~ntina
and Taiwan, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-409-410 (Preliminary), USITC
Pub. 2098 (1988). Five commissioners found that the
industry was not experiencing materiai injury. The
commissioner using the "but-for" approach was the only
commissioner who found the industry to be materially
injured.
10
Id. at 9.
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same result as the.so-called traditional approach.

This exception
11
occurs where an industry is."unprofitable and shrinking."
In
the final investigation now-before us, the

do~estic

industry is at

most only marginally profitable follpwing a period of poor
performance.

Further, the industry's production capacity and

employment are shrinking.

The use -of a

11

but-f9r 11 analysis to

justify any of the three negative votes in this case will

~uggest

that this case falls within the above exception.
My third area of concern is the rigidity 9f.the "but-for"
approach by reason of its virtually.monistic reliance on price
elasticities.

The CADIC model; a Lotus spreadsheet designed by
12
staff in the Commission's Office of .Economics.,.
uses price

elasticity numbers to

g~nerate

price effects of dumping.

estimates of the import volume and

As I understand it, the CADIC spreadsheet

is designed to generate numerous price elasticity numbers not
provided by the user, provided at -least:_one elasticity number is
13
known.
The value of CADIC as an analytical tool depends, of
course, on the quality of the input.

Any problems inherent in the

11

See Digital Readout Systems,.Views of Chairman
Liebeler, Vice Chairman Brunsdale and Commissioner Cass at
21, n. 37.
12

. .
.
'
Persons wishing to obtain a copy of the CADIC
spreadsheet should contact Richard Boltuck of the Office
of Economics, telephone (202) 25~-1232. ,
13
See Memorandum EC-L-159 to Commissioner Cass from
Director, Office of Economics, at 3.

.

.
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elasticities fed into

the·CADIC·model~-such

the elasticity to the product at· issue

~r

as inapplicability of

a lack of correspondence

between the underlying presumptions and the actual market behavior
of the industry--will percolate through the results where the model
is generating elasticity numbers derived from others.
It has been argued that there is still room for human judgment
in evaluating the results of the CADIC model.

While that may be

true, there is very:little room for discretion within the model
itself, as the generation of the output is left to a machine.
Further, while an operator can introduce elasticities from outside
14

sources into the model,

the underlying mathematical

relationships between the extraneous elasticity and those derived by
the template will not be the same, since they will likely be based
on different underlying assumptions.

Thus, leaving an important

part of the Commission's injury determinations to a machine will not
only make for imprecise results, it will reduce commissioners'
discretion by removing much of the data on which they are relying
from their direct control or observation.
Finally, I should note that I have placed no reliance on the
elasticity numbers provided by the staff in this case.

In my view,

14

Unless instructed otherwise, CADIC will calculate a
number of price elasticities. For any of these, the
operator can override this automatic process by typing in
the number of his choice.
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the methodology used to.calculate the

own~price

elasticity of demand

was based· on ·ina.ccurate perceptions of the percentage· of copper
consumed by the· brass sheet· and strip industry.

I am also concerned

that that elasticity was derived in large part from information
concerning a product other than the one under investigation, about
15

which we apparently ·have conflicting information.

Given these

problems with this particular elasticity, I have also decided not to
place reliance·on .the· output of the CADIC template in arriving· at my
determination.

15

Staff Briefing and Vote, July 26, 1988.
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SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER DAVID B. ROHR
BRASS SHEET AND STRIP
FROM
JAPAN AND THE NETHERLANDS

Inv. Nos. 731-TA-397 and 380

I set forth these additional views because I determine that this industry is
threatened with material injury but is not currently experiencing material injury. I
also determine, under section 735(b)(4) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, that
I would have found material injury by reason of the imports of the merchandise
with respect to which the administering authority has made an affirmative
determination under subsection (a) but for the suspension of liquidation of entries
of the merchandise.
I concur in the views of my colleagues, Commissioners Eckes and Lodwick
about the proper definition of the like product and industry in this investigation.
Further, I concur generally in the description of the condition of the industry
contained in the majority views.
I disagree with Commissioners Eckes and
Lodwick's ultimate conclusion with respect to present material injury only because I
cannot conclude, from my assessment of the condition of the domestic industry, that
it is currently experiencing "material injury." 1
Evaluation of the Condition of the Brass Sheet and Strip Industry

In evaluating the condition of this industry, I am mindful that the Commission
evaluates each investigation on its own merits. However, I am also mindful of the
benefits of explaining the reasons for a change from prior decisions that I have
made about this industry. In prior investigations of this industry, I concluded that
the industry was materially injured and that imports were i!. cause of that injury.
In this investigation I continue to conclude that the imports under investigation are
i!. cause of the condition of the domestic industry. I cannot, however, based on the
facts of this investigation, conclude that it is proper to characterize the condition
of the domestic industry as one currently experiencing "material injury."
First, looking at the production related indicators, I note that there are
significant improvements in virtually all key measures of the· industry's pe.rformance.
Production, shipments, and market share, in particular, are above even the levels. of
1984, which the industry acknowledges as a particularly good year. Inventories are
slightly above 1984 levels, but not signif icantly. 2

1

That is, harm that is not inconsequential, immaterial, or unimportant.
771(7)(A).
2

Section

Inventory turnover, defined as the inventory to shipments ratio expressed as
mon tbs was .79 in 1984. increased to .91 months in 1985, increased further to 1.02
months in 1986, and then dropped to .91 months in 1987. I find the magnitude of
this change to be inconsequential.
.,
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Capacity itself is down. 3 · This might be a negative sign, except when
evaluated in the overall context of an industry that is mature, cyclical and in the
process of a gentle longterm secular decline. 4
Declines in capacity are not
unreasonable in such a situation. The productiop indicators do not, in my view,
lead to a characterization of the industry as one experiencing material injury.
Turning to employment.- indicators, again I note there is substantial
improvement in the indicators from those · found to exist in our previous·
investigations. Nonetheless, in my view they remain depressed. While the number
of employees and hours worked have improved somewhat from the very depressed
1985 levels, they are very substantially below 1984 levels. On the .other hand, 1987
hourly compensation is above the 1984 level while below the 1986 level. Both unit
labor costs and productivity have fluctuated upwardly.
While the employment
figures overall are not inconsistent with the notion that this industry is
experiencing a secular decline, they are somewhat greater tha.n I would expect and
I conclude that they are indicative· of some injury. 6
The third set of indicators of the performance of the domestic industry are
the financial indicators. 6 Net sales· increased over the 4 years for· which we have
data, and substantially inqreased over 1985. I note, however, that when net sales
declined between 1984 and 1985 profit margins dropped precipitously, while .they
again declined from 1985 to 1986 when the profitability recovered. 7 There were
also substantial incr.eases in the cost of goods sold in 1987, · whiie the general
selling and administrative expense margin increased substantially in 1985 and
remained relatively steady since then. Capital investment and R&D expenses were
considerably lower in 1985 and 1987 than they were in 1984 and 1986.
3

Capacity figures are less probative than otherwise in this investigation because of
the ease with which capacity can be switched between the product under
investigation and other products produced at the same facilities.

4

In ref erring to "secul;ir decline," I am referring to the fact there is a long term
trend away from the use of brass sheet arid strip in some of the major traditional
end uses of brass. An example is in the move to the use of aluminum rather than
brass in automobile engine radiators.
5

I do not believe it appropriate to try to quantify this conclusion.

6

One company incurred substantial start up expenses with a new plant in 1986.
The company was, however, unable to separately account for these start up
expenses, which significantly alter the profitability picture of the industry.
Normally, the Commission's financial data would not include such items as start up
expenses in calculating the operating profit of an industry. It is not fair in my
opinion to include such start up costs in evaluating the operating performance of
the industry.
I have decided therefore to exclude the financial data of this
company from the overall picture of the industry's financial performance.
7

The improvement in net sales from 1986 to 1987, however, was greater than either
of the two previous changes.
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Operating profit margins, the ratio of operating profits to net sales, are
traditionally a very important measure of the profitability of industries. Because of
past cases, I note that the· Commission has data regarding the profit margins for
this industry dating back to 1983. 8 For the periods for which we have gathered
data in this investigation, the profit margins fluctuated from 5.6%, 0.3%, 3.0% and
3.3%. 9 Another measure of profitability is return on assets. 10 Beginning in 1984,
the first period for which reliable data exists this ratio .fluctuated from 12.7%, to
1.46%, to 5.4%, to 7.1%.
•
The decision to be made about these financial indicators is whet.her they. are
indicative of material injury. Profitability is substantially .below that of 1984, a
particularly good year for the industry.
On the other hand, profitability has
substantially improved over 1985, which was a very bad year for the industry.
Operating margins are fairly con~istent for 1983, 1986 and 1987. While investment
has fluctuated considerably from year to year, gross assets increased over the
period.
A further element to be evaluated is the level of profitability to be
expected of a mature industry facing an overall decline in the use of- many of its
products. Putting these factors together, I conclude that, while the industry is not
very profitable, the financial indicators are not characteristic of an industry
experiencing material injury.
·
The question then is what picture of industry performance does one derive
taking into account all indicators, production, employment, and financial. It is
unlikely, for example that this industry will do extremely well except in the kind of
unusual circumstances that characterized 1984. It does seem likely that it could be
easily pushed into the very poor operations that characterized 1985. I certainly
conclude that the domestic industry is extremely vulnerable to material injury.
Overall, however, I cannot conclude that it is currently experiencing material injury.
I therefore make a negative finding on present material injury.

8

Some of this data is confidential. I note that the margin is of such a range that
I conclude the 1986 and 1987 data reflect normal operating profits for this industry.

9

The profitability of the industry is also slightly understated because of the
problem of a substantial number of intracompany shipments which were valued by
different companies in different ways and included in net sales. To the extent that
they were valued at cost rather than market such sales reduce the appearance of
profitability of the industry while masking its true operating performance.
10

There are many ways to calculate a return on assets. Generally, such returns are
calculated using some measure of income over some measure of asset value. One
method would be to calculate the ratio of net income to the book value of total
assets. This would be less appropriate for the Commission to use because it would
include in the performance of the industry the manner in which companies' financial
managers handled their overall assets rather than just the operations producing -fhe
product at question. I generally look therefore to the ratio of operating income:: to
original cost of assets in order to eliminate the effects of the handling of financial
assets and factors such as the different depreciation policies of companies.
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THREAT
My evaluation of whether the brass sheet and strip industry is threatened with
material injury begins with an examination of the statutory factors listed in section
771(7)(F). As I have explained in prior opinions, I view these factors as dealing
with the question of whether foreign industries have the intent and capability of
increasing their imports at price depressing or suppressing levels within a
reasonably imminent time frame. Then, taking into consideration the vulnerability
of the domestic industry, I determine whether the effects of the imports are likely
to cause the performance of the industry to fall to levels that would be properly
characterized as material injury. 11
The first statutory factor, the nature of the subsidy, is obviously not relevant
as this is an antidumping investigation.
The second factor is any increase in capacity available for production of the
goods at issue.
As with domestic capacity, foreign capacity figures in this
investigation are not particularly probative on actual limits on production due to the
ease with which capacity can be shifted between use fOr the particular type of

11

I note that our reviewing court in Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de
Flores, et al. v. United States, Slip Op. 88-91 (Restani, J) (July 14, 1988) indicated
some concern about how the Commission deals with cumulation in the context of its
threat analysis. I have previously indicated that I do not feel that cumulation, at
least cumulation in the formal sense it is used by the Commission in the evaluation
of causation in a present injury analysis, is proper in the context of threat. What
I mean by this is, for example, that I cannot logically impute the capability of one
country to increase its exports to the United States with the. intentions (by which,
in this context I mean likelihood) of a second country to do so.
For example, Section 771(7)(F)(i)(I) requires a different evaluation of export
and domestic subsidies. This is logical because export subsidies, being dependent
upon export performance create a greater incentive to export than would domestic
subsidies. It would not be fair, in my view, to attribute the additional adverse
consequences of having been found to be benefitting from export subsidies to one
country who may only have domestic subsidies when some other country is found to
be granting such export subsidies.
Having said this, I also recogniz~ that situations may arise in which each of
two countries might have potential impacts on the domestic industry which do not
individually threaten the industry, but which when they occur simultaneously, do
have such a sufficiently large injurious .impact. This is not formal cumulation
because I do not try to cumulate the individual components of the statutory threat
factors. I am making an individual assessment of the potential impact of each
country and only then considering joint impacts. It would be unrealistic not to
conclude in a situation in which there are such joint impacts that the domestic
industry is not threatened with material injury. Nothing in the statute precludes
me from such a conclusion.
It is perfectly consistent with the iogic of the
statutory consideration of threat. This is what I have done in the past and will
continue to do.
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brass sheet and strip here under. investigation and other brass sheet and strip. 12
Capacity increased steadily in Japan at a moderate rate, about 6% for the total
period between 1984 and 1987. While a very moderate increase, it is also clear Hia t
given the overall declines in Japanese home market sales, this increase must-·be
devote.d to exports, either to the United States or other foreign countries. D~tch
capacity remained stable until 1987 in which year it increased by a small amount.
Unlike the Japanese situation, Dutch home market sales did steadily increase.
The third factor involves market penetration and two considerations, rapid
increases and the likelihood that penetration will increase to an injurious level. I
cannot characterize the increase in market penetration of either country as rapid.
Japanese import penetration did increase steadily from 1984 to 1986 before falling
slightly in 1987 and considerably in the interim period. Dutch import penetration
rose from 1984 to 1985 before falling slightly in 1986 and even more slightly in
1987. I also note, however, that 1987. figures may have been affected by the
suspension of liquidation and preliminary duties that went into effect in September
of 1987.
The fourth factor relates to price suppression or depression. First, I note that
domestic prices rose substantially in 1987, despite the presence of the imports under
investigation. This increase is misleading however. The prices include the raw
metals price, which is essentially a pass through on the selling price.
While
difficult to gauge, it seems possible that the fabrication price, that is the price
charged for fabricatfog the brass sheet and s~rip from the basic brass did not
increase or may actually have decreased in 1987. 18
The data also shows a
consistent pattern of underselling by the Japanese. The data for the Dutch is
mixed, showing consistent underselling for some products and consistent overselling
for others.
The fifth factor is inventories. Inventories do not appear to be a significant
factor in the marketing of this product.
The sixth factor is the presence of underutilized capacity in the foreign
industries. The evaluation of this factor is affected by the same caveats about
product mix noted above.
There appears to be substantial and inc,reasing
underutilization by the Japanese industry, while the Dutch industry is operating at
extremely high capacity utilization rates. 14
12

I do· not make this
product shifting, which
a factor which lessens
domestic industry or the

point in relation to the statutorily enumerated factor of
is a different question altogether. I am simply pointing .out
my confidence in the capacity numbers, be they for the
foreign industry.

18

The evidence which indicates this is that the gross profit margin actually
narrowed in 1987.
While this includes elements other than raw materials,
questionnaire data shows that these other elements of cost declined between 1986
and 1987.
14

The Dutch company in this investigation is a subsidiary of a Swedish company
and Swedish exports to the United States are covered by a recently issued dumping
duty. While counsel denied any product shifting, that is not the point. There is no
evidence that the company does not possess the capability of servicing customers
(continued ... )
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Evaluating all the evidence together, I conclude that the Japanese industry
could easily send substantially greater quantities of imports to the United States at
prices that would have a significant price depressing or suppressing effect.
I
further conclude that the Dutch industry could also send additional quantities of
brass sheet and strip to the United States, although in much smaller quantities than
the Japanese. Such imports will have some, though smaller price depressive or
suppressive effects than the Japanese products.
Finally, I must evaluate whether the projected effect of these imports is likely
to be injurious, that is lead to conditions in the domestic industry that would
properly be characterized as material injury. I note that the condition of the
domestic industry is extremely vulnerable to material injury. In the context of that
condition, I conclude that the projected impact of Japanese imports could easily
push the domestic industry over the line into material injury. Standing alone, the
projected impact of the Dutch imports might not have such an effect. The small
increase and the small price effects might not push even the vulnerable industry
across the line. This is, admittedly, a close question.
However, I do not believe that it is proper to consider the Dutch "threat" in
isolation from the Japanese "threat." Exercising my discretion, I choose to look at
the effects additively. The effects of additional low priced Dutch imports will
combine· with the effects of additional low priced Japanese imports. Given what I
believe to be the current Congressional understanding of the principles underlying
cumulative analysis, I do not believe that the marginality of the Dutch imports is a
proper consideration. 16 I. am therefore making an affirmative threat finding as to
both countries.

But For
The trade laws make one reference to a "but for" analysis. This is'·in the
context of threat and provides that, when making a threat determination, I must
determine what would have happened "but for" the suspension. of liquidation of
entries of merchandise from the countries subject to investigatiO"n. 16 This case is
somewhat unusual in that the suspension of liquidation· occurred almost 9 months
ago and affects both our interim data and more significantly our data for 1987 in
which fully a quarter of the year is subject to the effects of the suspension.
In analyzing this question, I again ref er to the extremely vulnerable position
of the domestic industry. It would not have taken very much to push them into a
condition that I would describe a materially injured. I noted above that Japanese
import penetration as well as Dutch import penetration declined in 1987. Further, I
14( ..• con tin ued)

from either facility. This would free additional production from the Dutch company
for export to the United States.
16

I do note that the trade bill currently pending reflects some changes in these
principles with regard to small volumes of imports. This is not yet law.

16

Parenthetically, I note that the existence of this prov1s1on demo&strates that
Congress understood the "but for" concept and that had they meant to use it in the
context of the analysis of present material injury, they would have done so.

"(
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believe that it is questionable that the domestic industry's performance would have
been near as good as it was had not the industry picked up the full amount of the
increase in sales from the decline in imports from other countries whose sales were
affected by recent countervailing duty and antidumping duties. In this context, I
believe that the change in volumes would have been sufficient to push the domestic
industry over the line into material injury. I conclude that material injury would
have occurred but for the suspension of liquidation.
Elasticity
I believe that a final .word is necessary with respect to the elasticity estimates
which were produced by the Commission in this case. I did not rely on such
estimates at all in making my determination because I concluded. they were not
based on reliable information. In particular, the demand elasticity estimates for
brass sheet and strip deserve special note. The price elasticity of demand was
estimated in this case through an innovative practice of reverse derivation from the
price elasticity for refined copper. Needless to say, this·· investigation involved a
particular product, a type of brass sheet and strip which is a subset of all brass
sheet and strip, which is a subset of all brass products, which is one subset of the
uses of refined copper.
Refined copper was not under investigation. The Commission did not collect
any information about refined copper. No information about refined copper was
subjected to the rigorous scrutiny of our own investigation or by the parties.
Nevertheless, such information was essential to the method used to derive the
elasticities.
The derivation of the elasticity for brass sheet and strip rested on the
conclusion that there is a very low elasticity for copper wire (of the kind used in
housing because building codes require the use of copper in such applications) which
accounted for 70% of the use of refined copper; that 2% was used in miscellaneous
residual uses (which is insignificant in terms of the formula); and that the
remaining 28%, which was assigned to the brass sheet and strip here under
investigation, must, by operation of the formula, have a high elasticity.
Now, there is generally available information from a variety of sources,
including government sources, in which I include the Commission's own investigation
of unwrought copper in 1984, 17 which indicates that 70% of refined copper goes to
a class of industry called "wire rod producers" and 28% goes to "brass producers." 18
These same sources, however, also indicate that only approximately 25% of the
refined copper consumed in this country is used in electrical and electronic
applications. This is the category of use that includes all types of wire including
17See

Unwrought Copper, Report to the President on Investigation No. TA-201-52
Under section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974, USITC Pub. No. 1549, at A-16. This
same information appears to be generally accurate for more recent time periods
based on information from the Copper Development Association and the
Commission's own commodity experts.
18

This is obviously a simplified breakdown of consumption made for illustrative
purposes. For example, if we have only wire rod producers producing wire, and
brass firms producing brass products, who makes copper pipe? Who makes the other
products made of pure copper?
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both housing wumg and telecommunication type copper wire (which accounts for
roughly 8% of total consumption or roughly a third of the approximately 25% used
in electrical and electronic applications).
These figures suggest that, at the very least, the market for refined copper is
extremely complicated. Even if the relative volumes were correct, is it proper to
assume a low elasticity for the entire 70% of copper used by wire producers when
the factors leading to the assumption of a low elasticity affect only one portion of
the eventual use of such wire, that is, in the building market affected by building
code considerations?
Even if one excludes the possibility that the 70% figure
excludes other semifinished uses of refined copper and applies only to wire, we
know that some percentage of wire is used in such applications such as power
transmission and telecommunications in which there is considerable substitution for
other materials such as aluminum wire (on which we have an ongoing investigation)
and fiber optics.
The same considerations affect the 28% of copper assigned by the formula to
the product under investigation. Even if, based upon the data in this investigation
it appears that upwards of 90% of all brass sheet and strip is accounted for by the
product subject to this investigation, we know, for the Commission has undertaken
investigations of other brass products in the past, that there are brass products
other than brass sheet and strip. What we do not know, because it was not subject
to investigation, is what percentage of all brass products is accounted for by brass
sheet and strip. There is no basis therefore for assuming that all of the 28% of
copper used in brass goes to the products subject to this investigation.
Simplifying assumptions, such as those used to create the elasticities in this
investigation, may be acceptable for academic exercises, but they are hardly
appropriate for use in a legal proceeding· such as an investigation before this
Commission.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF ACTING CHAIRMAN ANNE E. BRUNSDALE
AND COMMISSIONER SUSAN LIEBELER
Certain Brass Sheet and Strip
From Japan and The Netherlands
Inv. Nos. 731-TA-379 and 380
July 29, 1988
Based on the record in these investigations, we find that the
domestic brass sheet and strip industry is not materially
injured or threatened with material injury by reason of
dumped imports from Japan and The Netherlands.

We concur

with commissioners Eckes and Lodwick's definitions of like

Y

product and the domestic industry and their views on
cumulation.

our views on the condition of the domestic

industry, causation, and the threat of material injury are
set out below.

Condition of.the Domestic Industry
The Commission's consideration of the domestic industry's
condition generally focuses on operating and financial
data.l/

In this case, we interpret these data differently

from our colleagues and conclude that the.current condition
of the domestic industry is strong.

11

Specifically, the Commission looks at production data
(production, capacity, capacity utilization, shipments, and
inventories), employment data (number of production workers,
hours worked, compensation, and productivity), and financial
data (net sales, cost of goods sold, operating income, and
return on assets). See 19 u.s.c. 1677(7) (C) (iii).
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Looking at production data first, domestic;production of
(':

.

.

! ·:

the brass sheet and strip under investigation increased from
456 million pounds in 1984 to 462 million pounds in 1987.1/
over the same period, capacity fell from 617.million pounds
to 543 million pounds,1/ and·,· ·largely as a result, capacity
utilization rose from 74 percent to 85 percent •.iJ

Domestic

shipments also increased, rising from $319 million to $350
·. ·:.

..

. ,_-

:

million 2.J and from 456 million pounds to 471 million

1J See Report at a-16 (Table 3). Production declined from
456 million pounds in 1984 to 382 million pounds in 1985,
then recovered to405 million pounds in· 1986 and.surpassed
the 1984 level in 1987 by increasing to 462 million pounds.
Id. This upward trend continued in.1988, when first quarter
production hit 120 million pounds, up from 118 million pounds
in the first quarter of 1987. Id ...
11 Commission staff ·urged caution ·in interpreting the
capacity figures in this investigation, because changes in
capacity could result from changes in the product mix between
brass sheet and strip and other products manufactured on the
same equipment, such as copper sheet and strip, as well as
actual dismantling of production equipment. See Report at a-.
15. Domestic producers did indicate .. at the Commission·
hearing, however, that they have ''eliminated obsolete
equipment and plants!' pover the period of investigation~ See
Transcript at 18. Thus, although it appears that domestic
producers took steps during the ·:course of the investigatfon
to streamline production and reduce outmoded capacity, we
will not dra~ that conclusion here.
·
· ·

.ii See Report at a-16 (Table 3).

An 85: percent capabity
utilization rate indicates to us that this indus~ry is
currently operating in a very heal thy position.
··

QI See Report at a-17 (Table 4). This upward trend continued

in 1988. The value of first quarter 1988 shipments stood at-- ·
$110 million, compared with $83 million in the first quarter
of 1987. Id. These 1987 figures are especially noteworthy,
because the d~mestic industry indicated that 1984 .. was an
exceptionally good year. See Report at a-15. Almost all
1987 indicators exceed those achieved·in 1984, which pa~ties
characterized as an "exceptionally good" year.
·
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pounds . .Q/

Finally, inventories remained at a steady and low

level throughout the period of investigation.2/

Thus, the

majority of the production indicators show that the domestic
industry is not currently experiencing material injury.
Turning to employment data, the number of workers
producing c20000-series brass sheet and strip declined
sharply in 1984-85 and then remained relatively

stable.~

Total compensation fell by 5 percent over the same period •.2J
However, the hourly wage paid to these workers increased by 7
percent between 1984 and 1987,10/ and the output per worker
increased by over 17 percent.11/
The financial information available on this industry
also suggests an absence of material injury.

Net sales

increased from $344 million in 1984 to $352 million in
.QI Id.

The volume increased in the interim period as well,
rising from 121 million pounds in the first quarter of 1987
to 125 million pounds in the first quarter of 1988. Id.

1/ Id. at a-18. Inventories stood at 30 million pounds in
1984, equivalent to 6.6 percent of domestic shipments.
Inventories were slightly higher in 1987, at 36 million
pounds, equivalent to 7.6 percent of domestic shipments. Id.
~See Report at a-19 (Table 5).
In 1984, there were 1,745
workers. This figure dropped to 1,435 workers in 1985, then
rose slightly to 1,472 workers in 1986 and 1,481 workers in
1987. Id .

.2J See Report at a-19 (Table 5).

Total compensation dropped
from $57 million in 1984 to $54 million in 1987.

10/ Id. The hourly wage increased from $11.77 in 1984 to
$12.64 in 1987.
11/ Id. output per worker jumped from 122.3 pounds per hour
in 1984 to 143.3 pounds per hour in 1987.
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1987,12/ and from $84 million in the first quarter of 1987 to
$110 million in the comparable period of 1988.lJ./

Operating

income was positive throughout the period, with the exception
of 1986 **************************************************-

************************************************ ·~
Operating income improved throughout 1987 and the first
quarter of 1988, rising to $7 million in 1987, and increasing
from $1.3 million in the first quarter of 1987 to $2.2
million in the first quarter of 1988.15/
Consideration of the above factors leads us to conclude
that the industry is not materially injured.

Production

indicators are up, the industry has become more efficient,
workers' pay increased, net sales are up, and operating
.income is positive and rising.

Because we believe that it is

important for the Commission to consider both the health of
the domestic industry and the effect of imports on the
domestic industry, we now move to consideration of the effect
of unfair imports on the domestic brass sheet and strip
industry •

.!.21 See Report at a-24 (Table 8) •
.ill Id.
~

Id.

15/ Id.
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Material Injury Caused by Dumped Imports
our analysis of causation is different from that of our
colleagues who rely·primarily on trend analysis.

Although we

do use trend analysis to examine the condition of the
domestic industry, as in this case, we find that trend.
analysis does not allow us to separate the effect of dumped
imports from the many other factors that affect the domestic
industry.

We therefore generally draw on elementary, well-

accepted tools of economics to help us assess the market for
the product in question, the ability of domestic producers to
respond to changes in market conditions, and. the effects of
the dumped imports on domestic producers.16/

Import Volumes. Market Penetration, and the Dumping Margin
The first step in this analysis is to consider the absolute
level of unfair imports in the domestic market, their market
16/ A more thorough discussion of the use of elasticities is
contained in Internal Combustion Forklift Trucks from Japan,
Inv. No. 731-TA-377 (Final), USITC Pub. 2082, at 66-83 (May
1988) (Additional Views of Vice Chairman Anne E. Brunsdale)
[hereinafter cited as Forklift Trucks]; see also Color
Picture Tubes from Canada, Japan. the Republic of Korea. and
Singapore, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-367-370.(Final); USITC:Pub •. 2046,
at 23-32 (December 1987) (Additional Views of Vice·Chairinan
Anne E. Brunsdale) [hereinafter cited as Color Picture
Tubes); Cold-Rolled Carbon Steel Plates and Sheets from
Argentina, Inv. No. 731-TA-175 (Final) (Second Remand), USITC
Pub. 2089, at 31-51 (June 1988) (Additional Views of Vice
Chairman Anne E. Brunsdale). The Court of International
Trade has also discussed with approval the use of
elasticities. See Copperweld Corp. v. United States, No. 8603-00338, slip op. 88-23, at 45-48 (CIT Feb. 24., 1988); USX
Corp. v. United States, 12 CIT
· , slip op. 88-30, at 19
(March 15, 1988); Alberta Pork Pi=Oducers' Marketing Board v.
United States, 11.CIT - - ' 669 F.Supp. 445, 461-65 (1"987).
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penetration, and the margin of dumping as ·measured by
Commerce.

In the 1984-87 period, dumped brass sheet and

strip imports increased by only 5 percent when measured by
quantityl7/ and by 8 percent when measured by value.llj ·over
the same period, the market share of those imports increased
from 5.2 percent to 6.2 percent of U.S. consumption.when
measured by ql.lantity,19/ ·and from 7.2 percent to 8:6 percent
when measured by value.20/

These· shares not only are not

17/ See Report at a-35 (Table 15).
Japanes~ and Dutch
imports totaled 34. million pounds in 1984, 35 million pounds
in 1985, 38 million pounds in 1986, and 35 million pounds in
1987. Id.. Of this overall figure, the' Japanese produc·ers
supplied 18 million pounds in 1984, 1.9 million. po~nds in
1985, 23 million pounds in 1986, and 20 million pounds in
1987. The Dutch supplied 16 million pounds in 1984, 15
million pounds in 1985, 15 million pounds in 1986, and 15
million pounds in ~987. Id.
18/ Id. at a-34 (Table 14). The value of unfair imports was
$36 million in· 1984, $37 ·mi11·ion in 1985 ,' $38 million in ' ·
1986, and $39 million in 1987. The Japanese portion of that
amount was $'19 million in 1984, $20 million in 198.5, $22
million in 1986, and $21 million in 1987. The Dutch portion
amounted to $14 million in 1984, $17 million in 1985, $16
million in 1986·, a·nd $18 million. in 1987. Id.·
19/ Id. at a-35 · (Table 15). The. co1llPinecf market share was
5.2 percent~in 1984, ·6~6 percent in 198S, 7~1 ~erdent in
1986, and' 6~2 perpent ip 1987. Of that, the. Japanese market
share was 2. 8. percent· in 1984, 3. 7 percent· in' '198.5, 4. 3 ·- .
percent in 1986·~. and 3. 5 percent in 1987. The p~tch market
share was 2.4.percent iri 1984, 3.a percent in 198~, ,2.8
percent in. 1986, and ·2.7 percent· in 1987. · IS!·~.·
The combined market share was 7.2 pe~cent in.i984,
8.8 percent in 198~, 9;5 percent in 1986, and 9.6 pe~cent in
1987. Of that, the Japanese market share was 3.7 percent in
1984, 4.7 percent· in 1985, 5.5 percent in 19Q6, a~d: 4.7percent in 1987. The Dutch market.share was 3.5 percent in
1984, _4 .1 percent in 1985, 4. O percent in 1~86, and 3 •· 9
percent in 1987. Id.

.W Id.
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extremely high, but did not increase at th_e expense of the
..

'I

domestic industry.21/
As for the margins of dumping, they range from moderate
'

to moderately high levels.

The dumping marqip for the Dutch

producer is 16.99 percent; the margins
"

..

_i

fo~

the Japanese

:

producers range from 13.3 percent to 57.98

p~rcent.w

The Market for Brass Sheet and Strip in This Case

Demand for Brass Sheet and Strip in the United States.

To

';

understand fully the effects of unfair imports on the
I-.,:•

domestic industry and domestic prices, the
to make a judgment on the
•

. .., .

1 ••

.....

for the product under investigation.w
'-,'f

needs

of domestic demand

responsiven~ss

.,

Commiss~ori

If demand for a

;.. • ~. ~ '.:.

particular product is elastic, consumers will_ spend more on
• -."J

'

the product as its price

•

~

fa~ls.w

In this situation, the_ ....
•

I

•

·.,.

effect of dumped imports on.. the
domestic
industry
is
.
. .
' . .
·. ·.
.
;

.

•"';.

.'

,

\

.

'

·,'

'

...

21/ See dd.•· :·u • s. market ·:share :by volume was 71. 3 percent in ·.
1984, 72.4 percent in 1985, 75.l percent in 1986, a,n~ 82.6.
percent·in·l98,7. ·,;.By, value, 'ti.S •. market :·share·was 64.0
percent in 1984, 65.5 percent in 1985, 68.4 percent in 1986,_
and 77. 2 percent in '-1987. ·1d;; ·. ·
· · · · .·,"

W

See Final Determination of Sal.es at Less Tha_n Fair Value:
Brass Sheet: and ~strip from the· ··Netherlands,· 53 Fed. Reg!
.
23,431 (ITA June 22, 19'88} ;. Final riete'rminatiori of Sales at
Less Than Fair Value: Brass Sheet and.Strip from Japan, 53
Fed. Reg. 23,296 (ITA June 21,: 19'88·)'. ·
·
· ·
.

.

W
W

See Forklift ·Trucks/ supra· note
• ...

.

....

~

.; l

.

• •

•

·1~·,
. . •

: .

at 77. ··.> · .·

. .

.

.

In other words, each l percent decrease· in price leads to
a greater than l percent increase in demand.
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of

mitigated, since additional sales

dumped imports come

primarily from market expansion, not from capturing sales
formerly made by the domestic pr~ducers.

Conversely; if
.

)

demand is· inelastic, the effect of di.imped imports is likely
to be c;Jreater, because addition~i sales ~f the lower-priced
dumped imports are more likely to take sales away from
domestic producers.
.

,.

~

l·'

Brass sheet and strip.is.an intermediate product used in
a wide variety of end products.25/

These end products are

used in a nUmber ·of different inCiu.strles·, including the auto
industry, ~ther tran~portation industries, electrical and
electronic products, b~ilding._ ·products,· ordnance, government
coinaq.e; ·and· stamped products~W

In each of these segment~,

there are a number of sUbstitutes for brass.

For example, in

the auto industry, everything from aluminum, copper, and
phosphor bronze, '-to· plastics and

f lber

opti:cs

ca~ serv~ as
..

substitutes for brass.n.J

In electrical and ele.ctronic

products, .. ~luminum, copper and coppe_r' alloys, and f ibe1;' .•
•

-

.

-

!

•

•

•

•

T

'

optics .-&uhs'titute for brass;·2's1 .·In .the. ·sta:mped products'
.... :

group·, ·noncorrosive metals such

•

•t • . :t . ·: . \

..

·a.~ ~lumi.num

.

and stainless

'.

25/. See Memorandum from ·the. Director, .. Offi~e. of Economics,
Memorandum EC-L-238, ·at ;i.·4 (J~lY: 22, 1988).
.
. . ..
26/ See Report at a.;..l2 (Figure l).
:

I

27/ See Memorandum EC-L-238, supra .. note_25, at 14-15• Each
of these substitutes is obviously better suited to specific
uses within this segment.
. ·,·

28/ Id. at 15.

,
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steel can be used in place of bronze.l2f
products industry,

st~el,

In the building

plated steel, stainless steel,

aluminum, plastics, porcelain, and wood all could replace
bronze. d.Qj

Finally_, in the government coinage area, clad

coins and zinc are alternatives for bronze.1.JJ
using an innovative methodology to supplement its usual
informed judgment, Commission staff found the demand for
brass to be

moderately'elastic.~

Petitioners disagree,

l.JJ Id. One area where there do not appear to be acceptable
substitutes· for brass is in the ordnance (ammunition)
industry. Id.
See id. at 16. Staff argue that, in the short range,
demand is inelastic until consumers are able to re-design
their products to incorporate materials other than brass and
until present contracts expire. Id.
The initiative of staff in applying publicly available
data on prices, consumption levels, and the technology used
in the manufacture of brass to place empirically derived
bounds on the price sensitivity of demand was extremely
helpful to our consideration of this case. A key advantage
of supplementing informed judgment with an explicit
methodology is that the latter approach affords users an
opportunity to evaluate exactly what was done. In the
present case, ·copper and zinc price data from the period of
investigation can be used to sharpen the estimate of the cost
share of copper in brass production. Based on these data,
the cost share of copper in brass production is approximately .
42 percent, rather than 36.4 percent. This modification
leads to slightly revised bounds for the brass demand
elasticity (-1.4 to -2.9). This adjustment to the figures
provided by staff has no effect on our conclusion that demand
for brass is moderately elastic or on our. analysis of the
record in this case.
The ample opportunity of parties to comment on this
staff work further enhanced the quality of the record
·
available to the Commission by focusing the discussion of
disagreements among the parties.
~

/
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arguing that demand is inelastic because brass is an
intermediate good, because some producers have already left
the market, because substitute products are becoming
increasingly expensive, and because shifting production to
use alternatives for brass requires major capital investments
and must occur slowly.11f
has some merit.

We believe Petitioner's argument

Therefore, we assume that the elasticity of

demand falls closer to the lower half of the range of
plausible demand elasticities we have identified based on the
work of the Commission staff .1.i/

Substitutability of the U.S. and
Products.

t~e

Dutch and Japanese

Making a judgment on the substitutability of the

domestic and imported products is central to determining
whether material injury in a Title VII case is "by reason of"
dumped imports.d.2j

For that reason it is particularly

important in each case that the Commission make an-explicit
statement on the degree to which the ·domestic and imported
J].J See Posthearing Brief of

Petitioners~ Answers to
Commission Questions, at 30 (July 6, 1988).

1.!J Therefore, the demand elasticity would fall closer to
-1.4.

d.2f Obviously, the closer the domestic and imported products

are as substitutes, the greater the effect that sales of the
imported product will have on sales of the domestic product,
all other things being equal. For a more explicit discussion
of the elasticity of substitution, see Forklift Trucks, supra
note 16, at 75-76; Color Picture Tubes, supra note 16, at 2526.
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products are substitutable.2.§/

In the case before us, we

have a great deal of evidence indicating the products are not
particularly close substitutes.
While the Japanese and domestic product appear to be
much alike physically, there are some indications that the
Dutch product is of better quality than the U.S. product.11./
In addition, both the Dutch and Japanese products are sold
under different terms and conditions than domestic products.
Such differences serve as additional barriers to
substitution.

First, while the U.S. producers regularly sell

brass through toll accounts to purchasers, importers do so
rarely.1lV

Second, the U.S. producers offer shorter lead

times than the importers.

According to purchaser,testimony,

lead times for domestic brass sheet and strip range from 3 to
8 weeks, while those for the Japanese and Dutch product
average 12 weeks.w

Finally, domestic brass sheet and strip

producers commonly off er scrap buy-back plans to the
consumer, while importers rarely offer this service.

Thus,

2§1 See Forklift Trucks, supra note 16, at 75-76.
11./ See Memorandum EC-L-238, supra note 25, at 10-11. The
Japanese Respondents did argue that the quality of their
product was higher than the domestic product. See Prehearing
Brief of Nippon Mining Company, Ltd., at 15 (June 24, 1988).
However, purchasers contacted by the Commission indicated
that the quality was very similar to the domestic product.

1lV Id. at 11.

W

Id. at 12.
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Staff concludes that the domestic '·and imported products are
only moderately substitutable . .i.Qj
Petitioners disagreed with the Commission staff
analysis.

Petitioners believe that the domestic and imported

products are comparable in quality . .!l/

They note that U.S.

lead times are increasing as capacity utilization climbs,!lf
and they minimize the importance of differences between the
domestic and imported producers with respect to toll sales
and scrap buy-back plans . .i1f
We find Petitioner's arguments unpersuasive on these
points.

In fact, Petitioner agrees that importers currently

do not use toll agreements or scrap buy-back plans as
extensively as domestic producers.

Moreover, the weight of

the evidence in the.record does point to some quality
differences between-the U.S. and the Dutch product.
Therefore, we agree with the estimate of Commission staff
that the elasticity of substitution is moderate, falling
between l and 3 • .!if
.iQI Id. at 12.

!.!/ Posthearing Brief of Petitioners, Answers to Commission
Questions, at 28 (July 6, 1988) .

.4.!f Respondents from the Netherlands appear to agree with an
elasticity of substitution in this case falling between 1 and
3. See Analysis of the Impact of LTFV Imports from Japan and
the Netherlands on the U.S. Industry Producing the Domestic
Like Product, submitted by Alan L. Madian, at 2 (July 6,
(continued ••. )
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Ability of the Domestic Industry to Respond to Changes in
Price.

If we are to assess the revenue and price effects of

unfair imports on the domestic industry, it is necessary to
understand the degree to which domestic producers can expand
production of brass sheet and strip in response to changes in
price.45/

Knowing the elasticity of domestic supply allows

us to make a judgment about this responsiveness with greater
clarity and precision.
In this case, capacity utilization in the domestic
industry is high, reaching 85 percent in 1987 and 91 percent
in the first quarter of 1988 . .i..§/

In addition, exports of

domestic brass sheet and strip were low throughout the period
of investigation and amounted to less than 1 percent of
domestic shipments in 1986 and

1987.~

Thus, U.S. firms

cannot expand production to any great extent because they are
already operating at a very high rate of capacity
utilization, and they cannot shift significant amounts of
product from overseas to domestic sales because they export
44/( ... continued)
1988). Respondents from Japan also concurred with this
estimate. See Post-hearing Brief of Nippon Mining Company,
Ltd., Elasticity Analysis Appendix, at 3 (July 6, 1988).
45/ See Forkli.ft Trucks, supra note 16, at 78-79 .
.i..§/ See Report at A-16 (Table 3).
~

See Report at A-17 (Table 4).
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so little.

Therefore, the elasticity of domestic supply

should be· fairly low.
One factor does increase the elasticity of supply.

The

machinery used by domestic producers to produce brass sheet
and strip can also be used to produce copper sheet and strip,
and other alloys.48/

Thus, if the price of brass sheet and

strip rises, producers are likely to increase production
these items at the expense of other products.

ot

This factor

makes the elasticity of domestic supply more moderate.
Petitioner argued that domestic supply is inelastic,
based on the producers' high capacity utilization and
unwillingness to change their product mix •.!2J

Respondent

argued that Commission staff overstated the constraints on
supply and, as a result, its estimate of the elasticity of
domestic supply is too low.

On balance, we believe the

elasticity of domestic supply is moderate, falling in the
range suggested by the Commission staff of 1 to 5.

Material Injury Caused by Dumped Imports
In a market where domestic supply is moderately elastic and
the substitutability of the imported and domestic products is
also moderate, dumped imports should not have a significant
impact on the quantities produced by the domestic industry or
.i.§.1 See Memorandum EC-L-238, supra note 25, at 4-5 •

.!21 See Posthearing Brief of Petitioners, Answers to
Commission Questions, at 23-24 (July 6, 1988).
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on domestic prices.

We believe that is the situation in this

case.
Because the products are not close .substitutes, it is
unlikely that the domestic firms would have been able to
capture the bulk of the Dutch and Japanese sales even if the
imported products had been fairly traded.
difference~

In addition, the

between the unfairly traded imports and the

domestic product are great enough as to make it unlikely that
the price of imports reduced domestic prices by a material
amount.

Thus, combining the effect of the dumped imports on

volume and on prices yields a revenue loss to domestic firms
that is not materiai.
The data presented to the Commission on the moderate
volume of imports, the low and steady market share of unfair
imports, the moderate to moderately high dumping margins, the
moderate elasticity of domestic supply, and the moderate
substitutability between the domestic and the imported
product, taken together, show that the domestic industry is
not suffering material injury by reason of unfair imports in
this case.

We therefore disagree with our colleagues'

determination that the statutory criteria for an affirmative
finding are satisfied.

No Threat of Material Injury by Reason of Unfair Imports
In assessing whether unfair imports are threatening a
domestic industry with material injury, the Commission must
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consider increases in capacity or underutilized capacity in
the countries under investigation, rapid increases in market
penetration by the unfair imports and the likelihood that
this increase will reach an injurious level, the probability
that these imports will have a price suppressing or
depressing effect on domestic prices, substantial increases
in inventories, the potential for product shifting, and any
other relevant adverse trends.SO/

After analyzing the

evidence gathered in this investigation, we conclude that
there is no threat of material injury by reason of dumped
imports of Japanese and Dutch brass sheet and strip.
In the 1984-87 period, the production capacity of the
Japanese producers increased slightly from 499 million pounds
to 528 million pounds,.2.!J and capacity utilization dropped
slightly but remained high at 83 percent • .21./

Similarly, '\:he

capacity of the lone Dutch producer remained almost level at

************ pounds,.2df and capacity utilization declined
very slightly from **** percent to **** percent.54/
50/ See 19

u.s.c.

These

1677(7) (F) (ii).

51/ See Report at a-30 (Table 11). This amounted to an
increase of only 6 percent over the period. In addition, the
increase occurred in small, steady increments, not rapid
bursts.

W

Id. Capacity utilization in 1984 was 91 percent,
dropping to 84 percent in 1985, rising slightly to 85 percent
in 1986, and then falling slightly to 83 percent in 1987. Id .

.2df Id. at a-31 (Table 12).
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data indicate very little

urius~d·capacity

additional exports to the

Uni:t_ed.Stat~s

available ·for:

and no large

increases in production c:;:apacity in the countries in
question.
The market share of imports from Japan ..and .The
.
.

.

.

.

.

Netherlands increased over· the period, but the.increases were
. not rapid and .. will not i;ncrease ,. -in- our opinion, to injurious
levels.

By value, the- combined ma·rket share of Dutch anci

,~·

Japanese brass sheE!t and strip rose from 7.2 percent in 1984
to 8.•.6 .Percent in 1987. 55/ · In additioJ'.l, the market .share of ·
these imports was fairly steaciy over the period, fluctuai;:.ing
between

7~2.and

9.5 percent.56/. These slight fluctuations

indicate relatively stable market penetration by· imports that·• · ·
.

.
'

.

.
.

are not. rising rapidly and ar.e unlikely· to incre·ase to
injurious _leve_is.

The volume data also support this

analysis •. By volume, thecc:>mbined-market share of Dutch.and
Japanese :t:>rass sheet arid strip rose, from 5.2·percent in 1984.·
to only 6. 2. percent in 1987 .57 / and· was quite. stable ·over the·:
period, fluctuating.between 5.2 and 7.l:percent.w·
Therefore, in this investigation, imports are not·.. ·•.r~~irig:
.·
.
rapidly and their market share is unlikely to rise to
injurious levels.
55/ See Report at a-35 (Table 15) ...
56/ Id.

See supra note 20 ..

.'
·-".:( .
·.-e:·

'

57/ Id.

w

Id.

See supra note 19.

..

't'"
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The Commission staff •·s price comparisons revealed that,
in the majority of cases; Dutch and Japanese brass sheet and
strip sold at a lower nominal price than the domestic
product.59/

Domestic prices have increased over the last

year, primarily due to

incr~ases

in the costs of the metal

component of brass.60/· Given·the low degree of
substitutability between the.domestic and imported
products,61/ .we are not convinced· that these imports are
capable of .having a "price suppressing or depressing effect
on domestic prices."

However, even if we were to assume that

imports had this effect on domestic prices, it would be the
only statutory factor to weigh in favor of an affirmative
threat finding.
U.S. importers' inventories of the Dutch and Japanese
product fell from 1.8 million pounds to 1.2 million pounds
du~ing

the period of investigation,62/ while inventories held

by _the Dutch producer in Tile ·Netherlands declined from ***

******* pounds in 1985 to *********** pounds in 1987 •.§.1/
U.S. producer inventories increased slightly, from 32 million
59/ see Report at a-so.
60/ See id. at a-42.
61/ See supra notes 35 to 44 and accompanying text.
~See

W

Report at a-28 (Table 10).

Id. at a-31 (Table 12). No information on Japanese
producers' inventories held in Japan was available to the
Commission. See Report at a-31 (Table 11).

55
pounds in 1984 to 36 million pounds in 1987 . .2.!j
.

:

Declining

.

inventories of unfair. imports and slight increases. in
domestic inventories·do not constitute substantial increases
in inventories, as required by the·statute.

Thus, inventory

trends do not indicate .that the U.S. brass sheet and strip
industry is threatened with material injury.·
Finally, the section which requires the commission to
consider product shifting is inapplicable in this case
because none of the other· products manufactured by foreign
brass sheet and strip producers are under investigation or
under order in the United States.65/
statute then also points to

This requirement of the

a negative threat determination.

In addition, we found "no other adverse trends indicating that
the imports under investigation threaten the domestic
industry with material injury. ·Therefore, the weight of the
.evidence leads us to conclude that

t~e

domestic bass sheet

and strip industry is not threatened with material.injury by
reason of unfair imports from Japan and The Netherlands in
this case.

W

See Report at a-18.

65/ See 19 U.S.C. 1G77(7)(F)(i)(VIII).

DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER RONALD A. CASS
certain Brass Sheet and Strip from
Japan and the Netherlands
Investigations Nos. 731-TA-379
and 731-TA-380 (Final)
I dissent from the Commission's affirmative determination
in this investigation.

For the reasons set forth below, I do

not find that the domestic industry is suffering material
injury, or threatened with material injury, by reason of less
than fair value ("LTFV") imports from.Japan and the
Netherlands.

I.

DEFINITION OF DOMESTIC LIKE PRODUCT AND INDUSTRY

I have analyzed the question of

inj~ry

in this case using

the domestic like product and industry definitions requested by
Petitioners, even though this definition, iri my view,
inappropriately includes goods that should be treated as two
separate like products.

The legislative history of the Trade

Agreements Act of 1979 indicates that like product definitions
should include the articles that are most directly competitive
with and most directly affected by theLTFV imports, and should
neither include articles that compete significantly less
closely with the subject imports nor exclude articles that,
although distinguishable, compete very closely with those
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imports.ii

The Commission has traditionally attempted to carry

out this mandate by examining five aspects of the potentially
like products:

(l)'product characteristics and uses;

interchangeability;

(3) channels of distribution;

(2)

(4) common

manufacturing facilities and production employees; and (5)
customer or producer perceptions.1/

These factors provide

information that falls into two categories: information about
consumer demand and information about producer supply.

As I

have indicated in other opinions,J/ I believe that in the usual
case the proper test for like products should require
substantial coincidence of QQt.h supply and demand among
domestic products. · Tha.t is, a domestic like product, in
addition to satisfying the requirement that the product
competes closely with subject imports, should comprise
essentially one market for domestic consumers and·be produced
by one market for domestic

producers.~/

In this investigation, I. believe that Respondent
Cambridge-Lee, Industries, Inc.

("Cambridge") ha.s presen:ted

persuasive evidence that 48" architectural grade Muntz metal
( "48 inch Muntz metal 11 )

.

and 48 11 architectural grade commercial

ii s. Rep. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979).
11

~. ~. Fabric and Expanded Neoprene Laminate from
Taiwan, Inv. No. 731-TA-371 (Final), USITC Pub. 2032 (November
1987), at 4 and n. 5.

l/ 3.5" Microdisks and Media Therefor from Japan, Inv. No. 731TA-389 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2076 (April 1988)
Views of Commissioner Cass) at 49.

(Additional
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bronze ("48 inch commercial bronze") constitute a like product
separate from the other forms of brass sheet and strip that are
the subject of this investigation.

These brass products are

used in architectural applications, such as building facades,
lobbies,

elevat9r~,

arid doors, where.uniformity of the product

surface is.. essential. .5./

P.rom the standpoint of the consumer,

these .products are interchangeable with each other, but not
with other brass sheet or strip.

Petitioners argued that other

types of brass strip produced in narrower widths are acceptable
substitutes f<;>r .48 .inch Muntz metal and 48 inch .commercial
bronze,Q/

..,

the weight of the evidence in the record suggests

b~t

otherwise.2/

The record indicates that narrower strip

substantially increases the cost of construction and, more
importantly, is deemed significantly less desirable from an
aesthetic point of view, so much. so as to render it
unacceptable to most. prospective purchasers·. .8./
An examination of production factors similarly points to

the conclusion that
48 inch Muntz metal and 48 inch commercial
.
.

bronze are a separate like product.

Respondent Ca.mQridge has
'-

asserted that_ these products are made with special· equipment by.:,

.5./ Pre-Hearing Brief of Cambridge-Lee Industries, Inc.
("Cambridge Prehearing Brief") at 7; Tr. 238.
Q/ See Petitioners' Posthearing Brief at 2; Petitioners'

Prehearing Brief, Exhibit 1.
21 USITC Memorandum EC-L-241 (July 25, 1988) from the Office of
Economics; Tr. 234-36, 238-39. ·

.8./ Tr. 234-36,

238-39~
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only a handful of brass mills around the world,· none of which··
is located in the ·united

States.~/

Petitioners apparently do

not contest.these claims.
Accordingly, I conclude that 48 inch Muntz metal and 48
inch commercial bronze together comp.rise a separate like
product.

Unfortunately,. the data compiled by -the Commission in

this investigation do not permit us separately to assess the
effects of the subject imports on the domestic industry
producing this product and their effects on the domestic
industry producing the other forms of brass strip and sheet
that are .under investigation.

This aggregation of data,

however, does not affect my view .of the prope·r disposition of
this case; as explained below, even

und~r

Petitioners'

suggested.definition·of the like product and· domestic industry
-- which I will use in the remainder of· these Views -- I'·
believe a negative determination i·s appropriate.

II.
A.

ANALYSIS OF MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF LTFV IMPORTS

cumulation·.
As a thresh.old. matter, it is necessary to decide whether

the statutory requirements for cumulation have been established
. . '.:

in this case.

.

l

The Commission is· required to assess

cumulatively the volume and effect of imports from two
countries of like products subject to

investiga~ion

if:

or

more

(1)

they compete with the other imported products'-and the domestic
~/Cambridge

Prehearing Brief at 6-7.
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like product; (2) .they are marketed within a reasonably
coincidental perioO:; and. ( 3) they are subject to
investigatiOn~.1.Q./

.-.

,.

tn my view, the requirements for cumulating

.,~

imports from Japa1;1 and the Netherlands have been met ..
.

.

In contenciing-that·cumulation is ·inappropriate,
Respondents rely primarily ori an argument thatthe imports from
Japan and the Netherlands. do not compete with each
with the d0,mestic like

_product~ll/.

oth~r

or ·

It is in, fact a close

question whether the subject imports compete with each other
an extent sufficient to warrant.cumulation in this case.
Respondents argue that the imports -f-rom Japan and the
Netherland~

consist of different specialty products .:..._ brass

radiator strip in the case of the Netherlands and wider sized
brass strip, including 48 inch.Muntz·I'(letal and 48 inch
1.Q/ 16 u.s.c. Section 1677(7) (C) (iv); H. Rep. No. 1156, 98th
Cong~, 2d Sess~· 173. (1984).

ll/ Cambridge Prehearing Brief at 16-17; Prehearing Brief on
Behalf of Metallverken-Nederland B.V., Outokumpu Metallverken
Inc., and Global Metals corp. ("Netherlands Respondents")
("Netherlands Respondents' Prehearing Brief") at 14-15; Tr.
.
151-52; 168; 184~85. certain Respondents also claim that these
imports are distributed through different channels· of
,,
distribution. ':Netherlands· Respondents' Prehearing Brief at 1a;·
Netherlands Respondents• Posthearing Brief at 6; Tr. 168 ..
However, information concerning distribution channels is.
significant only insofar as it may be relevant to the question
whether the imports in question in fact compete with each
other. Antifriction Bearings (Other Tl:lan Tapered Roller
Bearings) and Parts Thereof from the Federal Republic of •
Germany,· France, Italy, Japan, Romania, Singapore, Sweden,
Thailand, and the United Kingdom, Inv. Nos. 73i-TA-391-399
(Preliminary), USITC Pub 2083 (May 1988) (Views.of the
Commission) at 30. For .the reasons .stated infra1 in this
. .~.:
investigation, this information does not outweigh the other
evidence indicating that the subject imports from the two
countries in fact compete·with each other.
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conunercial bronze, in the case of Japan -- that are supplied
for uses not served by 'domestic producers.12/· Informat±on
gathered by the Commission's staff also suggest·s· various
differences between the subject imports and domestic products
and between subject imports from Japan and those from the
Netherlands. There are virtually no toll sales of the subject
imports;.11/ the metal value component of the price charged for
imported brass-sheet and strip' is established in

a way

that is

different than that used for the domestic product;14/ there is
a substantially longer lead time foridelivery of the imported
product;.15./ .and scrap

buy-bac~

programs generally are riot

offered in conjunction with s9ies of the imported product . .1.2./
These differences arguably neg9-te one of the statu.tory
requirements for cumulation.
Petitioners, however, ciismiss these apparent differences
between the products from the two countries and between those
products and the domestic prodµct
ficant.17/

as·rel~tively

insigni-

They also contend that the imported products and

12/ Cambridge Prehearing Brief ·at 16-17; ·Netherl~nds
Respondents·' Prehearing Brief· at· 14-15; .Tr. 15~-52, 168, 184-85 .
..

.Ll./ Report.at a-54.

14/

1-d._

at a-55-56i. ·

.li/

~

at a-56.
'(

ll/

~

at a-55.

ll/ Petitioners' Posthearing Brief ·at.28-:29.
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the domestic like product are Of comparable quality.18/
'.

--

;

Although Petitioners do not specifically deny that there are
certain segments of the market in which there is no competition
'•

-..

between the subject imports or between those imports and the
domestic like product, they assert that there is "head-to-head"
competition.in ·"many market·segments".ll/
· Iri my vi~~, ·the. differences between. the imported products
and between the imported product and the·domestic like.product
are significant.

Still, they are not so great as to support a

finding that the subject imports do "not compete with each
other and with like prodlicts of the.domestic industry in the
United states market".2:0,/

B.

Iniury by Reason of LTFV Imports
Title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930, which governs this

investigation, prescribes a three-part inquiry for evaluating
whether the domestic industry has suffered material injury by
reason of LTFV imports.2,1/

This inquiry compares the condition

of the domestic industry to the condition that would have
obtained if there had been no LTFV imports.

1..6./

In other

·~

.12./ · ,S,gg. Petitioners' Prehearing Bl:'.ief at 36-,38.
19-20.
20/ 19

u.s.c. Section 1677 (7) (C}. (iv}.

ll/ .19

u.s.c. Sections 1677 (7):(B};

(Cj.

~ .al..§.Q

Tr.
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opinions,22/ I have described these inquiries, and their
statutory bases (including the division of specific statutory
factors among the parts of this inquiry) in detail, and I will
not repeat that exposition here.

In brief, however, the

essential elements of the inquiry are as follows.

The first

part of this inquiry compares the volumes and prices of the
subject imports with the volumes that would have obtained had
the imports not been unfairly traded.

The second part asks, in

light of the changes in the market for the imported products
resulting from LTFV imports, what changes occurred in prices
and sales of the domestic like product?

The final part of this

inquiry asks, given the conclusions reached respecting the
nature of the market for the subject imports and the effect of
the LTFV imports on domestic industry prices and sales, to what
extent has employment in the domestic industry declined or
become less remunerative as a result of the LTFV imports, and
to 'what.extent have returns on investment in the domestic
industry declined as a result of the LTFV imports?

Each of

these questions is examined below.

1.

LTFV Irnoorts

In this inves.tigation. the record suggests that sales of·
the imported Netherlands product at LTFv· caused only a
22/ See, SL...9:...._, Internal Combustion Engine Forklift Trucks-from
Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-377 (Final), USITC Pub. 2082 (May 1988)
(Additional Views of Commissioner Cass); 3.5" Microdisks and
Media Therefor from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-389 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 2076 (April 1988) (Views of Commissioner Cass).
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relatively small decline in the price at which the products in
question were sold.

The effect of LTFV sales on the price at

which .the Japanese goods were sold is somewhat more difficult
to establish, but in any event significantly greater than in
the case of the

Netherlands~

~

For·the purposes of this
.

.

analysis, I have used the highest possible price effect for the
Japanese LTFV goods, although I believe that this somewhat
overstates the change in prices consequent to sales at LTFV.
In the·case of the Netherlands, the dumping margin
calculated by the Department of Commerce is relatively small,
although not insignificant.

The Department of Commerce has

calculated that the average prices charged for the subject
products sold in the Netherlands market by Respondent
Metallverken Nederland, B.V. and other Netherlands exporters,
were 16.99 percent higher than the average prices charged for
such products i;:i: the U.S. export market:n;

Moreover, in 1987,

the Netherlands exporters' sales in their home market accounted
for only about [ * * * ] percent of their combined.sales volume
in the Netherlands and the United States.24/

Accordingly,· it

is unlikely that LTFV sales caused the prices charged for the
subject products by Netherlands exporters to decline by even
one-half of the dumping margin.2..5_/
23/ Report at a-8. ·
24/ See Report at a-31, Table 11.

22/ The relationship of sales volume in the export market and
the home market to the prices of LTFV imports is discussed at
(continued ... )
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The picture for Japan is somewhat different.

The dumping

margins calculated by the Department of Commerce for Japanese
exporters were relatively high.

Commerce determined that the

average prices for the subject Japanese products sold in the
Japanese marketl.Q./ (or the equivalent average prices of subject
products) ranged from 13.30 percent to 57.98 percent higher
than the average prices charged for such products in the U.S.
export market.27/

Commerce also determined that the dumping

margin for the products of most of the Japanese producers of
the subject products was closer to the higher end· of this range
than to the lower end; if the dumping margins of the Japanese
firms are weighted according to the percentage of all LTFV
2...5,/( ••• continued)

length in 3.5" Microdisks and Media Therefor from Japan; Inv.
No. 731-TA-389 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2076 (April 1988)
(Views of Commissioner Cass) and in R. Boltuck, Assessing the
Effects on the Domestic Industry of Price Dumping (USITC
Memorandum, May 10, 1988). Th~se documents were available to
the parties to this investigation. The parties indicated
familiarity with this analysis and did not object to its
application to the LTFV imports at issue in this investigation.
26/ This comparison was actually used by the Department of
Commerce only for Respondent Sarnbo Copper Alloy Co., Ltd.
Margins for the other Japanese exporters were based on
constructed value information supplied by Petitioners for
Nippon Mining Co., Ltd. Report at a-8.
27/ The dumping margins calculated by Commerce for the Japanese
producers were as follows:
Nippon Mining Co., Ltd.
Sarnbo Copper Alloy Co., Ltd.
Mitsubishi Shindoh Co., Ltd.
Kobe Steel, Ltd.
All Others
Report at a-8.

57.98%
13.30%
57.98%
57.98%
45.72%
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products sold by each such firm, the average dumping margin for
the subject imports would be approximately 46 percent.28/
Moreover, Japanese exporters'· sales· iri their home market in
1987 accounted for a very large percentage of their combined
sales in Japan and the United States -- approximately 96
percent.~/

Accordingly, there is a reasonable basis for

inferring that the prices at which the Japanese imports were
sold in the United States declined significantly by reason of
LTFV sales, probably by a substantial amount o"f the dumping
margins of the Japanese producers.l.Q./

For present purposes, I

have taken the full amount of the dumping margin to be the
amount by which the prices of the subject imports from Japan
declined.

I have taken this step in part because certain of

the dumping margins calculated by the Department of Commerce
for the Japanese exporters were based upon constructed value,
rather than actual foreign market sales . .11/

2..8./ See note 27, supra.
~/

See Report at a-30, Table 11.

l.Q./ See note 27 supra .

.11/ See note 26, supra. This does not mean, however, that I
believe that such treatment of margins based upon constructed .
value is appropriate in every case. Constructed value margins,
and other margins not based upon actual foreign market sales,
may require elaboration of a more sophisticated means of
deriving an inference from the available facts than I have
employed in prior investigations. I do not at this point
address the issues that such an extension of my analysis ·would
raise, as I do not believe that they affect the disposition of
this investigatiqn.
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It is unlikelY. that.these. changes in the price at which
the subject products were sold· -- which were relatively small
in the case of the Netherlands imports and somewhat larger in
the case of Japan

~-

produced correspondingly significant

effects on the volume of these imports.

·The evidence of

record, discussed furtper in the next section of these Views,
suggests that physical characteristics, sales terms and other
attributes to some extent distinguish the imported Dutch and
Japanese products from the domestic like product and appear to
have reduced the volume effect consequent to the sales at LTFV.

2.

Domestic Prices and Production

The evidence in the record as a whole indicates that the
subject.imports did not· have more than a relatively small
effect on domestic prices and production.

The evidence of

record indicates, among other· things, that the subject imports
enjoyed a relatively low share of the relevant market a.nd that
the imported products sold in the United-States are
sufficiently different from the domestically-produced product
as to limit their effect on the domestic products' price.
T~e

volume of LTFV imports relative to consumption of the

imports and the like product -- the imports' market· share -- is
one factor that

a~fects

the imports' impact on domestic prices.

The market share of the imports from Japan and the Netherlands
is slight, even when imports from the two countries are
cumulated.

In 1987, imports from Japan and the Netherlands
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together accounted for only about six percent of domestic
•· ..

consumption.12./
Another determinant of the effect of imports on domestic
prices, as the Commission has long recognized, ·is the closeness
of the products from the standpoint of consumers.

As

previously noted, there are significant differences between the
domestic and imported products.

Although·these differences are

not sufficient to warrant a determination that cumulation is
not

appro~riate

in this case,.13./ they have a direct bearing on

the extent to which thE! LTFV sales affected.domestic prices and
production .
Respondents argued,. for example, that their exports to the
United States consisted largely of different specialty products
used by domestic consumers to whom an adequate, domesticallyproduced substitute is not available.34/

Petitioners do not

specifically deny that there may be certain market segments in
which the imported

produc~s

and the products of the domestic

producers do not compete, al though they·. assert that these
products compete head-to-head in many market segments . .1.5../
32/ Report at a-35, Table 15.
TI/ See discussion, supra, at 60-63.

l.il These products are brass radiator strip in the case of the
Netherlands, and wider sized brass strip, including 48 inch
Muntz metal and 48 inch commercial bronze, in the case of
Japan. Cambridge Prehearing Brief at 16-17; Netherlands
Respondents' Prehearing Brief at 14-15~ Tr. 151-52, 168, 184-85.
12/ Petitioners' Posthearing Brief at 36-.38. ·. See also Tr.

19-20~~.<
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In addition to physical differences, there are a number of
differences in the sales terms and other attributes of the
imported and domestic products.

There are. virtually no toll

sales of the subject imports;.J.Q/ by contrast, toll sales
account for approximately 35 to 40 percent of all sales-by the
domestic industry . .J.1/

The metal value component of the price

charged for imported 'brass.sheet and strip is established 011
the date of order;.la/ in the case of the.domestic product, this
is generally done on the· date of shipment.1.2,/ ·There.is a
substantially lcmger lead time f.or delivery of· the imported
product.40/

Finally, unlike domestic producers, the exporters

whose products-are under investigation generally do not offer
scrap buy-back

programs.~/

Petitioners explicitly or

implicitly acknowledge that such differences ex·ist, but argue
that these differences are less important than might·first
appear.42/
In my view, the evidenc.e in the record on balance suggests
that the imported and domestically,.,;produced products are not as
36/ Report at a-38.
TI/ .Is1....
.Jli/ .Is1.... at a-38-39 .

n.1 .Is1.... at a-37.
40/ .Is1.... at a-.39.
41/

.liL._

,.

.

..

42/ Petitioners' Posthearing Brief, Answers to Commissioner
Questions at 28-29.
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a class more than moderately similar from. ·the· vantage of·
domestic consumers.,il/. There are undisputed differences· in.

,

those products, ..and Respondents presented persuasive evidence ·<:
that there. are certain uses for which. the domestic product and
the subject imports. are _quite imperfectly .,substitutable, if at
·all.

In that context, it should.be emphasized that if 48 inch·

Muntz metal .and 48 '· inch commercial bronze are included as part
of a single _domestic

~ik.e.

pro9µct

~~

as Petitioners have

requested and as I have done fo;r- the purposes of this
analysis44/

..·; .
•. >{·

-.- it seems plain that the. domestic and imported

products· can not be regarded as.more than moderately
substitutable for each other .. Together with-the relatively low
volume of the subject imports, . this evidence indicates that
LTFV imports did not materially af !ect the prices of the
domestic like product.
Other evidence regarding price effects of LTFV imports
also supports the conclusion that the subject imports did not
materially affect the pr.ices of the domestic like product
during the period for which the. ·Department ~of Commerce
determined there were LTFV sales.

Petitioners have asserted

that the primary effect <;m the domestic industry of the subject

ill The Commission's Office of Economics has reached a similar
conclusion, finding that "the elasticity of substitution
between the domestic and the Japanese-produced brass and
between domestic and the Netherlands-produced brass is most
likely in the mbderate range, probably falling betweeh 1 ~hd
3". USITC Memorandum EC-L-238 (July 22, 1988) from the Office·
of Economics at li'.
··
44/ £eg discussion, supra, at 60.
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sales at LTFV. was to':suppress domestic- prices.45/ ·Respondents·,
on the other ·hand,-

~·as:sert

that domestic prices have remained

low -- to the extent that they'· have -- not bec.ause of· the
subject imports, but because of imports·_. from other countries
and·because of· stiff .competiti6n.among.domestic.producers.il/
The evidence of record.is.not unambiguous, but I believe that
the evidence

gerierally.suppo~ts:Resporidents'

contentions on

this issue. 4 7 / · It appears: that underselling of the ·±mported
product did not increase signif-icantly; ·'if :at ail, :auring the
period during which the LTFV sales took place . .i.8,/

Further, as·

previously noted, the evidence indicates that the 'imported and·
domestic products ·are imperfectly substitutable" ..{~/
finding of modest effects on pride is
staff estimates of

th~

The

also·consisten~

relationship of the

price~

of

,'

'•

with

th~

subject imports to domestic like product prices . ..5..Q./
45/ See Tr. 53.

~ ~

10.

Petitioners' Posthearing Brief at 5r. ~

46/ Netherlands.· Respondents" Prehearing· Brief at 41..:..42;
Netherlands Respondents' Posthearing Brief. at 8-:10; Po_stHearing Brief on Beha1f of Nippon Mining Co·., Ltd. at 7-8.
47/ Tr. 153-56, 159-60; 164; .. 186-87.

·.•

.1.8.,/ Report at a-51-52, Table 20; a:...53,· Table 21.
~/ ~

discussion, supra.

-2..Q./ See USITC Memorandum EC-L-238 (July
Office of Economics.
.. . ··

22~· ·190·~)

from the

Li·ke Vice:. Chairman· Brunsdale (~ Dissenting· Views of.
Vice Chairman. Brunsdale.) , I believe that th~ anaiysis performed
by the Office of Economics in this investigation was both
innovative and helpful in my consideration of this case. The
·(continued. .•. )
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.5. Q./ ( ••• continued)
_,.
elasticity analysis was innovative, inter .a.J..i.g, because it used
information respecting the elasticity of demand for the product ·:
that accounts for a substantial portion. of. the content of bras.s
-- i.e. , copper -- to derive mathematically the elasticity of
demand for brass . . Given the fixed relation between copper·and
zinc in the. production of brass and the well-established· ·
mathematical relation between elasticity figures for outputs
and elasticity :of fixed inputs, ·there is no qasis· for concern:
over this aspect of the staff's wor]{. ·It is true that an input ·
elasticity inore commonly is derived from output.elasticity~
However, that does not reflect any difference in the
relationship between-these figures when-used ih this manner arid
when, as the commission staff.did here, used to compute the
output:elasticity from~an input elasticity .. Instead,·the
general use of this formula reflects the usual·pr~sence of.
factual information regarding consumer responses .to.outputs
rather than inputs.

::,

.

.

.

.

.

.

I also understand that, in addition to the evidence of
record in. this· investigation; in computing the·. eiastici ty .o.f ·
demand for copper the Office of Economics used. publicly
available historical data covering a 30 year period (1956-::1986). This information plainly is helpful in confirming
conclusions reached by the Office of Economics insofar as. theyshow that those conclusions were in line with historical
experie~ce.
In this regard, it should be noted t;hat the
parties to this investigation were given the usual opportunity
to cornme~t on the staff's elasticity estimates. Nolie of. the
parties questioned the methodology· that the Office of· Economics
used to prepare· these e.stimates ·nor· did they· sugge.st that· there
was any basis to believe that ariy changes in the use of copper
occurred dl,lring_the. period of our investigation that could make
historical information less useful. Indeed, the.change in
demand for copper with respect to _changes•-ih the· price of that
metal has been quite stable over time.

....
'·

I note that, in computing the brass output elasticity,. I.
would make a slight aqjustment to the staff's·calculation,to
more correctly .reflect the value7weighted proportions of inputs
to brass production rather than quantity-weighted inputs.
However, this adjustment would not significantly affect the
ultimate elasticity range computed for·brass·or ~or brass sheet
and strip. Moreover, differences in these numbers become
important only insofar as Commissioners rely on precise
numerical estimates rather than on general ranges for price
elasticity or more qualitative assessments of the manner in
which consumers of a product will respond-to changes in its price.
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3.

Impact on Employment and Investment in the Domestic
Industry

The final inquiry into the effects of LTFV imports on the
domestic industry relates the inferences drawn in the prior
inquiries· to the information available regarding the returns
realized by employees and investors in the domestic industry.
The antidumping law specifies a number of factors that can
assist the Commission. in this inquiry -- such-as actual anq
potential negative effects on employment, actual· and potential
.....

negative effects on profits, return on investment, cash flow,
ability to raise capital, and level of investment ._il/ .
In this investigation, there is no evidence in the record
·.·

indicating that the relatively small effects on domestic prices
and production. that resulted from the LTFV sales of the subject
imports have had a materially.adverse impact on employment and
investment in the domestic-industry. ·The· domestic industry was
signi:t:_icantly, more profitable in· 1987, when the LTFV sales took
place;• tl:lan it was during the ·preceding years. 52./ . ·These
favq~al:;>le.developments

1988.2...J./

continued into the first· quarter of

Moreover, the data compiled by the Commission

respecting the domestic industry's profitability were distorted
because they included substantial losses for one firm,

.5.1/ .19 u.s.c. Section 1677(7) (C).

52/ Report at -a-24, Table 8.
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[ * * *L that .were incµrred as a result of [ * * *] .5,A/
..
:• .,
'·'

If

·'

. one. d:i,d not take." ttie"se. .losses -into
..
.account,. the industry
.

.

.

.

1•

;: •

financial· da1::a· ;..~ ~hi.ch

•

•

·.:-·'.

·j_,s· ~dt ri~~ative

to begin with -~ would· .
appear even more
~n~f. substantially
s6.
·
. positive~
.
: . .·
..·

..

. -

There

_,,,.·.

(.

•· •• 1

.

.

!

..

, . - .... •

..

. ..

is 'likewise:no evidence .in the·recoid'of.an adverse

effect·<;>~
e~ployrn~nt.consequent
tp the. LTFV:imports~.
. . . . . . . . ' . . . · ...
·.·
.
. - . .. .
.

.

.

Employ"'"
..

..
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.... ·,
..•

..

:'-

. iricre.ased. slight.ly. in. 1987 ·as q.id the 'total compensation p~id
. . ..

,

....

~.

:

to such. W()rke:rs ~ ~/ .... ·· ..
..

...

.. .

.

.

. Th~ .~nly evidence in the.· z:ecord. sugg.~s.ti~g •that the
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..
- ._·
doinestic· . industry ha$· t>een ·strugg:J,:_ing is data indi~ating that
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.

.

_.\··

·._

•• • : .

I

~;

•

i~du.stry c~pit:al ~xpebdi ture~ .and r~~~~~ch ,.·~·d d_e~e{6pment
'

.·.«•

•·.

:

..

outlays dropped. sl.ll:?stantially in 19S.7.~/ ·He>wever •. _there is no.
evidence in the·. record . diai .·ti.es this" development in :any
..

.. . '

;'

'•

:.

..

'

-~··

persuasive way to the LTFV"saies<that'took place in the first
·

.....

,

'

part of ·that year.·
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,
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Th~ e·vi<ience in tf1is.· inve~tigat~~P i~dic~tes. ~hat· the LTFV
sales 'undet iri.ve$tigatio~ produc:ed ·only a ~ery modest' effett on ....
domes

ti~ p;ic~s·-.:~tid· $aies,. and

there
'f:

;

.Id...:i ·a·t· a~23 .

.ii/

.5...5./ I4&. at a:.'."i.9 '. ·
.

.5..2./

·.

.

. .

.

.

.

Ida:: at . a-25-26.
. .
.

":•r,'I

·ts.: ri·o:::E!Yi~en~e dir:ct~y
.

~'

. _,

·
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dome·s·tic industry.

.~.

:

. '...

:

·;

.

:'" ..

.

The lack of concrete evidence of adverse

impact on employment and investment, df course, is hot
·:

·f

.

..

dis.positive· in and' of itself because the Commission will
.

.

.

.

:

.

.

:.

"

.

...

rarely, if ever, have such evidence before it.

The employment
... ·-.

...

·.

.

and inv·estment data are nevertheless especially significant in
. . '

! .

a case" such as.. this one, where the evid~nce suggests very small
- -. ~..J

·• ~ ' • .

• .

..

• .

.

.. :

effects on prices and sales of the domestic like product.
-· .. ~-

-

.

!

. : . -~·

.

..

'.

/

-:1

.:

'":'

The

• .. • .. .

critical question in such a case is whether these effects
translate into material injury to the domestic industry.
.

:·. '·

.

.

..

.' ~--

.. -

:

As I

....

have noted elsewhere,.5.1./ the Tariff Act does not establish, nor
·~

..,._,

·:

...

'

has the Commission ever adopted, a litmus test for the
.,.

.

·.

·-

materiality. of injury by reason o.f LTFV imports.
i....

.• •

•

Where as here

-

~

imports have a small effect on the domestic industry, it often
may be unclear whether the effect suffices to be material
~-· ~.

:.

.

..

...

. '··

within the meaning of the Act or, instead, is

minimis and,

~

' , - ,•

hence, immaterial.

'

.

In such circumstances, Commissioners

reasonably may reach disparate conclusions respecting the
weight accorded to various statutory factors and the ultimate
disposition of the investigation.
.

In making such close
--

. . ·.·

judgments, I believe that explicit statutory advertence to the
·-

effect's 'of imports on returns on investment; ability to raise
-:; :

.

..

,

capital,. employment . in the industry, compensation of employees,
.

.

and so on,..5Jl/-suggests that the levels of such ~ndicia of
21.I Nitrile Rubber from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-385 (Final),
USITC Pub. 2090 (June 1988) (Additional Views of Comrnissi9ner
Cass) at 48-49 .

..5..S./

~

19

u.s.c. Section 1677(7) (C) (iii).
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financial· health may play a role even though there-·is no clear
indication that changes in such,
of the LTFV imports . .5.,9./

factor~

ar~

related to effects·

In my· opinion·,. thus, the· very small

effects of LTFV imports on the domestic industry's,prices and
·sales, the lack of evidence that employment and investment in
the domestic· industry have been adversely affected by the LTFv·
sales of the subject imports, and t~e seemingly plain evidence·
that the domestic industry is quite healthy, lead me to ·
conclude· that this is not a case where material injury by
.reason of LTFV imports can be found.

III. . THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY·
I likewise do not believe that there is

any·ba~is

for a

finding that any·domestic industry is threatened.by reason of
LTFV imports.fill/

Although this issue was raised in the

Petition, no elaboration of Petitioners' position on this issue
was provided in Petitioners'

·pr~hearing

or posthearing ·briefs

or at the June 28, 1988 hearing held before the Commis.sion.
Accordingly, Petitioners may have abandoned their.argument. ori
this issue.
In any event, t d6 not find that there is any basis for an
affirmative

~inding

in this investigation on the basis of

threat of material injury.

.··

'

The statutory factors

29./ See Nitr.ile Rubber from Japan, -Inv: No.
USITC Pub. 2090 (June 1988)
Cass).

s~pporting

a

·731~TA..:..385 (Final),
(Additional Views of ·commissioner·

fill.I Material retardation is not an issue here.
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finding of threat by the Commission are not present .in thi.s
case.fill

There is little ex;Lsting unused capacity in Japan or

Netherl.ands, and n9 evidenc.e of pians in either country to ·
create capacity,· that.could· be used to produce a significant.
increase of exportl? to·
products. fill

th~·

United

St.ate~

.. of. tne subject

Market penetration· by. the. su.bj ~ct .imports has

been falling, rather.

rising.631

t~an

Inventories of the

subject products have likewise fallen.Ml· .T.here is some
evidence. that the

Japanes~

and Netherlands expo:rte.rs. have the

potential to shift production from othe·l;'.'. products to brass
sheet and strip for export to

th~

United States,..621 but there

is no evidence in the. record of
-- qny plans
.
. by those exporters to
·.

do so.

Nor is there any logical reason:to believe that such

shifting will occur in the face of the recent dramatic rise in
the value of .the yen relative to the·G.S. dollar .
. A finding .of threat must be based on ''evidence that the
threat of material.iqjury is real and that-the,injury ·is
material", and may not be
supposition" . .Q..2.1

.b~sed

qn

~mere

.conjecture or

I do not·believe·that ·there. is any basis for
.. r'

fil.I See 19

u.s.c.

i

Section 1677 (7) (F) (1).

621 Report at a-30, Table 11; a-31, Table 12.

..

fill Report at a-35, Table 15.
'

Ml l.d..... at a....:20.

See USITC Memorandum Ec:;-:L.-238 (July 22, 1988) f.rom Office
of Economics at 8-9 ..

~I

Q§I 19 u.s.c. Section 1677(7) (F) (ii).
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such a finding in this investigation.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATIONS
Introduction
On July 20, 1987, petitions were filed with the U.S. International Trade
Commission and the U.S. Department of Commerce by counsel on behalf of American
Brass, Buffalo, NY; Bridgeport Brass Corp., Indianapolis, IN; Chase Brass &
Copper Co., Solon, OH; Hussey Copper Ltd., Leetsdale, PA; The Miller Co.,
Meriden, CT; Olin Corp. (Brass Group), 'East Alton, IL; and Revere Copper
Products, Inc., Rome, NY. In addition, by letter dated May 27, 1988, the
Commission was informed that North Coast Brass & Copper (North Coast) wishes to
be included as a petitioner in these cases. The petitioning firms are all
members of the Copper & Brass Fabricators Council, Inc., made up of 18 copper
and brass fabricating companies, which fully supports the petitions. The
following trade unions are also petitioners: the International Association of
Machinists & Aerospace Workers; the International Union, Allied Industrial
Workers of America (AFL-CIO); the Mechanics Educational Society of America
(Local 56); and the United Steelworkers of America (AFL-CIO/CLC).
The petitions allege that an industry in the United States is materially
injured and threatened with material injury by reason of imports from Japan and
the Netherlands of certain brass sheet and strip 1/ that are being sold in the
United States at less than fair value (LTFV).
Accordingly, the Commission instituted, effective July 20, 1987,
preliminary antidumping investigations Nos. 731-TA-379 (Preliminary) (Japan)
and 731-TA-380 (Preliminary) (Netherlands), under section 733(a) of the Tariff
Act of 1930, to determine whether there is a reasonable indicatioa that an
industry in the United States is materially injured, or is thre~tened w{th
material injury, or the establishment of an industry in the United States is
materially retarded, by reason of the alleged LTFV imports of brass sheet and
strip from Japan and the Netherlands.
On the basis of information developed during the course of those
investigations, the Commission unanimously determined that there is a
reasonable indication that·an industry in the United States is materially
injured by reason of imports from Japan and the Netherlands of such merchandise
into the United States (52 F.R. 34324, Sept. 10, 1987).
On February 1, 1988, Commerce notified the Commission of its preliminary
determination that brass sheet and strip from Japan are being, or are likely to
be, sold in the United States ·at LTFV (53 F.R. 2771); and on Februaiy 8, 1988,

11 For purposes o( these investigations the term "certain brass sheet and
strip" refers to brass sheet and strip, other than leaded brass and tin brass
sheet and strip, of solid rectangular cross section over 0.006 inch but not
over 0.188 inch in thickness, in coils or cut- to length, whether or not
corrugated or crimped, but not cut, pressed, or stamped to nonrectangular
shape, provided for in items 612.3960, 612.3982, and 612.3986 -of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States Annotated (TSUSA). The chemical compositions of
the products under investigation are currently defined in the Copper Development Association (CDA) 200 series or the Unified Numbering System (UNS)
C20000 series. Products whose chemical compositions are defined by other COA
or UNS series are not covered by these investigations.

Commerce notified the Commission of its preliminary determination that brass
sheet and strip from the Netherlands are being, or are likely to be, sold in
the United States at LTFV (53 F.R. 3612). Commerce scheduled its final LTFV
determinations with respect to Japan for April 11, 1988, and with respect to
the Netherlands for April 18, 1988.
As a result of Commerce's affirmative preliminary determinations, the
Commission instituted final antidumping investigations Nos. 731-TA-379
(Final)(Japan) and 731-TA-380 (Final)(Netherlands). Notice of the Commission's
investigations and of a hearing to be held in connection therewith was given by
posting copies of the notice in the Office of ~he Secretary, U.S. Interriational
Trade Commission, Washington. DC. and by publishing the notice in the Federal
Register of February 24. 1~88 (53 F.R. 5474).
On February 22. 1988, Commerce published a notice in the Federal Register
(53 F.R. 5207) postponing its final LTFV determination.for Japan until June 15,
1988; and on March 10, 1988, Commerce published a notice in the Federal
Register (53 F.R. 7771) postponing its final LTFV determination for the
Netherlands until June 15, 1988.
Accordingly. the Commission published a notice in the Federal Register of
March 30, 1988 (53 F.R. 10301). revising its schedule for th~ conduct of the
investigations.!/ Effective June 21. 1988 (Japan). and June 22. 1988
(Netherlands), Commerce determined that brass sheet and strip from Japan and
the Netherlands are being, or.are likely to b~. sold in the United States at
LTFV (53 F.R. 23296 and 23431).
The Commission's hearing was held on June 28, 1988, ll and the
Commission's determinations in these cases were transmitted to the Department
of Commerce on July 29, 1988.
Previous Commission Investigations Concerning
Brass Sheet and Strip 11
There have been nine previous Commission investigations concerning brass
sheet and strip. On December 22, 1986, the Commission determined, pursuant to
section 705(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930. (19 U.S.C. 1671d(b)), that an industry
in the United States was materially injured by reason of imports from Brazil
(investigation No. 701-TA-269 (Final)) of certain brass sheet and strip,
provided for in item 612.39 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States
(TSUS), which had been found by the Department of Commerce to be subsidized by
the Government of Brazil. The Commission also determined, pursuant to section
735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1673d(b)), that an industry in the
United States was materially injured by reason of imports from Brazil
!/ Copies of the Commission's and Commerce's notices are shown in app. A.
ll A list of witnesses appearing at the Commission's hearing is contained in
app. B.
11 In addition to these previous Commission investigations, on Hay 2, 1988,
counsel for petitioners filed a request with Commerce for monitoring of imports
of certain brass sheet and strip from Argentina. Hungary. Mexico, Switzerland,
the United Kingdom. and Yugoslavia. The request alleges "persistent injurious
dumping" of the subject merchandise by those countries.
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(investigation No. 731-TA-311 (Final)). Canada (investigation No. 731-TA-312
(Final)), and the Republic of Korea (investigation No. ·731-TA-315 (Final)) of
certain brass sheet and strip, 11 provided for in TSUS item 612.39, which had
been found by the Department of Commerce to be sold in the United States at
LTFV. £/
On February 19, 1987, the Commission determined, pursuant to section
705(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1671d(b)). ·that an industry in the
United States was materially injured by reason of imports from France
(investigation No. 701-TA-270 (Final)) of certain brass sheet and strip,
provided for in TSUS item 612.39, which had been found by the Department of
Commerce to be subsidized by the Government of France. The Commission also
determined, pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.
1673d(b)), that an industry in the United States was materially injured by
reason of imports from France (investigation No. 731-TA-313 (Final)), Italy
(investigation No. 731-TA-314 (Final)), Sweden (investigation No. 731-TA-316
(Final)), and West Germany (investigation No. 731-TA-317 (Final)) of certain
brass sheet and strip, ll provided for in TSUS item 612.39, which had been
found by the Department of Commerce to be sold in the United States at LTFV. 1/
The Product
Description
The subject of these investigations is wrought ~/ sheet and strip of
brass. of solid rectangular cross section, over 0.006 inch but not over 0.188
inch in thickness. ~/ in coils or cut to length, whether or not corrugated or

11 Certain Brass Sheet and Strip from Brazil, Canada. and the Republic of
Korea: Determination of the Commission in Investigation No. 701-TA-269 (Final)
Under the Tariff Act of 1930 and Determinations of the Commission in
Investigations Nos. 731-TA-311, 312, and 315 (Final) . . . • USITC Publication
1930, December 1986.
ll Commissioners Liebeler and Brunsdale determined in all of those
investigations that an industry in the United States is not materially injured
or threatened with material injury, and that the establishment of an industry ::
in the United States is not materially retarded, by reason of imports from the
countries subject to those investigations.
ll Certain Brass Sheet and Strip from France. Italy, Sweden, and West Germany:
Determination of the Commission in Investigation No. 701-TA-270 (Final) Under
the Tariff Act of 1930 and Determinations of the Commission in Investigations
Nos. 731-TA-313, 314. 316, and 317 (Final) . . . , USITC Publication 1951,
February 1987.
~/ The term "wrought" refers to products that have been rolled, forged, drawn.
or extruded, and also refers to cast or sintered products that have been
machined or processed otherwise than by simple trimming, scalping, or descaling.
~/ Gauges of 0.006 inch and below are considered to be foil. and gauges over
0.188 inch are considered to be plate.
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crimped, but not cut, pressed, or stamped to nonrectangular shape, meeting the
composition specifications of the Unified Numbering System for Metals and
Alloys (UNS) C20000-series 1/ or the Copper Development Association (CDA)
200-series. £/ For the TSUS, brass sheet is over 20 inches in width, and brass
strip is not over 20 inches in width. However, the generally accepted industry
distinction between brass sheet and strip is that brass strip consists of brass
that is coiled or wound on reels of whatever gauge and width, and brass sheet
consists of brass that is no longer coiled or wound.but has been cut to length.
Manufacturing process
The manufacturing process for brass shaet lnd strip involves casting,
rolling, and finishing of the brass sheet and strip. ll The brass casting
process begins with the acquisition of raw materials, i.e., virgin or selected
copper, zinc, other elements, or scrap brass. Brass mills often obtairt raw
materials through "tolling" .arrangements, whereby customers provide the mills
with raw materials and pay them a fee to have the materials converted into
brass sheet and strip. Scrap is also obtained from captive operations, from
scrap dealers, from scrap brokers, or from customers in "buy-back
arrangements."~/

In the predominant casting process for brass sheet and strip, raw
materials are measured and placed in a melting furnace; samples of the melted
material are then analyzed to ensure that correct compositions have been
achieved. Then the melted material is poured into a holding furnace. When the
holding furnace is sufficiently filled, the molten brass is directed from the
holding furnace into single or multiple molds. These molds or dies are
approximately 1 foot thick and are open at the bottom. The molds rest on a
piston device that is enclosed in a water-filled cylinder. As a mold fills
with molten brass, the piston is gradually lowered, and the brass cools and

11 The UNS is managed jointly by the American Society for Testing and Materials
and the Society of Automotive Engineers.

£/ Brass is an alloy of copper (not including nickel silver) in which zinc is
the principal alloying element, with or without small quantities of other
elements. There are three general categories of brasses: copper-zinc alloys
(brasses) covered by the UNS C20000-series, copper-zinc-lead alloys (leaded
brasses) covered by the UNS C30000-series, and copper-zinc-tin alloys (tin
brasses) covered by the UNS C40000-series. The UNS C20000-series represents
the bulk (approximately 90 percent in 1987) of U.S. production of brass sheet
and strip. Petitioners state that leaded and tin brasses are essentially not
competitive with UNS C20000-series brasses·. In the petitions in the
investigations, pp. 8 and 9, petitioners state that the high-machining
abilities.of leaded brasses and extremely high strength and spring
characteristics of tin brasses cause these alloys frequently to be incompatible
with normal UNS C20000-series uses. The additional processing expenses
required for lead and tin brasses and the higher metal cost for the tin brasses
make substitution of these brasses for the UNS C20000-series brasses unusual.
11 Firms that cast, roll, and finish brass sheet and strip are vertically
integrated producers, known as brass mills.
~/ Brass mills generally buy back, in the form of scrap, a percentage of
materials purchased by customers. The percentage tends to be based on each
customer's scrap-generation rate.
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hardens as it is exposed to the water; hence, the term "dir~ct chill technique"
is appli'ed 'to this castih.g pro·cess .' The casting operations produce bras~
ingots that· are rough°ly 5 to. i in.ches thick, 26 to 30 inches wide, 25 feet
long, and weigh over 10 ,_000 pounds_. Once· the ingots are cast, they are. removed
from the casting equipment. Before further processing, the ingots are trimmed
and tested for structural integrity.
At this point, rolling operations. begin with hot-breakdown. rolling.· The
ingots are heated, rolled (reducing them in thitkriess from approximately 5 to 7
inches in thickness to less than 0.5 in~h), cooled, and coiled. The material
is then milled to eliminate surface 'irregularities and then is further r.educed
in thickness to 0.188 inch or les~·through cold-breakdown rolling. The extent
of further processirig is ~nt{rely dependent on c~stomer requirements. 1/ In
general, the material typically undergoes i variety of additional ·operations,
such as annealing, 2/ cleaning, rolling to final thickness on "four~high" or
"Sendzimii' cluster" -mills, tension· leveling, sli ttiiig (to achieve a desired
width)~ and cutting to.length to meet-customer specifications. 1./ Once all
operations are completed! ~he material is packed and shipped.
Granges Metallverken Nederland B.V .. (Metallverken), the only producer in·
the Netherlands, claims to have a unique production process that utilizes
centrifu.al or "ring" casting ln its Zutphen mill; ·According t6 Metallverken,
a ring is cast ~ith a thickness of 120 ~iliimeters and ~·diameter of ··
approximately 3 meters' on. a ring caster. This process eliminates·the creation
of ingots and the subsequent-hot rolling of these ingots and., according to
Met~ll~erken, results in· lower pr6duction costs thai in U.S. brass iill~.
Final thickness is achieved by cold rolling on a five~stand tolling mill.
According to·Met"allverken, all rolling· performed' at Zutphen is cold-rolling,
which is allegedly more efficient than h6t-roll~ng arid provides a better
surface finish. Metallverken contends that its processes utilizing specially
designed equipment!enable the firm to produce brass strip of extremely thin
gauges, tight t~lerances·, tinif~rm grain size, and excellent· surface finish. i/
.

I

The chief characteristics of the UNS C20000-series of brasses are ease· of

------------------------,--------.,.,.-------- ·.:::
11 Material purchased by firms known as rerollers, which have. processing·
equipment of their own,
... might ' re~uire little :or no further processing by the
brass mill.
ZI According to a br6chure.on the production process published by Olin Ctirp.,
in order to allow· contiriued"cold reduction or to soften the metal for forming,
it i~ necessary to anneal.the ~etal by heating it.· In sttip annealing, a coil
of met~l is u~wobnd arid- fed corttihuously th~ough a furriace. It is then
cleaned: dried, and ~ecoiled ~h line with the furnace~ In the bell annealing
process, coils of metal ar~ ~l~ced on a platform and C:6vered by a reiort or
bell~ the; metal is then he~t~d'ln .a protective atmosphere by a furnac~ placed
.
over the bell. The choice of annealing process is determined by su~h factors
as strip thickness, alloy, and final product specifications.
·
11 A new facility constructed in Shelby, NC, by Chase Brass & Copper Co. uses a
different casting process in which ~ small diameter rod is cast vertically, hot
rolled and cold rolled in line.· annealed, and c'oiled. · · .' ·
·
ii P6s~conference brief oh behalf ~~ Metallverken •
.

. {•

-:
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manufactur·e. f.aii electrical c'onducti vi.~.y. ~xc~llent forming and. drawing
properties; and good strength.·. They ar'e. used in many different types of
appiications. e.g .• ammunition .• automotiv'e radiatcirs. coins. ·door hardware and
bathroom ·acces~ories. elecirica1 c~nneci~rs, jewelry. and:Jamp.bases.
Like product issues
Counsel for some ~espondents in th~ previ6us brass sheet and strip
irive~tigations contended t:hat brass material to. be r,erolled (.reroil). is a
separate an'd d_istinct product fr.om finished brass shee.t and strip (finished
prodtict), and that.although thei are covered by the same ·TSUS.item,· reroil and
the finish~d pr-oduct are different pro.ducts. · The foliowing are SOJlle of the
alleged diffe-~ences: reroll is ·an intermediate product; reroli \J.Sually has a
thicker gauge than .the finished product; rero.11 has different physical and
met~li°urgical characteristics. qualit.ies. piices. and uses that . prevent it. from
being· fungible or interchang~able· with the f.inished pro~uct ;- _and reroll is sold
to rerollers. a different market from end users and distributors of the
finished product.
Counsel tor the petitioners ~ontended that there is no justification for
defining reroll and the fi.?ished product as separa~e like products because
reroll is nothing more than brass sheet and strip that can be reduced by
iu~ther'rolling io thinner gauges. and that reroil is ~edicated to the same uses
as is finished. brass sheet and strip. Moreover, counsel cont:e.nded that reroll
and the finished product ha.ve the same metallurgical characteristics. are ·made
in .the same manner. and have the sa·me applications. and, tpat r-eroll. can be. and
often is,. sold.as
a finished
prod~ct.without
extra .processing.
·
.
.
.
.
.
;

,.

· In the· previous p~·eliminary: and fin~l in.vestigations •· the. Commission
examined the is'sue of whether. reroll ·and the finished pr9duct constitute a
single· like product or separa.te like products. The Commission found that there
is a single "like product." brass sheet and strip, which includes reroll and
the finished product. The issue of reroll as a separate like product has not
been raised by parties in the instant investigations.
However. ·in·. the in~tant inv'estigations co.unsel for Cambridge-Lee argues
that there should be separate like prriducts for "ar~hitectuial grade" Muntz
metal and au:hitectural grade commercial. bronze in 48-inch- widths. and that
these prod~cts should be excluded f~om the Commission: de.te~~inations on the
basis that the domestic industry does not produce. comparable products. 11

s·

'~r ',

.. Muntz metal an~. architectural. bronze are des1:rib.ed by respondents- as brass
sheet products used in architectural applications such as building facades.
lObbies: ·eievato~s. doors •. and so forth. where the aes.thetic quality of the
materiai' is.critical. Cambridge-Lee cont~nds that.-th~ ~rchitectural bronze
subject t~ .t~~~e .inve~tigati~n~ is.provide4 !or ~pder. all9y·number c22000~
which is a ·prov1sicin for ~ommercial bronz~. ;..U and. that the Muntz metal subject
. ,:

~ ~

.;

...

:

·' !. i;

!

,·

..

11 Prehearing bri~f on behalf ~f Cambriqge~Lee.Iqdustries,·Inc .• pp. 4~5.
ll Standards Handbook: Wrought Copper and·.Copper~Alloy Mill Products •. Copper
Development Association Inc .• Greenwich. CT. 1988, p. 9.
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to these investigations is pro•ided for under alloy number C28000. 11
Cambridge-Lee claim~ that its custdfuer• require 48-inch·sheet (imported by ~
bambridge-Lee frbm the japanese firm**~).· and thai~omestic producer$ do~~
not, and cannot, produce 48-inch-wide brass sheet and st"rip. In addition, -..
counsel and witnesses for Cambridge-Lee argu.ed at the Commission's h,earing, in
briefs. and in other submissions that domestic Muritz metal and architectural
bronze are inferior to the imported ~rodtict.·
Counsel for petitioners argues against such exclusiona on the basis of the
domestic industry's ability to produce certain of the products and on the basis
of potential circumve~tion by slitting 48-inch stri~ into narrriwer widths after
entry into the United States. ll There is one domestic producer of Muntz
metal; .Revere Copper Produc:ts, Inc., produces Muntz metal iil finished widths up
through 36~inches. JI ~ * *
There'is~ at p~esent, one ~reducer of c22060series commercialbronze sheet and strip;
* * manufactures that alloy in
widths up to * * * ·!!./
.

*

U.S. tariff treatment
Imports of. wroug}it brass sheet and strip meeting the specifications for
brasses of the UNS c20000....:series, other than clad sheets,·. the foregoing not
cut, pressed, or stamped to nonrectangular shap~s; are classifi~d in TSUS item
612.39 and reported for st~tistical purpo~es ~nder TSUSA items 612.3960
(sheets),· 612.3982 (strips under 1116 inch in thickness), and.612.3986 {strips
1116 inch or more in thickness). · The current column 1-a rate of duty for the
subject brass sheet arid strip, applicable fo imports from Japan and the
Netherlands, is 1. 9 percent ad valorem. ·ii ·The Special duty rate. applicable
in this instance under the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) to eligible
products of designated beneficiary developing coun_tries, is free. In

11 There ate als.o prov1s1ons under the· C30C)OO~series alloys for Muntz metal
{alloy numbers C36500, C36600, G36700,· C36800, and C37000). Further,
archi tectura:l ·bronze is provided for under ·alloy numbers C38000 and C38500;
however, C30000-sede~ -alloys are· not :subject to these investigations.
·11-Transcript of·hearing, p. 10.
·
')_I Ibid.~ pp. 238-239. .
.
!!l Petitioners'· prehearing brief. . .
ii Rates of duty for TSUS item 612~~9 ·are· divided into ~ol. 1-a and col. 1-b
rates of duty. CoL, 1-a rates apply ·when the mark.et price of copper is 24
cents· or more per' pound. Col. 1-b· rates apply when the. market price of copp.er
is under 24 cenis.per pound~ but cop~er ~rices h~ve ~veraged well above tha~
level in the 1980's. The· coL 1-b rate ·is 0~9 cent per pound on copper confent
+0;9 cent perpound. The rates of duty "in col. l {or in this instance 1-a'.or
1-b) are most-favored-nation {MFN) ·rates and are applicable to imported
products from all countries except those Communist countries and areas
enumerated· i~ generil headnote 3~d) of the TSUS~. However, MFN rates woul~ not
apply if preferential tariff treatment is sought and granted to. products of
developing coun~ries under the_GSP 9~.t~e Caribbe~ii Basiri Economic Recovery Act
{CBERA) •.or to products of Israel or of least developed developing countries
{LDDC's). as·provided under the Special-rat;es of duty column.
· . In addition~ pursuant to the Omnibu~ Bridget R~con~ili~tio~ Act of 1986, a
uset fee of 0.22 percent ad valorem on most imports took effect on Dec~ 1,.
1986.
.
. .
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anticipation of U.S. adoption.of th~ Harmonized System (HS), petitioners note.
that.under the HS nomenclature structure, the subject brass sheet and strip_
would be classified in subh~adi~gs 7409.21.00 arid 7409.29.00 an~ covered by
statistical reporting numbers 74.09.21:.0050, 7409.21.0075, 7409~29.0050, and
7409.29.0075 of the proposed H~rmonized Tariff Schedule of the Unit~d States.
Such provisions have the same proposed.column 1~general rate of duty of 1:9
percent ad valorem.
The Nature and Extent of Sales at LTFV
- Effective June 21, 1988 (Japan)~- and June 22, 1988 (Netherlai:ids),. Commerce
determined that brass sheet an4 strip from Japan and the Netherla~ds are being,
or are likely to be, sold in the United St~tes a-t LTFV (53 F .R. 23296 and
23431) .. The estimated weighted-average margins are shown below (ifl_percent·ad
valorem):
Country and firm
. Japan:
Nippon Mining Co., Ltd •.......•....
Sambo Copper Alloy Co., Ltd •..•...•
Mitsubishi Shiridoh Co~·. Ltd ..•••.•.
Ko~e Steel, Ltd .. ~·······~·········
All others .....•. ·•........••.•..•..
Netherlands:
.
Me tall verken Nedc;!r la.nd, B. V....... .
All others ......•.•.• ·..••.....•....

LTFV margin
57.98
13. JO:
57.98
57.98
45.72
16.99
16.99

To determine whether sales in the United States of brass she~t and stdp
from Japan were at LTFV, Commerce presented antidumping duty questionnaires to
Nippon Mining Co., Ltd .. (NMC): Saml>o Copper Alloy Co .• Ltd. (Sambo): Mitsubishi
Shin:doh Co .• Ltd.· (Mitsubishi); and Kobe Steel, Ltd. (Kobe). which accounted
for approximately 90 percent of the exports 'o·f. bra·ss sheet and strip from Japan
to the United States during the period of Commerce's investigations. · · ·
February l, 1987. through July 31, 1987 (Oct.· 1 .. 1986, through: July 31, 1987;
for Samba).
NMC advised Commerce that it would not respond t.o their cost-of~
production question:nair.e. ·Furthermore, NM·c advised· Commerce that it would
forgo verification of its U.S. ·sales. Two companies, Mitsubishi and Kobe,
failed to respond to Commerce's questionnaire. When a company failed to
respond to Commerce.' s questionnaire. Commerce determined that it was
appropriate to assigh to that company the highest mar~in among (1} the companyspecific margins in the pe~ition, (2) the margin for the respondent with the
highest margin of all responde~ts that supplied adequite and verified
· ·
responses, or (3) the margin calcuiated for NMC using petitioners' constructed
value information. Commerce described its methodology in its notiCe. Commerce
used petitioners' constructed value infor.mation as "hest available information"
for determining the LTFV ·margin for NMC and applied the same margin to
Mitsubishi and Kobe, consistent with Commerce'.s approach of making adverse
assumptions for· nonresponding com.panies. Sambo cooperated with the Department
of Commerce and the LTFV margin· for Sainbo was determined using the Commerce
methodology descr~bed i~ the noti~e.
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Metallverken also cooperated with Commerce during its investigation as
described in Commerce's notice of its final LTFV margins with respect to the
Netherlands.
The Domestic Market
U.S. consumption
The data on apparent U.S. consumption of C20000-series brass sheet and
strip presented in this report are composed of U.S. brass mills' domestic
shipments of C20000-series brass sheet and strip as reported in questionnaire
responses and imports of all series of brass sheet and strip as reported in
official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce. In the previous
Commission final investigations on brass sheet and strip, C20000-series brass
sheet and strip accounted for over 95 percent of total imports as reported by
Commerce. Therefore, for the purposes of these investigations, all imports
from Japan and the Netherlands are treated as C20000-series brass sheet and
strip. This practice is supported by the responses received to the
Commission's importer's questionnaire.
On the basis of the data presented in table 1, apparent consumption of
C20000-series brass sheet and strip decreased from 639.9 million pounds in 1984
to 521.2 million pounds in 1985~ or by 18.5 percent, and then increased to
530.7 million pounds in 1986, or by 1.8 percent. It should be noted that 1984
was one of the best years ever for the brass sheet and strip industry. 1/
Apparent consumption increased to 570.4 million pounds (7.5 percent) in 1987
and was 145.2 million pounds during January-March 1988, representipg a decrease
of 1.7 percent from the level of apparent consumption in the corresponding
period of 1987.
In order to view end-use trends, data were obtained from the CDA,
Greenwich, CT, on shipments by primary brass mills of $trip, sheet, and plate
of brass and copper alloys, other than nickel silver and phosphor bronze, by
end-use sector. Although the CDA data include more than simply C20000-series
brass sheet and strip £/ and record shipments to rerollers, redrawers, and
distributors as end-use shipments (when in fact such shipments are then resold
to actual end-use markets), the CDA data are generally indicative of the actual
shifts in consumption by end-use sector experienced by C20000-series bra•s
sheet and strip. Such data are presented in table 2. Between 1984 and 1985,
virtually all the major end-use sectors experienced decreases in pur~hases from
primary brass mills. Between 1985 and 1986, some of the major end-use sectors
experienced further decreases, whereas other end-use sectors experienced
increases. Between 1986 and 1987, virtually all the major end-use sectors
experienced increases in purchases from primary brass mills. CDA shipment data
for 1967-87, by end-use sectors. are presented in figure 1 ..

ll Transcript of conference at p. 76.

£/ C20000-series brass sheet and strip accounted for most (72.7 percent in
1986) of the CDA data on total alloy sheet, strip, and plate presented in this
report. The 72.7 percent figure is based on data appearing in Market Data,
Copper Development Association, Inc.
·
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Table 1
Brass sheet and strip, C20000-series: U.S. brass mills' domestic shipments,
U.S. imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, 1984-87, January-March 1987, and
January-March 1988
(In thousands of 12ounds)
1984

1985

1986

1987

Januarl-March-1987
1988

brass mills'
domestic shipments 11 ..

455,857

376,681

398,574

471,4i6

121,176

125,149

U.S. imports 11 from-Japan ..................
Netherlands ............
Subtotal .......... : ..
All other countries ....
Total .....•.......... .

17,934
. 15.630
33,564
150.479
184,043

19,194
15.406
34,600
109.939
144,539

22,919
14. 920
37,839
94.274
132,113

19,968
15.353
35,322
63.623
98,945

5,872
3 1 aoo
9, 672
16.802
26,474

491
3. 750
4,241
15.789
20,030

Apparent U.S.
consumption ............

639,900

521, 220

530,687

570,361

147,650

145,179

Item

u. s.

11 Includes captive consumption (company transfers).
11 Consists of official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce for all
series of brass sheet and strip.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from :data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission and from official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
Figure 1 shows the cyclical nature of the brass sheet and strip markets,
substantial declines in shipments for g9vernment coinage, declines in shipments
for ordnance, and increased shipments to rerollers and distributors during
1967-87.
U.S. 12roducers
Brass mills.--The petitioners define the U.S. industry as firms that cast,
roll, and finish brass sheet and strip, known in·the industry as brass mills.
There are 11 known brass mills that produce C20000-series brass sheet and
strip: 8 of these firms are petitioners in these investigations. One firm
* * * Another firm .*. * *. The other firm * * *. 11 The 10 firms that filed
questionnaires (accounting for an estimated *** percent of 1987 shipments of
all shipments of C20000-series brass sheet and strip by U.S. brass mil~s),

11

* * *
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Table 2
Strip, sheet, and plate of brass and copper alloys: 1/ Shipments from primary
brass mills, by end-use sectors, 1984-87, January-March 1987, and January-March
1988
{In millions of pounds)
Jan.-Mar.-1987
1988

End-use sector

1984

1985

1986

1987·

Transportation equipment 11 .....
Ordnance 11 . .....................
Distributors ....................
Rerollers and redrawers .........
Electrical andi:electronic
products ......................
Government coinage .......••.....
Stampings.·.................•....
Building products f!/ ............
All other end-use sectors ... ~ ...
Total=: ............. ·· ........

134.8
81.0
93.4
111.6

115 .9
81.4
67.0
66.8

104.1
67.9
92.2
84.8

104.6
71. 3
119.1
102.7

30.3
18.3
32.4
25.0

26.8
20.2
30.1
28.6

58.5
45.5
22.6
30.7
53.1
631.2

37.9
29.5
20.8
19.3
43.4
481.9

46.6
20.9
23.6
23.6
39.3
503.0

58.0
18.4
25.3
23.6
41.4
564.4

14.9
4.9
6.8
5.7
10.1
148.4

15.4
15.0
5.7
6.6
15.3
i63.7

11
11
11
f!/

Other than nickel silver and phosphor bronze.
Mainly automotive.nonelectrical.
Mainly military ordnance.
Mainly builders' hardware.

Note.--Because of
Source:

round~ng,

figures may not add to the totals shown.

Copper Development: Association.

the locations ·of their facilities, and their share of reported brass mills'
shipments of C20000-series ~rass sheet and strip in 1987, are presented in the
following tabul~tion (in percent):

Firm and plant locations

Tot a 1 ................................. .

Share of brass
mills' shipments
in 1987

100.0

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the total shown.

* * * of the brass mills * * * accounted for 76.8 percent of aggregate
shipments of C20000-series brass sheet and strip by brass mills in 1984, 82.0
percent in 1985, 78.3 percent in 1986, 75.7 percent in 1987, and 76.7 percent
during January-March 1988. Each of the 11 brass mills is discussed below.

Figure 1
Shipments from brass mills by

end~use

sectors.

(millions of pounds)
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American Brass~ Buffalo, NY, a pefiti<?ner in these investigations, was a
wholly owned subsidiary of ·Atlantic Richfield Co. until December· 1985,· when it
was sold to a limited partnership.·. The principal facility for American Brass
C20000-series brass sheet and strip is Jocated in Buffalo, NY; a second
facility, located· in Kenosha, WI, performs rerolling of C20000-series brass
sheet and strip. Between lat~ 1981 artd'early 1985, the Buffalo plant's sheet
mill was. expanded .and modernized. Iri addition to· the Buffalo and Kenosha __
facilities~ Ameri.can Brass had a brass facility in Paramount, CA, which was;-·
expanded and moderniZed beginning in·1ate 1982 and ending in late 1983;
however. the Pa~amount facility was sold-ta Cerro Metal Products, Paramount,
CA~ in December 1985 ·and subsequently was closed.·.
·-

:

.

.

Bridaeport ~rass Corp~. Jndianapoli~. IN, a petitioner in these
investigations. was incorporated in Marchl984 and purchased a facility in
Indianapolis f·roin National DistUler & Chemical Corp.· in August 19.84. In
addition, Bridieport owns Bryan Metals Co., Bryan, OH, which is a reroller that
Bridgeport purchased from Metallverk.en,. Irie.~· an importer of bra~s sheet and
strip, in July·t985. ~On Ocfober 24, 1986, Bridgeport ~as Otirchased by a
private partj.· On.DeceJ!lber 8; 1986, Bridgeport's union (the United.
"
Steelworkers of. America, a petitioner in these investigations) accepted a
15-percent · wage·. cut and changes in work rules;. ·thereby avoiding. a possible
closure of :Bridgeport's· !adlitY in ·Indianapolis~ The pay cut was also··. ·
applicable to Bridgeport's salaried workers~
·
· ·
Chase Brass & Copper co·. (Chase), Solon, OH, a petitioner in these
investigations,· is wholly owned by .BP America, Cleveland, OH. During the first
quarter of 1988, Chase SQld its principal production facility, located fo
Cleveland~ OH, to N~rth Coast Brass & Copper Cci. (North Coast). !/ Chase has
constru~ted ~ new produciion facility in Shelby, NCi which it called its
narrow-strip division (Chase NS) and is Chase's only remaining brass mili. ~/
The Shelby plant began commercial operations in***
** *· * * *
Olin Co~p. (Brass Di~ision), a ~etitioner i~ these. inves~igatioris, has
production facilities located in East Alton, IL. · Oli.n also owns Somers Thin
Strip, a reroller in Waterbury·, CT.
Plume· & Atwood Brass Mill, Thomaston, .CT, is not a petitioner in these
investiaations * * . Plume & Atwood is owned by Diversified Industries, Inc.,
St. Louis, MO. ··Plume & Atwood's production facility is located in Thomaston,
CT.

*

Revere CoppeT PToducts. Inc .• · Rome. NY, a peti d.oner in. t.hese
.
investigations. is a wholly owned. subsidiary of Revere Copper .& Brass, !rte .•
Stamford, CT. The pToduction facility of Revere. Copper Products, Inc.,.is
located in Rome·, NY.
Hussey Copper Ltd~. Leetsdale, J'A, a petitioner in these investigations,
producea at its facility in Leetsdale. ·The Miller Co., Meriden, CT, a
petitioner.in these investigations, produces at its facility in Meriden, CT.
HRH Industrie.s, Inc., Meriden, CT, * * *· HRH is not a petitioner in these
investigations: i.ts plant is located in Meriden, CT.

**
'1:./ * * *

!/ *

*'* *
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United Technoiogie's Automotive (UTA). Ati'tomo'tive Pro<iucis Of vision,
Huntington, IN, operates a b·rass mill in Quin'.c·y·. Hi (APD ·.:... Qhincy Br.ass Hill).
UTA is owned by United T~chnologies Corp .• Hartford.:.~·cr~ ··-*. *
'
J.

Rerollers. --Firms kn'own as "rerollers" do not . :cast brass •. b~t rather .
purchase intermedi~te-to-h'eavy-g!luge brass 'sh.~.et' or' str.ip· from domesd,c or .
foreign sources and then perform additional process:i.ng ·rwhich ;inciudes at .least
a. series of rolling and anpealing steps) to conver\ th.e. m_afe.ria:i info .fin:j.shed
brass sheet ·or strip. The· producers' questionnaire. in 'd1'e· s·ubject
·
investigations was· sent to firms known or believed to. be rero. llers:•. as" well as
to the primary brass mills.
·
..
·: ·. .
In these investigations, as well as in all pre:V'ious Commiss'i·(,"n.
_
investigations involving bras~ sheet and strip~ :it h~~ bee~ difficul~ to obtain
questionnaire responses from rerollers. ·Reroll~rs do not:produc~.any "new"
brass sheet aµd strip but roll brass· sheet ~and· stri1.l' purc~a~ed ·.from dom~.stic
brass mills or imported from foreign. mills. . Th\lS, re.rollers,' production anQ.
shipments canno~ be added to data obiained' from brass mill~ .. because such .•
additions would a~ount~to· doubl~i6tidntini.of the. s~me bra~s_sheet.:~~~~~rii~
Rerollers simply add· value. to the product by produ¢ing thinner. anit mgre.
·
expensi ye ·prod~cts ~ For reroUers ~ the i>oun!is purchased_ ~houid.· equal the
pounds. shipped, except . for scrap generation and inventoh·. adjustments .... ' ..
·..

.

' .:.•

-

.

.~

.·

' l

.

.-.

.

..

Data from questionnaire responses by rerollers are.presented in,
appendix C. The reroll~r·stcitistlc~.wete thereby isolated
those of the
brass 'mills. 'which. facili ta.ted updating the dat~ during. the coiirse~ of the
investigations b£!cause additional, ·r_er~ller questfonnaires.:wete' received· past
·the· due date for ;respo~ses to t.he Commission '_s. questiQnnair~~. '"in. the instant
inve~tigations, questionnaires ~~~e ~~nt to J4. fir•s ,ihat·:w~r~~6~1{eved to,
reroll brass sheet and'strip or have t~e capab~litY. ·ta dQ. so~.~-~ Ultima~ely,
usable ~uestion~aire data were received from'five iirms.~· Foui-tlr~~-~ertified
that they did not produce brass sheet a,nd strip ,during Janµary 19~5::Ma~ch 1988,
thr·e·e firms are out of business.• one firm*···. and:'oiie'firm'reported that its
production of ·dfroil was riegligible ·(~pp. Cl . . · ,_ '"~- .- .. ·;~

fiom

<..

u. s.

·· ·

'imp·orters

Information p·rovided -by 'the U.S. Customs Service identified about 60
importers of brass sheet and strip from Japan and the Netherlands. Host of the
importers imported only small quantities; nev:ertheless, questionna.ir~s were
sent to all
'the ~ri.own impo.rters.~· Questionnaire'. resporisea were re~eive.d from
the*** importers .s·hown irl t-he.following .ta_b.u~at;_ion: ·.. , ·" ... ,. ........ '."'.'

o'f.

Imp_orter

Office

' .*

*
.

Location

'

·count'~; ·of o~fgin
, _·.of_ ~he .. imported goods
·.
.. '~. . .: .~
*
- ·. :. ·. · .·
~

';

:. '

·.·

;.,
,1.

·,

....

•

•

•

•

The firms 1-ist~d above 'ac_c_oun_ted for 76.4 .pe/cent 9,f the 'to,tal .·quantity of
brass sheet and strip imported from.Japan in t984, as.reported in official
statistics of the U.S. Department of -commerce, 90-s pe·rcent in 1985, 90 .5
percent in 1986, and 78.3 percent in 1987. * * *
,
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Consideration of Alleged Material Injury
In order to gath~r data ori ~h~ ~uestion 6f materiai injury to the U.S.
industry producing. brass sheet and· strip, questionnaires were sent to all known
brass mills and to firms that were known to. be rerollers or were believed to
have rerolling capabilities. The aggregate data appearing in this section of
the report ~re fqr· t.he .brass mills that responded to the Commission's
:~
questionnaires. Data from rerollers are presented in appendix C.
U~s~

producti~n.

capacity. and capacity utilization

U.S. production of.C20000-series brass sheet and strip.by brass mills
decreased by 16.1 percent from 1984 to 1985, increased by 5.9 percent from 1985
to·1986, and increased 14.2 percent from 1986 to 1987 (table 3). Production
during January-March 1988 amounted to 119.7 million pounds, representing an
increase of 1.3 percent compared with the level of production in the
. corresponding period of 1987. C20000-series brass sheet. and strip accounted
for 92.6 pe~tent of total.reported ~roductiori·df brass sheet and strip in 1984,
91.~ percert~ in 1985, 91.3 percent in 1986, 92.4 percent in 1987, and 93.1
. percent during January-March 1988.

U.S. producers' shipments

u. s. shipments <including ·:company tr·ansfers> of. c2oooq,-series brass sheet
and strip by brass mills decreased from.455: .. 9 mii'lion pounds in.1984 to 376.7
m:lllion pounds in 1985, ·or by 17.4 percent~· t,heri. .i.ncreased to 398.6 million
pounds in 1986,·or·by 5.8 percent, and.' increasedJu~ther.to 471.4 million ..
pounds in 1987, or by 18. 3 per.cent" (table '4.) . · Thus~ U. s·. shipments of C20000series brass sheet and strip in 1987 'exceeded 'shipment's in 1984, which was
considered by the industry to have been an exceptionally good year. U.S. brass
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Table 3
Brass $heet and.strip: U.S. producti~e capacity, ~reduction, and capacity
utilization of brass mills, 1984-87, ~anuar~-Harch 1987, and January-March 1988
1984

Item

1-985

End-of-period capacity:
All brass sheet and
strip
(1,000 pounds) ..••... 646,353' 636,187
C20000-series brass
sheet and strip
(1 ;ooo pounds) ••••.••
616,695 586,327
Production:
.
All brass sheet and
strip
(1,000 pounds) ••••.••
C20000-series brass
sheet and strip
(1,000 pounds) ••...•• 455,783 382,206
Capacity utilization: 1/
All brass sheet and
strip {percent) ••••.•.
76.1
65.5
C20000-series brass
sheet and strip
{percent) ••••••••...•
73.9.
65.2

1986

1987

January-Harch-1987
1988

596,274

585~016

150,912

145,707

549,364

543,1-76

138,007

132,302

443,138

500,46i

127,359

128,616

404,681

462,286

118,130

119, 718

74.3

85.5·

84.4

88.3

.73 .. 7

85.1

85.6

90.5

11 Computed from data of firms providing data .on both capacity and production.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
Trade Commission.

~nternational

i. .

mills' domestic ·shipments .during January-Mar£h 1988 amounted to 125 .1. mill~on
pounds, representing an increase of 3.1 percent compared.with the quantity
shipped during the corresponding period of l987.
U.S. brass mills'· ·company tr.arisfers decreased 6.0 percent from 1984 to
1985 and 4.9 percent from 1985 .to 1986, and then increased 14.3 percent from
1986 ~o 1987. · Company tra~sfers increased 1~.0 percent during January-March
1988 compared with those during the corresponding period of 1987.· V.S. brass
mills' domestic toll shipments decreased from 1984 'to 1985, and then increased
in 1986 and increased again in 1987 {table 4). U.S. brass mills' nontoll
shipments followed the same trend as toll shipments during 1984-87; U.S. brass
mills' export shipments * * * from 1984 to 1985 then * * * from 1985 to 1986
and*** from 1986 to 1987. Exports during January-March 1988.were ~ * *
those of the corresp~nding period ~i 1987. However, export shipments were- a
small fraction of total shipments of c20000.:..series .brass sheet and strip iil
each period, reaching a maxim~ of*** percent, by_ quantity, in?t**. The
relatively large export shipments in ·itu were pr.].ncipally due to * * *
Host
of the remainder of u. s: bras,s mil is'• e'xports went. to * * *
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Table 4
Brass sheet and strip. C20000-series: Shipments of U.S. brass mills. by types.
1984-87. January-March 1987. and January-March 1988
Item

1984.

1986

1985

1987

.,.
,.,,.,

January-March-1987
1988

Quantity ( 1. 000 pounds)
Company transfers ......... ***
Domestic market
shipments:
Toll:
Reroll ................ ***
Finished product ..•... ***
Subtotal ............ ***
Other than toll:
Reroll ................ ***
Finished product ..· . .:" • · ***
Subtotal~~-~ ........
***
u.s. shipments
(company transfers
and domestic market
shipments) .............. 455,857
Export shipments .......... ***
Total. all shipments .. ***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
•***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
'***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

376,681

398,574

471,416

121,176

125,149

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

=~

Value ( 1,000 dollars)
Company transfers .........
Domestic market
shipments:
Toll:
Reroll ................
Finished product ......
Subtotal ............
Other than toll:
Reroll ................
Finished product ......
Subtotal. ...........
U.S. shipments
(company transfers
and domestic market
shipments) ............ ~ ..
Export shipments ......... ;
Total, all shipments ..

***

***

***

***

***

"***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
'***
***•

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

319,070

273·,973

275,359

350,229

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

83,164

***
***

?:

109 ,477

***
***

Note.--Most firms do not keep their records in such a way as to be able to provide
precise data for toll shipments of reroll and finished product, nontoll shipments
of reroll and finished product. and so forth. However.·. producers provided the · ;.;
best estimates they could prepare. Shipments may be slightly overstated because,
of some purchases of reroll by brass mills and subsequent rerolling. into finished'.:
product. However. most firms were able to isolate thei~ sales of reroll to othet
brass mills and subtract the quantities from their shipments to avoid double
counting.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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The total value of U.S. brass mills' U.S. shipments (company transfers and
domestic market shipments) decreased from $319.·1 million in 1984 to $274.0
million in 1985, a drop of 14.1 percent; ·the value of U.S. shipments increased
by 0.5 percent from 1985 to 1986 and increased 27.2 percent from 1986 to 1987.
The total value. of U.S. shipments ·increased 31. 6 percent during January-March
1988 when compaied with those in the corresponding period of 1987, Value data
should be used with caution because of the distortions that could occur if toll
shipments, which exclude metal value, ar~ added wi~h other-than-toll shipments,
which include metal value.
U.S. producers' inventories
The inventory data reported by brass mills and presented herein are on a
basis and may.include small quantities of finished goods other
than C20000-series brass sheet and strip. The brass mill~'. end~of~period
inventories are presented in the following tabulation:
finished~goods

Dec. 31-1983 ......... .
1984 ..... ·.... .
1985 ......... .
1986 ......... .
198 7 ......... .
Mar. 31-1987 ......... .
1988 ......... .

Inveri'tor'ies
(1,000 pounds)

Share of brass mills' U.S. shipments during the preceding petiod
(percent)

32,289
30,007

6.6

11

29,35~

7~8

33,981
35',819

8.5
7.6

31,040
30,261

']:/ 6.4
'!:./ 6.0

11 Not available.
ll Based on annualized shipment data.
Employment and wages
The brass mills' employment 9f workers·prod~~ing·C20000-series brass sheet
and strip decreased 17.8 percent from 1984 to-1985, increased 2.6 percent from
1985 to 1986, and increased by less than 1.0 percent from 1986 to 1987.
Employment of such workers decreased 12.1 percent during January-March 1988
when compared with employment during the corresponding period of 1987 ·
(table 5). Hours,worked producing C20000-series brass sheet and strip
decreased 22.5 percent from 1984 to·1985 and then i~creased 10.7 percent from
1985 to 1986. Hours worked remained.almost constant from 1986 to 1987 and then
decreased 9.8 percent during Janu~ry-MaJC~ 1988 compared with hours in
January-March 1987.
Average hourly wages paid to workers produci,ng C20000-series brass sheet
and strip ranged from a low of Stl.77 in :1984-to a high of $12.97 in 1986.
Productivity,. measured as pounds produced pet:hour_worked, increased 31.8
perc~nt durin~_the period covered.
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Table 5
A~erage

number of employees in U.S. brass mills: total and produc~ion and related
workers producing all products and those producing brass sheet and strip; hours worked
by and wages, total compensation, and average hourly wages paid to such workers; and
output per h6ur worked in producing brass sheet and strip, by types, 1984-8~~·
January-March 1987, and January-March.1988
Item

Average number of employees .....
Production and related
workers producing-All products ................. .
All brass sheet and strip .... .
C20000-series brass sheet
and strip .............•.....
Hours worked by production
and related workers
producing-All products (1,000 hours) ....
All brass sheet and strip
(l,000 hours) ........ : ....•.
C20000-series brass sheet
and strip (1,000 hours) .....
Wages paid to production and
related workers producing-All products (1,000 dollars) ..
All brass sheet and strip
(1,000 dollars) ... ~·········
C20000-series brass sheet
and strip (1,000 dollars) ...
Total compensation paid to
production and related
workers producing:
All products (l,000 dollars) ..
All brass sheet and strip
(1,000 dollars) ............•
C20000-series brass sheet
and strip (1,000 dollars) ...
Average hourly wages.paid to
production and related
workers producing:
All products ................. .
All brass sheet and strip .... .
C20000-series brass sheet
and strip .................. .
Output per hour worked by
production and related
workers producing-C20000-series brass sheet
and strip (pounds) ...... ; .. .

1984

1985

1986

1987

Jan.-Mar.-1987
. 1988

6,905

6,499

6,102

5,906

5,831

5. 779

5 ,013

2.·040

4,402.
1,599

4,237
1,623

4,213
1,611

4,130
1,636

4,092
1,431

1,745

1,435

1,472

1,481

1,513

1,330

9 ,672

8,037

8,956

8. 969 .

2,199

2,264

4,362

3,233

3,521

3,529

894

805

3. 728

2,891

3,201

3,225

823

742

113. 336

97,376

114,133

107,218

25,652

26,613

50,659

38,970

45,493

-44,534

ll, 162

9,924

43,895

34,899

41,512

40,774

10,273

9,156

146,855

126,144

148,425

142,293

34,760

36,076

66,222

51,585

59,168

59,053

15,294

13,540

57,090

46 ,·298

54,013

54,197

14,147

12,536

$11.72
11.61

$12.12
12.05

$12.74
12.92

$11.97
12.62

$11. 67
12.49

$11.75
12.33

11. 77

12.07

12.97

12.64

12.48

12.34

122.3

.132.2

126.4

143.3

143.5

161. 3

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the Q.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Financial experience of U.S. producers
Ten brass mills, ·accorinting for ·all 1987 shipments reported by firms
responding to the Commission·' s questionnaires. provided usable income-and-loss
data on the overall operations of their establishments within which '
C20000-series brass sheet and strip are prod~ced, as:well as on their
operations producing all brass sheet and strip and those producing only
C20000-series brass sheet and strip. 1/ Three of these brass mills provided
separate financial data on their opera:tions producing C20000-series brass sheet
and strip for reroll. Copper sheet and strip and sheet and strip of copper
alloys, other than brass, are produced at same of th~ e~tablishments wh~te
C20000-series brass sheet and strip are produced.
Overall establishment operations .--Ag_gregate income-and-loss data on
overall establishment operations are presented in table S. Overall
establishment sales of t~e ten brass mills fell from $993.4 million in 1984 to
a low of $838.7 million in- 1986, but recovered to $988.7 million in 1987, a
level just 0.5 percent below the previous high in 1984. ll
Operating income decreased dramatically in 1985 to $29.4 million~ down
60.9 percent from the $75.2 million reported for 1984. During the 1986
accounting year, the decline continued as operating income detteased by 6.3
percent to $27.5 million before recovering to '$50.6 million in 1987, a level
that was, nonetheless, 32.6 percent below that of 1984. Th'e operating margins
for the brass mills during the 1984-87 period were 7.6 pertent. 3.5 percent,
3.3 percent, and 5.1 percent. respectively. During the interim period ended
March 31, 1988, aggregate net sales totaled $303.7 million~ up 42.8 percent
from net sales of $212.7 million reported during inte'rim 1987. Operating
income rose to $13.4 million during interim 1988, up 47.2 percent from $9.1
million reported during 'intedm 1987;, The operating margins for the 1987 and
1988 interim periods were relatively constant at 4.3 per·cent a·nd 4.4 perc·ent,
respect{vely. Operatin~ 16s~es on overall ·establishment operatidns were:
experienced by at least two firms in every period except 1984, when none were
experienced by the producers.
Operations producing all brass sheet and strip.--Aggregate income and loss
data for the ten brass mills are presented in table 7 fot these operations.
All brass sheet and strip ope~at{ons accounted for 38.8 percent ~f- overall
establishment operations in 1987, on the basis of net sales. Net sales of all
brass sheet and strip decreased t6 $303.0 milli6n during 1985, dow~ 16.0
percent from the $360.6 million reported in 1984, then increased to $306.9
·
million in 1986 and to $383.7 million in 1987, a level 6.4 percent greater than
the previous best year of 1984.

ll The firms are * * *·
ll Seven producers (* * *) provided usable data for 1984. Those firms
accounted for about *** percent of 1984 shipments. Nine firms reported u~able
financial data in 1985. A new firm, North Coast, was formed in 1988 by the
purchase of Chase's Cleveland, OH, brass mill. * * *
Thus, the number df
firms reporting changed from· 9 in 1985 to 10 in 1986~87.

-~

Table 6
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. brass mills on the overall operations of their
establishments within which C20000-series brass sheet and strip are produced, accounting
years 1984-87, and interim periods ended ftar. 31, 1987, and ftar. 31, 1988

1986

1985

1984

Item

'·

Interim period
ended ftar. 31-1987
1988

1987

Value (1,000 dollars)

\

Net sales ...................... 993,404
Cost of goods sold ........... "' 838, 137
Gross profit . .................. 155,267
General, selling, and administrative expenses .•..••••••• 801084
Operating income ..•••••..•••••• 75,183
3,020
Interest expense .••..•..••• ; ••
Other income or (exp~nse),
(562}
net .................. -........
Net income before income
taxes ...•.................... 71,601
Depreciation and amortization
expense included above ........ 211417
Cash-flow ................... , .. · . 931018

841, 797 838,706 988, 736
7291111 7331793 8581166
112,686 104,913 130,570

212,713 303,696
1841229 2691999
28,484 33, 697

831322
29,364
8, 769

77 1399
27, 514
13,457

791928
50,642
12,698

191376
9,108
2,306

201291
13,406
3,107

ll (21481)

(96)

(8)

(29!

150

. 18, 114

13,961

37,936

231853
41,967

201639
341600

221461
601397

6, 773

..

~-

··-.·

10,449

51213 . 51114
11, 986 151563

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold .............
Gross profit •..••••••••••••••••
General, selling, and
administrative expenses •••..•
Operating income .•••••.•..••..•
Net income before income

84.4
15.6

86.6
13.4

87 .5
12.5

86.8
13.2

86:6
13.4

88.9
11.1

8.1
7.6

9.9
3.5

9.2
3.3

8.1
5.1

9.1
4.3

6.7
4.4

taxes ......................

7.2

2.2

1. 7

3.8

3.2

3.4

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses .•••••••.•••..•
Net losses ....................•
Data .........•.•..........••...•

0
0
7

4
4
9

3
4
10

2
3
10

'

.L

2
3
8

1/ Includes $*** * * *.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

3

3
8
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Table 7
Income-and-loss experience of µ.s .. brass mills on their operations producing all brass
sheet and strip, accounti.ng years 1984-87 1 an4 interim periods' ended l!ar, 31, 1987 I and
Mar. 31, 1988
·

Item

1984

1985

1986

Interim period
ended rtar. 31-1987 . 1988

1987

Value (l,000 dollars)
~06,905 383,748
Net sales ....................... 360,606 302,971
292,055 348", 864
Cost of goods sold .............• 3191473 2801070
41, 133 22,901
14,850 . 34,884
Gross Profit .......... ~ ... ·.....
General, selling, and admin281520 . 28, 112
istrative ~xpenses •.....••••• 20,905 24, 731
Operating income or (loss) •.••. 20,228 (1,830) !/(13,670) 6, 772
4, 750·
44r 2,933
4, 115
Interest expense ••.••••.•.•••••
Other income or (expense),
",.·.'
(115)
(191)
{383)
net ..........................
(2)
Net income or (loss) before
19,666 (4,954) (18,803) 2,655
iJ;1come taxes .••••••••..••••••
Depreciation and amortization·
expense included above ..•..••
8,353 10,435
91474 101111
5,481
(9 I 329) 12,766
Cash-flow ............ ~ .... ·.... 28,019

90,469
81,884
8,585

119,628
109i198
10,430

. 7,441
1,144
986

7,396
3,034
1,155

!11)

48

147

1,927

2,684
2,831

2,030
3,957

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold .............
Gross profit •.••.••••.•.•.•••••
General, selling, and
administrative expenses .••••.
Operating income or (loss) •.•••
Net· income or (loss) before
income taxes ............... ~.

88.6
11.4"

92.4
7.6·

95.2
4.8

90.9
9.1

90.5
9.5

91.3
8.7

5,8
5.6

8.2
(.6)

9,3
(4. 5)

7.3

La

8.2
1.3

6.2
2.5

5.5

(1.6).

(6 .1)

.7

.2

1.6

5
5
9

5
4
9

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ...............
Net losses .....................
Data ...........................

0
0
7

5
5
9

5
6
10

5
5
10

!/ Includes $*** * * *.
Source: Compiled from data submitte4 in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission. ·
"
· ,.
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Operating income decreased dramatical!~ from $20.2 millidn in 1984 to a
loss of $1.8 million in 1985, then declined '.further to- a loss of $13.7 million
in 1986 before re.covering to. an income of s6.8 million i~ 19,87,.
.
Notwithstanding the turnabout in the most r~cently completed. fiscal year ,;·:.i..,the
level was just 33.5.percent of that attained in i984. Contributing 'to the., 1987
increa.s·e in· operating incoine· compared with that iii 1986. was a decline in ·'"the
cost of goods sold, as a percent of net sales. Operating income or (loss)
margins durini 1984-87-were 5.6 perce~t~ (0~6) percent, (4.5) percent, and 1.8
percent, respectively. Five firins ·reported ;bperatiri~ l~~ses in 1985, 1986,
1987, and be.th interim periods; none reported operating losses in 1984. During
the interim period ended March jl, 198a, nei sales totaled $119.6 million, up
32.2 percent from net sales of-$90.5 milliori reported during interim.1987.
Oper.a.ting income:· increased to $3.0 million dqring. interim 19.88. f'rom $'1.-1 ·:.
million reported fa~ in~eri~ i987 .• _The o~erating income margini'.f~r .the:firms
during the 1987 and 1988 interim periods were 1.3 percen_t· and 2.~5 perce~t~
respectively.
·
'· .
Operations producing C20000-series brass. sheet. and strip,--Agg'reg~te
income-and-loss data for the ten brass mills are present~d in ta~le 8 frir these
operations . . On the basis of net sales, C20000-series br~ss sheet and strlp
accounted for 92.0 percent of all brass sheet and strip operations in 1987.
Net sales of C20000~series.brass sheet and-strip decreased. from •343.~ million
in 1984 to $278.1 million in 1985 and 1986, representing a .decline.of.i9,.0.
percent, then-increased t6 $352.9 million in 1987, ~he best year,d~ring the
1984~87 period. Operating income d~creased ~ignificantly fro~ Si9.~ mfllion
reported.in 198~ to $2.1 iillion in 1985; and declin~d fur~her to a las~ of
$9.1 million in- 1986 before recovering to income of $6.8 million in 1987. The
1987 results were, nonetheless. only 35.5 percent of those attained in 1984.
The -firms' operating income or (loss) margins during the 1984~87 period were
5.6 percent, 0.8 percent, (3.3) percent, and 1.9 percent,.respe~~ively ... ~one
of the firms reported an operating loss duri"ng 1984, but ·fa~t:did so ·in.ea.ch of
the other periods. During the interim period ended March 31, -1988, net .sales
totaled $110._5 million, up 31. 7 percent from net s~les- of ss3;9··.1Pillio~: ~
reported during interim 1987. Operating income increased from Sl.1 million
during interim 1987 to $2.2 million during interim 19S8, -or by. 7.3.9 . percent.
The operating mardn"s for the 1987 and 1"988 interim periods were Ls and 2.0
percent, respect~vely~
The aggregate profitability was severely impacted by the-substantial:
losses suffered by one firm, * * *
* * * The impact an· ~he a~~iegat~~:
profitability by * * * is shown in, the following tab~la~{6i (in thousa~dS·•Of
dollars, except as noted):

*

*

*

\\:;_.

.

*

. .)
~

*

.
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Table 8
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. brass mills on their operations producing
C20000-series brass sheet and strip, accounting years· 1984-87, and interim periods ended
liar.. 31, 1987, and liar.· 31, 1988.

Item .

1984

1986

1985

Interim period
ended liar. 31-. 1987
1988

1987

Value (l,000 dollars)

sales ............. ~ ... ~ ..... 343,561
Cost of goods sold ........ _...... 304,472
Gross profit .................... 39,089
General, selling, and administrative expenses •••••••••••• 19,853
Operating income or (loss) .••••• 19,236
447
Interest expense •••••••••••••••
Other income or (expense),
net ...........................
(115l
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes . ................. 18,674
Depreciation and amortization
expense included above •.••••••
7,802
Cash-flow ....................... 26,476

Net

278_, 108 352,874
262,453 319,609
15,655 33,265

83,862
75,824
8,038

110,471
101,309
9,162

24, 779 26,437
21,741
2,092 !/ (9, 124). 6,828
1, 772
. 3, 791
3,588

6, 762
1,276
891

6,943
2;219
1,063

278,123
254,290
23,833

48 .

{335l

(460l

(21

(11}

(15)

(13,375)

3,238

374

1,204

8,530
9,065
!41845) 121303

2,431
2,805

11854
3,058

9,514
9,499

Share of net sales (percent}
Cost of goods sold ••••••••••••
Gross profit •••••••••••••••• ;.
General, selling, and
adalinistrative expenses
Operating income or (loss) •.••
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes· . . ·..............

88.6
11.4

91.4
8.6

94.4
5.6

90.6
9.4

90.4
9.6

91. 7
8.3

5.8
5.6

7.8
0.8

8.9
(3. 3)

7.5
1.9

8~1

1.5

6.3
2.0

5.4

(2/)

(4.8)

.9

.4

1.1

4
4
9

4
4
9·

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ................
Net loss's; ................. ·...
Data.·~· ... ~· ................. ~.

0
0
7

4.r
5
9

4
6
10

4
5·
10

11 Includes·. $*** * * *.
it LeJl~_ t:han 0. 05 percent.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade CoDllllission.
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The tabulation shows that had it not been for * * * large losses, the
aggregate operatin1 income would have shown a steady and significant
improvement in 1985-87' with the greatest change occurring from *** to ***,;·,_'.,
Aggregate operating income, ·incl~ding * ~ *,· fell from a profit .of $~** million
in *** to a loss of $*** million in ***, a difference of $*** million.
Exclusion of*** would give an aggregate.improvement of$*** million from·***
to ***, or a swing of $*** ~illion (the size of ~ * *'s operating loss in ***)
in profitability.
Capital expenditures, research and develob~erit expenses, and value of
property, plant, and eguipment.--Capital expenditures by the ten U.S. producers
for property, plant, arid equipment used.in· the ptciduction of all establishment
products, all brass sheet and:strip, and C20000~series brass iheet an~ strip
are presented in table 9. The table also shows theii investment in proiuction
facilities in which brass shee~ and strip are produced.
Research and development expenses for all brass series.and C20000~series
brass sheet and strip are showri in th~ follo~ing tabulation (in th6usands of·
dollars):
Interim period
1984
Item
1985
1986
1987
1987
1988
All brass sheet
and strip ..........·.....
C20000-series brass sheet
and strip ...............

350

163

251

28

28

350

163

251

28.

23

...

. . 2°7
27

Operating rate of return on assets.--The ·operating incomes or ·c'l"~'Sses)
expressed as a percent of the asset values are shown in the following
.
tabulation:
.

Item

. 1984
·.--

Overall establishment operating · '·
rate of return on total assets ...........
All brass sheet and strip operating
rate of return on all brass sheet
and strip assets '1:.1 .•.• ··~. •.• ••••. •.•.• •.· .,.
·
C20000-series brass sheet and strip
operating rate of return on C20000series brass sheet and strip assets 11 .•.

ll Not available.
'1:.1 Total overall establishme~t assets

1985

·'

~98'6_' .

1987

ll

.A •.3

-2. 7

6. 3.

ll

(2.6)

( 7 .0)

0.4

~f/
.. '

11

!ii

(5.6)

....

!±I

,
to all brass sheet.and
strip operations on the basis 6f the r~ti~ of .. res~~~tive boo~ ~alu~s ot fixed
assets.
11 Total overall establishment assets are allocated to C20000~series brass
sheet and strip operations on the basis of the ratio of respective book values
of fixed assets.
!±I Less than 0.05 percent.
are.allocate~
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Table 9
Capital expenditures and end-of-period value of investment in property, plant,
and equipment by U.S. brass mills, accounting years 1984-87, and interim
periods ended Mar. 31, 1987, and Mar. 31, 1988
(In thousands of dollars)
Item

1984

1985

1986

1987

Interim period
ended Mar. 31-1987
1988

Capital expertditures
All products of
establishments ••.••••.
All brass sheet and
strip •.•....••••.•..•.
C20000-series brass
sheet·and strip .••....

33,826 . 24,325

37,286

18,240

19,928

5,935

-18,257

18.789

5,471

17,776

3,173

5 ,411

8,744

1,132

1,879

8,007

1.070

1. 786

Value of investment
All products of
establishments:
Original cost •••••..•.
Book value ........... .
All brass sheet and
strip:
Original cost •....•...
Book value •.• ~ •. ; .••..
C20000-series brass
sheet and strip:
Original cost .......•.
Book value .•.••..•..•.

477. 561
239,516

340,392
136,871

429,986 452,067
207 ,679. 208, 791

429,541
200,516

455,515
207,700

192,935
. 91,097

154,186
59,231

226,078
121,263

226,781
107,877

231,332
117,156

217,153
95,871

182,593
86,591

143,037
54,437

214,098
116. 141

211. 294
101,570

216,620
110,979

201,598
89,826

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
".

Capital and investment.--The producers were asked to describe any actual
or potential negative effects of imports of brass sheet and strip from Japan
and the Netherlands on their firm's growth, investment; and ability to raise
capital. In general, the firms stated that the continued erosion of
profitability resulting from the LTFV sales of C20000-series brass sheet and
strip from Japan and the Netherlands threatens their ability to gener'ate or
borrow the funds needed to maintain their businesses. Remarks by individual
firms are presented in appendix D.
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Consideration of the Question of
Threat of Material Injury
·".'1

Section 771(7) (F} (i} ·of the Tariff Act of 1930. (19 U.S.C. 1677(7} C.fJ (i}}
provides that-In determining whether an industry in the United States is threatened
with material injury by.reason of imports (or sales for importation}.
of any merchandise, the Commission shall consider, among other
relevant factors 1/-(I} If a subsidy is involved, such information as may be
presented to it by the administering authority as to the
nature of the subsidy (particularly as to whether the
.subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent with the
Agreement},
(II} any increase .in production capacity or existing unused
capacity in the exporting country likely to result in a
significant increase in imports of the merchandise to the
.. United States,
.

~

.. -

(III} any rapid increase in U~ited States market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration will
increase to ~n injurious level~
(IV} the probability that imports of the merchandise will
enter the United States at prices that will have
adepressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of the
merchandise,
·.
(V} any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States,
(VI} the presence of underutilized capacity for producing
the ~erchandise in the exporting country,·
(VII} any other demonstrable adverse trends ~hat indicate
the probability that the importation (or sale for
importation} of the merchandise (whether or not it is
actually being imported at the time) will be the cause of
actual injury, and
(VIII) .the potential for product-shifting if production
facilities owned or controlled by the foreign
manufacturers, which can be used to produce products
subject to investigation(s} under section 701 or 731 or to
final order~ under section 736, are also used to produce
the merchandise under irivestigation.

(ii} of the act (19 U.S.C. 1677(7} (F} (ii}) provides tha-~
"Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in
the United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the
basis of evidence that the threat of materlal injury is real and that
actual injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the
basis of mere conjecture or supposition."

11 Sec. 771(7) (F}
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No subsidies have'been alleged 'in the petitions (item (I) above); the
available data on foreign pr~ducers 1 :op~rations (items (II) and (VI) above) and
on the potential for "product-shifting" (item VIII) are presented in the
section entitled "Capacity of foreign producers to increase exports~" and
information on the volume, U.S. market penetration, and pricing of imports of
the subject merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is presented in the
section ~htitled "Consid~ration 6f the caus~l r~lationship'b~tween'alleged
material injury or the threat thereof and the LTFV imports." Available·
information on U.S. importers' inventories of the subject products .(item (V))
is presented in the following section.
U.S. importers' inventories
U.S. importers' inventories may not'be very meaningful in these
investigations because many shipments are made directly from the foreign
producers' plants to U.S. customers through orders placed with the actual U.S.
importers~· ~hich'in some instances ate U.S. agents of the foreign
manufacturers. Ftiither, so~e of·th~ U.S. im~6rters that do mairitain
inventories combin~ iri~~ntori~s ot foreign and drimestic brass sheet and strip
and were unable to determine inventories by country of origin. The data
collected on U.S. importers' end-of-period inventories of C20000-series brass
sheet and strip from the import~rs that r~ported iriventory data are presented
in table 10. Reported"U.S~ importers' aggregate inventories rif-th~ir imports
from Japan and the Netherlands ranged from a low of 1.2 millio~ pounds as of
March 31, 1988, to a high of 2.5 million pounds as of December 31, 1986.
Table 10
Brass sheet and strip, C20000-series: U.S. importers' end-of-period
inventories, by countries, Dec. 31, 1983-87, Har. 31, 1987, and Har. 31, 1988
...

(In thousands of pounds)
Country of 'origin ·

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

Mar. 31-1987
1988

Japan ............
Netherlands ... : ..
Subtotal. ....
All others or
not spec i fie·d ... ·
Total ........

***
·***

***
'***'.

***
**.*'

l, 779

1,951

1,941

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

1,497 '
3,276

''·5, 555
7,506

·4,360·
6,301

4,157
5,581

3,440
5,050

3,331
4,571

2,460
.' 4', 656
7' 11'6

Source: Compiled from data' ·submitted in response
International Trade Comnits·sion.

to~

1,424'

1,610

1,240

questio,nnaires of the U.S.

Capacity of foreign producers to ·i"ncrease exports
The Commission requested counsels for the respondents in the subject
investigations to pr.ovide .information on the industries producing C20000-series
brass sheet and strip in their respective countries. The information
requested consisted of the· number· arid names- of producing firms; p'roduction,
capacity, capacity utilization, home-market· shipments, exports to the.United
States, and total exports, f~r each of the pe~iods covered by the
investigations; projected ch~n~es in production~ capacity, or ~apacity
'.'
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utilization in 1988; and intentions or proje~tions as to the quantity of
exports of the subject brass sheet and strip to the United States in 1988. ;~
Similar data were requested by the Commission from the U.S. embassies in each
of the countries covered by the investigations. Information on the industrie1
producing C20000-series brass sh~et and stri~ in Ja~an and· the· Netherlands ii
presented below. As previously noted, capacity data and capacity utilization
rates should be viewed with considerable caution.
Japan.--The petition alleges that_ there are six Japanese producers with
excess capacity to produce C20000-series brass sheet and s·trip, and that these
firms could increase their exports to the United States. 1/ Respondents
indicated that there are eight producers of brass sheet and strip in Japan;
Furukawa Electric; Mitsubishi Shindoh; Mitsui Mining & Smelting; Nippon Mining;
Samba Copper Alloy; Do~a Mining; Fuji Brass & Copper; and Kobe Steel. ll
According to respondents, Japan is increasing its exports o( brass sheet and
strip to Hong Kong, Taiwan, and a number of other countries other than the
United States because the electrical· and electronics indust~ies in thos~
countries are growing more rapidly than the comparable industries in th"e _United
States. Consequently, respondents claim that there is no threat of. in.creased
exports to the United States.
Available data for Japan'~ brass sheet and strip industry are presen~ed in
table 11. The data are for all brass sheet and strip, and as request~d. some
counsels representing. Japanese firms have provided confidential data on their
clients' individual.operations.
Netherlands.--Metallverken is the only known producer of brass sheet and
strip in that country. Metallverken Nederland, B.V .• is a subsidiary of
Metallverken, A.B., which is based in Vasteras; Swe~en. Imports of
·
C20000-series brass sheet and strip from Sweden are subject to a dumping order
as a result of the Commission's affirmative finding in ·investigation No.
731-TA-316 (Final}.
.
According to counsel for Metallverken in the instant investigations,
virtually all of the brass sheet and strip produced in the Netherlands is.
C20000-series. Data on Metailverken's C20000-series brass sheet and strip
operations are presented in table 12.
· Also accotding to counsel, the same equipment. is used to produce' flatrolled brass under 0.006-inch in thickness (foil} 'as is used to produce flatrolled brass over 0.006-inch in thickness (sheet and strip). Accordingly,
capacity and production data in table 12 are for all flat-rolled brass (foil
and sheet and strip), * * *
* * * ** * * * * * * *

·,·,··

ll Petition, Japan. p. 105.
11 Postconfetence statement of Nippon Minirig Co.,.Ltd., exhibit.1 ...
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Table 11
Brass sheet and strip: Japan's production, capacity, capacity utilization, and
shipments, 1984-87, January-March 1987, and January~Harch 1988
{In thousands of pounds, except as notedi
Item

1984

1985

1986

1987

Januari""Harch-1987'
1988

Production ...••..••.
Capacity ...••.•.....
Capacity
utilization
(percent) .•...•.
Home-market
shipments!/ .•... ~
Exports to-United States .....
Taiwan ......•.....
Hong Kong .........
Singapore ... ~ .•.•.
Republic of
Korea ••••.•...•.
Ir an .••...•.•.....
China .............
Indonesia .........
Thailand ..........
Philippines .......
All other
countries ••. ~ ...
Total. ......

454,737
499,099

428,223
507,384

438,596
'516,2t8

440,,745
528',004

110, 18_6
132,001

106,470
129,519

91

94·

85

83

83

82

.

I::

388,920

344,642

350,266

356 ~ 377_

91,825

91,962

13,877

17,032
19 '55.4
12,949
3,620

18,496
··23' 738
17,376
3' 779

·14 ,459
24,027
24,263
6,093

. 3. 368
4,795

1,459

884
4,010
5,527
1,423

'!:/

1,2~9

1,503
3 ,593
11,335
1, 775
1,609
l, 602.

2,643

ll

1,018
7,919
9,574
3' 179
2,544

623
0
493
306
509
28_2

604
0
355
412
668
430

51,940
65,817

4,933
83,581

3 ,-524
88,330

- 640
18,361

195
14,508

!:/

ll

'!:/

ll
ll
ll
~/

~5,886

·o

1

4' 261
l, i66

1,940
1,678
3,238
84,368 .,

.:.·

!/ Production less exports.
ll Not available.
Source: Capacity and production data are from.the Japan.Braps Halters,
Association and from MIT!. · Export data ,are from Ministry of Finance (Japan).
Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between Alleged Material Injury
or the Threat Thereof and the LTFV Import~
U.S. imports
According to official statistics !/ of the U.S. Department of Commerce,
imports of all series of brass sheet and strip decreased 21.5 percent (on the
basis of quantity) from 1984 to 1985, decreased 8.6 percent from 1985 to 1986,

!/ Official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce are for all series of
brass sheet and strip. It is believed that nearly all such imports consist of
C20000-series brass sheet and strip, based on responses by importers to the
Commission's questionnaire, which indicated-that C20000-series brass sheet and
strip accounted for approximately 97 percent of imports of all series of brass
sheet and strip from the seven countries subject to the previous Com~ission
investigations. Based upon questionnaire responses in the instant
investigations, imports from Japan and the Netherlands appear to also be
essentially all C20000-series brass sheet and strip.
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Table 12
Brass sheet and strip, C20000-series: Metallverken's production, capacity,·
capacity utilization, and shipments, 1984-87, -January-March 1987~ and
January-March 1988
(In thousands of pounds, except as noted)
Item

1984

1985

1986

1987

January-March-1987
1988

Production 1/ .......... .
Capacity 1/ ............ .
Capacity utilization
(percent) ............ .
Home-market shipments .. .
Inventories ............ .
Exports to:
United States ........ .

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
'1/
'lJ

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***·
***
2:./:

***
***
']J

***
'1/
'lJ

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
*** .
***
***
***

***
***
·***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***

* * * ................ .
* * * ................ .
All other .... ; ....... .
Total exports ...... .
Total shipments .. .

2/

21
***

***

***
***
***
***

11 Includes flat-rolled brass in thicknesses ranging from 0.004-inch to 0.032inch in thickness and ranging in widths from 0.25-inch to 23.6. inches. Material
0.006-inch and under in thickness is classified in the TSUS as foil and is not
subject to these investigations.
ll Not available.
Source:

Confidential submission on behalf of Metallverken.

and decreased 25.1 percent from 1986 to 1987. I_mports during January-March
1988 were 24.3 percent less than those during the corresponding period of 1981
(table 13). Imports from Japan increased 7.0 pe~~ent from 1984 to 1985,
increased 19.4 percent from 1985 to 1986, and then decreased 12.9 percent from
1986 to 1987. 1/

11 Because of a lag in reporting, official import statistics include some
"carry-over" data for merchandise imported, but not reported, in prior periods
(usually the previous month). Beginning in 1987, Commerce extended its monthly
data compilation cutoff date by about 2 weeks in order to significantly reduce
the amount of carry-over. Therefore, official statistics for January 1987
include data that would previously have been carried over to February.1987.
However, in order to avoid an apparent overstatement of the January ·1987 data,
the carry-over data from 1986 that would have been included in January 1987
official statistics as of the previous cutoff date have been excluded.
Commerce isolated these 1986 carry-over data and has not included them in
official statistics for 1986 or January 1987, since their inclusion in eithe~
period would result in an apparent overstatement. With respect to imports of
brass sheet and strip from Japan, this carry-over amounted 1,069 pounds, with a
value (c.i.f, plqs calculated duties) of $1,000; with~respect to the
Netherlands, this carry-over amounted to 126,000 pounds, with a value (c.i.f.
plus calculated duties) of $138,000.
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Table 13
Brass sheet and strip:
imports- for consumption (official statistics), by
principal countries~ 1984-87, January-March 1987, and Jgnuary-March 1988

u.s.

January-March-Source

1986

1987

1988

7, 116
5,872
3,800
7
1,064
265
188
1,535
578
6 1 050
26.474

7,380
491
3,750
80
500
4
635
1,449
758
4.984
20.030

. Landed duty~2aid value 0 1 000 dollars)
49,888
44,810
31,351
7,330
West Germany •• ~~ .•.••••• §8,357
Japan ............•..•••• 18,672
19,706
22,128
21,328
5,804
17,515
4,186
Netherlands .• ~ •...•.•... 17~391
17,060
16,051
9,973
7,402
43
8
France ....•..•••.• • •...• 19,193
8,077
10,946
6,613
Italy ...• ~ ..•.•.•.•.••••
3,193
1,052
Brazil ..••.••.•...•.•... 13,860
6,735
5,043
579
228
Republic of Korea •.....•
6,690
7,014
4,792
1,025
170
7,344
1,469
Canada ...•......••.•.••. 13,639
7,554
3,826
Sweden ....•.•...•.•.•...
1,841
5,267
2,619
2,228
683
18 1 743
All other .•••••..••..... 11.818
5 1 108
10.091
14.137
Total ....•••••..•••. 179.538
144.235 127.419 103.347 26.038

9,680
829
5,401
74
628
3
795
1,905
1,151
4.964
25 .432

1985

1984

1987

Quantity {1 1 000 2oundsl
West Germany •.•.•...
Japan •..•...•..••.•.
Netherlands ....•.•..
France •....•••.•.•..
Italy •..•.••••••..•.
Brazil.~ .....•.••...
Republic of Korea .•.
Canada ...•.•.••..•..
Sweden .....••.• ~ .••.
All other ..••.•.•••.
Total ....•• ; .••.

69,525
17,934
15,630
11 22,952
8,444
15,793
6,286
13,354
l,670
12.455
184.043

lL

11

48,913
19,194
15,406
11 11, 775
11 10,502
7,590
11 7,712
7,502
5,176
10.768
144.539

lL

44,229
22,919
14,920
8,328
7,031
6,048
5,451
4,016
2,279
16.893
132.113

29,392
19,968
15,353
47
3,107
654
1,105
6,823
1,835
20.660
98.945

Unit value {cents 2er pound}
West Germant ..........•. ~
Japan ..•.•...•......•..·. ·
Netherlands ............ .
France ..•....•......•..•
Italy ......•.•......•....
Brazil .....•..........•.
Republic ~f Korea •.. ~ ...
Canada ...............••..
Sweden ..•. ·....•...•.....
All other ..••.•. ·..•.·•...
Average ..•....•.....

98. 3·
104.1
111. 3
83.6
95.7
87.8
106.4
102.1
110. 3
94.9
97.6

102.0
102.7
110.7
84.7
104. 2
88.7
90.9
100.7
101. 7
93.7
. 99.8

101.3
96.5
107.6
88.9
94. 1
83.4
87.9
95.3
114.9
83.7
96.4.

106.7
106.8
114.1
90.5
102.8
88.5
92.7
107.6
121.4
-90.7
104.4

103.0
98.8
110. 2
112.9
98.9·
86.1
90.S
95.7
118.1
84.4
98.4

131. 2
168.9
144.0
93.6
125.6
89.1
125.3
131.5
151.9
99.6
127.0

11 Reflects-.corrected data received from the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Imports from Japan during January-March 1988 dropped 91.6 percent below
imports during January-March 1987. Imports from the Netherlands decreased·
slightly (1.4 percent) from 1984 to 1985, decreased 3.2 percent from 198~lo
1986, and then increased 2.9 percent from 1986 to 1987. Imports from the·
Netherlands during J~nuary-March 1988 decreased 1.3 percent compared with
imports during the corresponding period dL·1987.
r
Table 14 presents estimated data on U.S. imports of C20000-series brass
sheet and strip. These data were obtained by assuming that all imports of
brass sheet and strip, as reported i_n official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce, are of the C20000-series. As previously noted, on
Hay 2, 1988, counsel for petitioners filed a request with Commerce for
monitoring of imports of certain brass sheet and strip' from Argentina, Hungary.
Mexico, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, an~Yugoslavia; therefore, the data in
table 14 are arranged in such a way as to facilitate comparisons of import
trends from Japan and the Netherlands, trends in imports from the seven
countries subject to the previous Commission investigations, and trends in
imports from the six countries named in the request for monitoring.
Combined imports from Japan and the Netherlands increased during 1984-86
and then declined during 1987. Imports from Japan and the Netherlands dropped
56.2 percent' during January-March 1988 when compared with imports during the
corresponding period of 1987. Imports from the seven countries (Brazil,
Canada, France, Italy, the Republic of Korea, Sweden, and West Germany) subject
to prior investigations dropped each jear from 1984 to 1987 and then increased
slightl~ during January~March 1988 ~hen.compared with imports during JanuaryHarch 1987.
Imports from the six countries (Argentina, Hungary, Mexico, Switzerland~
the United Kingdom, and Yugoslavia) named in the monitoring request decreased
(on the basis of quan~ity) 17.5 percent.from 1984 to 1985 and then increased
82.8 percent from 1985 to 1986 and 25.7 percent from 1986 to 1987. Imports
from t_~ose six countries declined 9. 3, percent during January-March. 1988 when
compared with imports during the corresponding period of 1987. Total imports
from all countries combined dropped significantly during January 1984-Harch
1988 ..
Market penetration of imports
U.S. imports of C20000-series brass sheet and strip as a share of apparent
consumption are presented in table 15. The ratio-of the quantity of
imports to consumption for Japan and the Netherlands increased from 5.2 percent
in 1984 to 6.6 percent in 1985 and 7.1 percent in 1986, and then decreased to
6.2 percent in 1987. The import penetration ratio for Japan and the
Netherlands dropped from 6.6 ·percent during January-March· 1987 to 2.9 percent
during January-March 1988.
.
U.S~
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Table· 14
Brass sheet and strip, C20000-series: u.s~ imports for consumption, by
selected countries, 1984-87, January-March 1987, and January-Match 1988
Source
Japan ........••....•
Netherlands .•.••..••
Subtotal 11 .....
Brazil .•........••..
Canada .. ~ ..•.......•
Frahce .. : .....•....•
Italy ......•..•...•.
Republic of Korea •..
Sweden •.......••...•
West Germany .......•
Subtotal ~/ .••.•
Argentina ...•..•..•..
Hungary ........•....
Mexi c.o ...........•..
Switzerland ...........
United Kingdom ..•...
Yugoslavia .........•
Subtotal !!./ . .•..
All other· .••......•.
Total ..•.........
Japan ....•.....•.....•.
Netherlands ...•..•..
Subtotal 11 .....
Brazil ............•.
Canada .........•....
Fra·nce .•............
Italy .......... ~ .•..
Republic of Korea ...
Sweden .............•
West Germany ..•.....
Subtotal ]./. ~ ...
Argentina ..........•
Hungary ............•
Mexico .............•
Switzerland ...•.....
United Kingdom •...•.
Yugoslavia .........•
Subtotal !!./ . ....
All other ...........
Total ...........

1984
17.934
15.630
. 33,564
15,793
13,354
ll 22,952
8,444.
6,286
l, 6 70 .
69.525
138,024
104
2,466
2,361
2,170
1,471
1.836
. 10.407
2.048

ll

184,043

1985

ll
ll
ll
2L

1986

1987

January-Match-1987
1988

Quant it~ {1~000 12ounds)
19., 194
5 ,8i2
491
22,919
19,968
3 1 750·
15.406
14.920
15.353
3.800
4,241
34,600
9,672
35,322
37,839
·.654
4
7,590
6,048
265
1,449
7,502
4,016
6,823
1.535
11,775
8,328
7
80
47
1,064
10,502
7 ,031
3,107
500
1,105
188
635
7,712
5,451
758 .
5,176
1,835
578
2,279
7.380
48 1 913
44.229
29.392
7 .116
99,170
42,963 10,752 10,805
77. 380
4,471
1,203
398
l, 257
3,701
l,008·
415
1,545
1,828
3,680
1,384
850
233
l. 732
... 82
1,709
2,033
6,466
3;208
6,292
1,308
2,172
188
1,418
989
417
375
1 1 181
1,490
1.197
15i684.
·19
118
·
.
5
37'3
8 1 582
4.873
1
1
. , 111
677
1,209
942
2.187

2L 144.539

132, 113

98.945

26.474

20,·030

Landed duty-Raid value (1 1 000 dollars) .
.· 829
19 .706 . 22,128
18,672
21,328
5,804·
17,515
17,060
16,051
4.186
5i40t
l7. 391
·9,990
6,230
36,063
36;.767
38,179
38~843
.: 3
.5,043
579
13,860
6,735
228
1, 905.
7,554
3,826
7,344
1,469
13,639
74
19,193
7,402
43
8
9,973
628
8,077
10,946
6,613
3,193
1,052
795
6,690
4,792
170
7,014
L025
1, 151
1,841
5,267
683
2,228
2,619
7,330
9.680
68.357
49.888
44.810 . 31,351
45. 762 . 10,940 14,238
131,657
75,103
97. 377
406.
. 94
1,044
3,933
1,003
3,001
A44
2,271
·1,505
3,331
856
1,384
197',
2,046
:1,048
1,269
532
84
1. 633 .
2,262
5,236
1,471
2,652
5,895
1,014
221
1. 717
1,550
l,417
2,267
435
382
1,678
1.235
1.156
1.226
4.833
8 1 036
13. 038
17.851
4.506
9.901
131
602
1,098
1,918
2.056
1.892
179,538
144,235 127,419 103,347 26,038 25 ,432

See footnotes on following 12age.

.~.

.
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Footnotes for table 14.

1/ Japan and the Netherlands.
ll Reflects corrected data received from the U.S. Department of Commerce.
')./ Brazil. Canada. France. Italy. the Republic of .Korea. Sweden. and West
Germany.
!!I Argentina. Hungary. Mexico. Switzerland, United Kingdom. and Yugoslavia.
Note.--Because of rounding. figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source:

Estimated from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Table 15
Brass sheet and strip. C20000-series: Apparent U.S. consumption. U.S. imports.
and ratios of imports to consumption, 1984-87. January-March 1987. and
January-March 1988
Item

1985

1984

1986

January-March-1987
1988

1987

Quantity (1.000 pounds)
Apparent U.S.
consumption ........... . 639,900
U.S. imports 1/ from-17.934
Japan ...•..............
15,630
Nether lands .......•....
Subtotal. 2 countries ....... _.•.......
33,564
Countries subject to
previous investigations ll . ............ . 138.024
Countries named in
monitoring
request 1/ ........... . 10,407
2 .·049
All other countries ... .
Total ............. . 184,043

521.220

530. 687·

570.361

147,650

145,179

19.194
15,406

22.919
14.920

19.968
15.353

5,872
3.800

491
3.750

34,600

37.839

35.322

9,672

4.241

99,170

77. 382

42.963

10.752

10,805

8,582
2,187
144,539

15.684
1.208
132 .113

19,718
942
98,945

5,373

4,873
111
20.030

677

26.474

Ratios based on quantity (percent)
Ratios to apparent
U.S. consumption.
of imports from-Japan ................. .
Netherlands ........... .
Subtotal. 2 countries .............. ·..
Countries subject to
previous investigations ll . ........... ·
Countries named in
monitoring
request 1/ .......... .
All other countries ... .
Total ........ do ... .
See footnotes at end of table.

2.8
2.4

3.7
3.0

4.3
2.8

3.5
2.7

4.0
2.6

0.3
2.6

5.2

6.6

7.1

6.2

6.6

2.9

21.6

19.0

14.6

7.5

7.3

7.4

1.6
.3

1.6
.4

27.6

3.5
.2
17.4

3.6
.5
18.0

3.3

28.7

3.0
.2
24.9

.1

. 13. 7
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Table 15--Continued
Brass sheet and strip, C20000-series: Apparent U.S. consumption, U.S. imports,
and ratios of imports to consumption_, 1984-87, January-March 1987, and
January-March 1988
..

Item

1985

1984

1986

January-March-1987
1988

1987

Ratios based on value (percent) 4/
Ratios to apparent
u. s. consumption,
of imports from-Japan •.. ." •. ............
_
Netherlands ............
Subtotal, 2
tries ................
Countries subject to
previous in~~stigations 11 . ............
Countries named in
monitoring
request ll . ..........
All other countries ....
Total ....• ~ .• do.~ ..

3.7
3.5

4.7
4.1

5.5
4.0

4.7
3.9

5.3
3.8

0.6
4.0

7.2

8.8

9.5

8.6

9.1

4.6

26.4

23.3

18.6

10.1

10.0

10.6

2.0
.4
36.0

2.2
.5
34.5

3.2
.3
31.6

3.9
.2
22;0

4.1
.6
23.8

3.6
.1
18.9

coun~

11 Consists of official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce for all
series of brass sheet and

~trip.

11 Brazil, Canada, France, Italy, the Republic of Korea, Sweden, and West
Germany.

·

ll Argentina, Hungary, Mexico, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and Yugoslavia.
!/ As previously noted, value data are distorted because toll and nontoll
shipment data were added to obtain the value of domestic shipments.
Note. --Because· of rounding, figures may not add to .the totals shown.
Source:- Compiled from data submitted in respons·e to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission· and from official statistics -of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
The aggregate import penetration ratios for the seven countries subject to
the' previous Commission investigations decreased during 1984-87 and then
increased slightly during January-March 1988. The aggregate import penetration
ratios for the six countries named in the monitoring request remained constant
during 1984-85 then almost doubled from 1985 to 1986 and increased further from
1986 to 1987. The import penetration ratio declined during January-March 1988
when· compared with that during January~March 1987. Import penetration ratios
for-total imports followed downward trends.
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Prices
The demand for brass sheet and strip i~ derived from the demand for
numerous end-use and intermediate-use items such as lamp shells, anununition~
bathroom accessories, jewelry, communications and electronics applications, and
automotive radiators, fuse clips, and other automotive parts. Both the
domestic and imported products are sold either directly to distributors or to
firms that produce the end- or intermediate-use items.
Brass sheet and strip are sold on a per pound basis. There are two
component prices used to construct the selling price of these products: a
fabrication price and a metal price. The fabrication price is a component in
both toll accounts and nontoll accounts; it is generally more stable in toll
accounts because there -are only a few purchasers who buy on toll accounts, and
these purchasers tend to buy large quantities •
. Often, the fabrication price is fixed during the period of a contract or
of an informal agreement--in many instances for up to 1 year. The level of
this price usually depends upon the t:YPe of alloy being fabricated, the
thickness (gauge) and width of the brass sheet ·and strip, and the quantity
being ordered. Certain special finishes or tempers may also affect fabrication
prices. The thinner the gauge, the more costly the item is to produce and the
higher the price. A width resulting in lower yield from a coil als~ has a
higher price.
·
The second component, the metal price, generally accounts for about
one-half of the total selling price of brass sheet and strip •. Purchasers have
indicated that U.S. brass mills generally price the metal component at the date
of shipment for both single- and multiple-shipment sales. U.S. producers'
metal prices are based on copper and zinc prices tracked by the New York
Commodities Exchange (COMEX), plus a premium of $0.04 to $0.07 per pound for
freight, processing, and inventory costs.
During the period under investigation, metal values fluctuated
considerably, following a downward trend on a quarterly basis through the
fourth quarter of 1986, before increasing through the first quarter of 1988. 1/
From the first quarter of 1984 through the fourth quarter of 1986, the metal
value of cartridge brass declined from $0.59 to $0.53 per pound, representing a
decrease o~ approximately 10 percent. ZI !hereafter, it climbed to $0.90 per
pound in the first quarter of 1988, representing of increase of approximately
70 percent over the fourth quarter price in 1986. Because it accounts for a
large proportion of the total selling price of brass sheet and strip, the metal
value exerted a significant influence on the trend in total selling prices
during the investigation period.
Since the metal value often changes significantly within a period as short
as a week, producers, importers, and purchasers of brass sheet and strip use
several methods for establishing this value, in order to limit the risk born by

11 International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, determined
on the basis of copper prices and zinc prices (London Metal Exchange, LME) ·~
Zl The metal value of brass sheet and strip can be estimated by adding the
prices of copper and zinc, weighted by the percentages of each contained in the
alloy. C20000 brass contains 70 percent copper and 30 percent zinc.
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both suppliers and purchasers. One method is to establish the value of the
brass sheet and strip for a single shipment, typically on either the date of
order or the date of shipment. The value can also be fixed for multiple
shipments over a per1od of time. Another important method is a toll
arrangement or metal conversion contract: the purchaser of the brass sheet and
strip supplies the input metal to be fabricated and therefore assumes t~e metal
cost.
Suppliers of brass sheet and strip·either quote the fabrication and metal
values· separately, or they quote a total selling price. Regardless of the type
of price quoted, the prices for U.S.-produced and imported brass sheet and
strip include U.S.-inland freight costs and are thus effectively "delivered"
prices. ·Transportation costs represent a small percentage of the final
delivered price •.. Although these costs might affect suppliers' "netback,".they
do not appear to be a significant factor in purchasers buying decisions.
Domestic brass mills and importers sell brass sheet and strip to
distributors, rerollers, and many end-user markets. Officials at * * *
reported that prices vary among market segments accordirig to the degree of
purchaser sophistication and competition in a. particular segment.
Toll-account sales.--Toll-account sales agreements or metal conversion
contracts are reportedly the most formal type of sales agreement negotiated for
U.S.-produced brass •. Under this arrangement" the purchaser supplies the metal
to be fabricated and pays only a fabrication charge to the producer. l/ At the
time the toll-account contract is negotiated, the following are established:
the type of metal to be provided, the fabrication price, any additiona'l
charges, the estimated quantity to be tolled, and the duration of t.he
agreement.
Because the metal would have to be transpo.rted to the foreign mill,
toll-account sales of imported brass sheet and strip are rare. All of the
producers providing usable questionnaire data, except * * *, reported toll·
sales--these shipments represented from about 35 to 40 percent of the
producers' total shipments by weight during 1984-87. ~ly a few large
customers were involved in these transactions. ·
·
Nontoll-account sales.--For sales other than to toll accounts, domestic
brass mills generally negot~ate "firm fabrication price agreements" of varying
duration with customers, but also· make price quotes for individual orders.
Although the agreements are sometimes called contracts, it appears that, with
the exception of toll-account sales, u.s .. -produced brass is generally not sold
on a fixed-period contractual basis as· the concept applies in other industries.
Fabrication agreements are not purchase orders for specific quantities, and
they are generally pot legally binding on either party. .These agreements
generally establish fabrication prices for a fixed period for all the product
specifications desired by a parti~ular customer, together with discounts for
various quantity levels. Representatives of brass mills have stated that these
prices are often renegotiated prior to the end of the original agreement.

l/ If a purchaser provides scrap rather than virgin metal, it may also pay a
small charge of a few cents per pound to upgrade the alloy content of the metal
provided.
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Fabrication agreements may also specify the percentage of the customer's
scrap the brass mill agrees to repurchase, stated as a certain percentage of
the total pounds sold to the customer. U.S. brass mills estimated repurchases
of more than 80 million pounds of brass scrap from their customers in 1987.
Importers rarely repurchase brass scrap from their customers.
U.S. importers of brass sheet and strip from * * * reported that most of
their sales are not on a formal contract basis. The principal importer of
brass sheet and strip from * * * reported that virtually all sales are by
annual agreements with large customers. Because specifications for brass sheet
and strip frequently vary with the purchaser and the individual order, it is
difficult to inventory standard items. For this reason, U.S. producers and
importers report that the majority of their sales are of products produced
according to a customer's order.

<

Like U.S. producers, importers of brass sheet and strip from Japan and the
Netherlands quote separate price components for fabrication and metal values.
However, unlike U.S. producers, they generally establish metal values on the
date of order. 1/ Some brass sheet and strip customers prefer to have a total
selling price that will not change between the date o~ order and the date of
shipment. Importers of brass sheet and strip generally track copper and zinc
prices published by the London Metal Exchange (LME).
Leadtimes on purchases of imports from Japan and the Netherlands are
typically much longer than for purchases of U.S.-produced material because they
include time for both production and overseas shipment. Purchasers report that
typical leadtimes for U.S.-produced brass sheet and strip;range between 3 to 8
weeks, whereas leadtimes for imported brass sheet and strip from Japan and the
Netherlands are approximately 12 weeks.
In addition, whereas the minimum quantity requirements for U.S.-produced
brass sheet and strip generally range from 2,000 to 5,000 pounds, the minimum
quantity requirement for purchases of imports can be as high as 8,000 pounds
per individual item ordered, with a minimum total shipment of 40,000 pounds, a
full truckload.
Price data
Producers and importers were asked to provide quarterly price data during
January 1985-March 1988 on their nontoll-account sales of 13 common brass sheet
and strip products listed below:
Product 1.--Builders' hardware, CDA end-use classification 110, CDA
·alloy 260~ 0.016-inch to 0.032-inch thick by 2 inches to 12 inches in
width.
Product 2.--Slitting stock, CDA end-use classification 920, CDA alloy 260,
0.020-inch to 0.025-inch thick by maximum yield width.

1/ Some importers allow the customer to "book" the metal value on any date
between the date of order and 2 weeks prior to shipment.
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Product 3.--Cornmunications and electronics, CDA end-use classification
430, CDA alloy 260, 0.010-inch to 0.013-inch thick by 0.75 inch to 2
inches in width.
Product 4.--Cornmunications and electronics, CDA end-use classification
430, CDA alloy 260, 0.016-inch to 0.020-inch thick by 0.75 inch to 2
inches in width, traverse wound.
Product 5.--Slitting Stock, CDA end-use classification 920, CDA alloy 260,
0.016-inch to 0.0199-inch thick by maximwn yield width.
Product 6.--Reroll, CDA end-use classification 910, CDA alloy 260,
0.050-inch to 0.080-inch thick by maximum yield width.
Product 7.--Reroll, CDA end-use classification 910, CDA alloy 260,
0.081-inch to 0.125-inch thick by maximum yield width.
Product 8.--Automotive electrical, CDA end-use classification 320,
CDA- alloy 260, 0.0061-inch to 0.012-inch thick by 2 inches to 12
inches in width.
Product 9.--Lamp shells and sockets, CDA end-use classification 440, CDA
alloy 260, 0.011-inch.to 0.016-inch thick by 2 inches to 12 inches in
width.
Product 10.--Automotive nonelectrical, CDA end-use classification 310, CDA
alloy 260, 0.0061-inch to 0.011-inch thick by 0.75 inch to 2 inches
in width.
Product 11.--Electronics and other communications; CDA end-use
classification 432, CDA alloy 260, 0.010-inch to 0.013-inch thick by
0~75 inch to 2 inches in width, tin-coated.
Product 12.--Automotive electrical, CDA end-use classification 320,
CDA alloy 230 and/or alloy 260, 0.013-inch to 0.020-inch thick by 0.5·
inch to 2 inches in width, tin-coated.
Product 13.--Automotive electrical, CDA end-use classification 320,
CDA alloy 230 and/or alloy 260, 0~013-inch to 0.020-inch thick by 0.5
inch to. 2 inches in width, not tin-coated.
Producers were also requested to provide price data for their toll-account
sales for each of the products.
The product specifications used to collect data identified four major
price factors--alloy, gauge, width, and market segment. In order to take into
consideration the quarterly price changes caused by slight changes in the
~pecifications sold within a product category, producers and importers were
asked to report data for the same item throughout the period. Data were
requested for the largest quarterly sale of the firm's single largest volume
item within each category.
Seven U.S. producers, two U.S. rerollers, eight importers of Japanese
brass sheet and strip, and one importer of articles from the Netherlands
reported usable data for at least part of the products and periods requested.
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The seven reporting U.S. producers accounted for more than *** percent of total
1987 domestic shipments of C20000-series brass sheet and strip from U.S •. brass
mills. 1/
For toll-account sales, producers were asked to report the base
fabrication price and any additional charges associated with that shipment to
arrive at a net delivered fabrication price for the largest quarterly toll
shipment of a particular item. Six of the reporting U.S. producers provided
usable fabrication-prices for toll-account sales.
For nontoll-account sales, producers and importers were asked to report
total delivered selling prices, as well as the fabrication prices and metal
values for their largest single quarterly sale (by volwne) of a particular
item. Seven reporting producers and two rerollers provided price data for
nontoll-account sales. '
Price trends
When purchasing brass sheet and strip, metal values tend to be similar
among suppliers. On any given day, one supplier may quote a slightly lower
metal price than that quoted by another supplier, but over time, metal prices
quoted by different suppliers move together in line with trends in the
commodity markets as reflected in the COMEX or LME price quotations. 2/
· Although the metal price can differ depending on whether it was set on the date
of order or the date of shipment, it is not negotiable. The fabrication price
is the component that is subject to negotiation, usually on an annual basis.
This price is more likely to be reduced because of price competition from other
suppliers than is the metal component. Thus, both fabrication prices and
differences resulting from the date metal prices are set contribute to·
differences in total selling prices.
Domestic produc.ers' price trends. --Producers provided sufficient data to
determine trends in fabrication prices and total selling prices. Since prices
for toll-account sales of U.S.-produced brass sheet and strip do not include
metal prices, they are primarily fabrication prices. The data show that trends
in fabrication prices of toll accounts do not necessarily correspond to trends
in fabrication prices of nontoll accounts. A comparison of toll-account and
nontoll-account price data for the same products reveals that fabrication
prices on nontoll-account sales were generally higher than fabrication prices
for toll-account sales.
Toll-account sales.--Fabrication-price data reported by domestic
producers provided weighted-average price series for two slitting-stock
categories, two reroll categories, three automotive electrical categories, and
the lamp shells and sockets category. These products accounted for 74 percent
of total 1987 toll-account domestic shipments. Prices either declined or.:
remained flat over the period of investigation.

1/ The seven producers were * * *· The two rerollers were * * *•
21 Prices on the LME and on the Comex tend to move together and to influence
one another. Arbitrage limits the difference in prices of refined copper that
may arise between the two exchanges.
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Quarterly fabrication prices increased slightly for prod~ct 2, a
slitting-stock category, during 1985, then generally declined through December
1987 before increasing in January-March 1988 (table 16), The net decline over
the entire period covered was 6.8 percent, from $0.42 to $0.39 per pound. 11
For product 5, the other slitting stock category, quarterly fabrication prices
declined through December 1987 before increasing in January-March 1988. The
net decline was 5.5 percent, from $0.45 to $0.43 per pound. These products
accounted for 21 and 18 percent, respectively, of total 1987 toll-account
domestic shipments.
The fabrication price series for products 6 and 7, the reroll categories,
showed no discernable trend, ranging between $0.23 and $0.26 per pound and
between $0.20 and $0.25 per pound, respectively, throughout the period of
investigation. These products accounted for 24 percent of total 1987
toll-account domestic shipments.
The series for product 8, an automotive electrical category; showed
producers' prices at $*** through July-September 1986 and at $*** for the rest
of the period of investigation. The net increase for product 8 was 3.7
percent. This product accounted for 2 percent of total 1987 toll-account
domestic shipments.
Quarterly fabrication prices increased during .1985 for product 9~ the lamp
shells arid sockets category, then generally declined through December 1.987
before increasing in January-March 1988. The net decline over the eritire
period was 11.6 percent •. Product 9 accounted for 4 percent of total 1987
toll-account domestic ship_ments.
The series for product 12, an automotive electrical category, showed
producers' prices at $*** during 1985, $*** during 1986, and $*** ~or the
remainder of the period of investigation. The net decrease for product 12 was
11.8 percent. This product accounted for less than 1 percent of total 1987
toll-account domestic shipments.
·
The series for product 13, another automotive electrical category, showed
producers' prices at $*** through January-March 1986 before decreasing to $.***
for most of the rest of the period. The net decrease for product 13 was 4.8
percent. This product accounted for 5 percent 9f total 1986 toll-account
domestic shipments.
Nontoll-account sales.--Total selling-price' data reported by U.S.
producers for their nontoll sales provided usable series for two slitting-stock
categories, the builders' hardware category, three conimunications and
electronics categories, the lighter gauge reroll category (product 6), three
automotive electrical categories, the automotive nonelectrical category, and
the lamp shells and socket category. These products accounted for 60 percent
of total 1987 nontoll domestic shipments. With few exceptions the data shown
in table 17 indicate that prices· for nontoll sales of brass sheet and strip
fluctuated, and either generally declined or remained relatively flat from

1/ Percentage changes are calculated from unrounded figures; therefore,
percentage changes cannot be derived directly from the rounded numbers in the
tables and text.
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Table 16
Brass sheet and strip: Domestic producers' weighted-average delivered prices on
their toll-account sales, by products and by quarters, January 1985-March 1988

Period

(Per ~und)
ReroH Slitting stock
(. 020 11 - • 025 II ( .01611 - .0199 11 ( •050 11, - • 080" (.081 11
gauge)
gauge)
gauge)
gauge)

1985:
January-March ••••• $0.42
.42
April-June ••••••••
.43
July-September ••••
.43
October-December ••
1986:
.39
January-March •••••
.40
April-June ••••••••
.39.
July-September ••••
.38
October-December ••
1987:
.36
January-March •••••
.36
April-June ••••••••
.35
July-September ••••
.34
October-December ••
1988:
.39
January-March •••••

$0.45
.45
.45
.45

$0.25
.25
.26
.25

$***
***
***
***

.41
.40
.40
.40

.25
.24
.24
.24

***
***
***
***

.40
.40
.40
.39

.25
.24
.24
.23

***
***
***
•***

.43

.25

***

-

.125 11

Lanp shells
and sockets
AutOJIX>tive electrical
.c.013 11 · - .020 II (.013 11 <:02011 (.0061" (.0061 11 11
.012 11 gauge)
gauge) tin-coat gauge)
.• 012 gauge)

1985:
January-March •••••
April-June ••••••••
July-September ••••
October-December ••
1986:
January-March •••••
April-June ••••••••
July-September ••••
October-December ••
1987:
January-March •••••
April-June •••••.••
July-September ••••
October-December ••
1988:
January-March •••••

$***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

.

***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

·_.
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Table 17
Brass sheet and strip: Dame~tic producers' weighted~average c;lelivered prices on their
nontoll safes, by products an~ cy quarters, January 1985-March 1988
(Per Pound>
Period

Slitting stock
(. 020" .:. •Oi5"
gauge)

1985:
January-March ••••• $1.33
April-June •••••••• 1.25
July-September •••• 1.25
October-December •• 1.22
1986:
January-March ••••• 1.12
April-June •••••••• 1.15
July-September •••• 1.07
October-December •• 1.07
1987:
January-March ••••• 1.12
April-June •••••••• 1.14
July-September •••• 1.26
October-December •• 1.47
1988:
January-March ••••• 1.56
Lamp s~~1~·
&·socket!:!.

( •011" .,.. •916"
gauge)
1985:
January-March.. • • • $***
April-June ••••••••• ***
July-September •••• ***
October-December •• ***
1986:
January-March ••••• ***
April-June •••••••• ***
July-September •••• ***
October-December •• ***
1987:
January-March ••••• ***
April-June •••• ~··· ***
July-September •••• ***
October-December;. ***
1988:
January-March .•••• ***

Reroil
(. 016" - •0199"
gauge)

Builders'
hardware

$1.20
1.16
1.11
1.11

$1.18
1.22
1.17
1.07

$***
***
***
***

1.12
1.08
1.05
1.04

1.08
1.09
1.09
1.11

***
***
***
***

1.03
1.09
1.26
1.25

1.06
1.12
1.14
1.26

***
***
***
***

1.49

1.39.

***

(.OS" - .08"
gau~e)

Gomnunications and electronics
(.01" - .013"
(.016" - .02")
gauge)
·
gauge)

C.01" - .013"
g4uge) tin-coated

$***
***
***
***

$1.44
1.47
1.44
1.43

$***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

.1.45
1.46
1.42
1.42

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

1.39
1.48
1.50
1.82

***
***
***
***

***

1.76

***
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Table 17--Continued
Brass sheet and strip: Domestic producers' weighted-average delivered prices on their
nontoll sales, by products _and by quarters, January 1985-March 1988
(Per pound)

Period
1985:
January-March •••••
April-June ••••••••
July-September ••._.
October-December •.
1986:
January-March •• ~··
April-June •••••.••
July:-September. ·.~.
October-December ••
1987:
January-March ••.••
April-June .•.•••••
July-September .•••
October~December •.
1988:
January-March •••••

Automotive
Non-electrical
(.0061" - .011"
gauge)

Electrical
(.0061" - .012"
gauge)

(. 013"
gauge)

$***
***
***
***

$1.06
1.06
1.01
.96·

$***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

.99
.99
1.04
1.22

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

1.01·
1.28
1.40
1.27

***.
'***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

1.44

***

***

-

. 02")

(.013" - .02"
gauge) tin-coated

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International
Trade Commission.
January-March 1985 to April-June 1987. Prices for all products increased
beginning in July-September 1987, primarily because of large increases in the
value of the metal component.
From January-March 1985 to October-December 1986, the weighted-average
price for nontoll sales of U.S.-produced heavier gauge slitting stock (product
2) initially fell from $1.33 per pound to $1.07 per pound, or by approximately
20 percent, before increasing to $1.56 per pound by January-March 1988.
Similarly, prices for lighter gauge slitting stock (product 5) declined from
$1.20 per pound to $1.03, or by approximately 14 percent before increasing to
$1.49 per pound by January-March 1988. These products accounted for 11 and 4
percent, respectively, of total 1987 nontoll domestic shipments. Prices for
U.S. producers' nontoll sales of the builders' hardware specification moved
erratically from $1.18 per pound during January-March 1985 to $1.06 per pound
during January-March 1987, a decline of 10 percent, before increasing to $1.39
per pound by January-March 1988. This product accounted for 14 percent of
t"otal nontoll 1987 domestic shipments.
Prices for nontoli-account sales of the U.S.-produced communications and
electronics products (products 3, 4, and 11) either declined or were nearly
flat through January-March 1987, although there were periods of fluctuation.
Price$ then increased significantly by January-March 1988 to levels above the
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initial period. These products accounted for 2, 7, and 8 percent of total 1987
nontoll domestic shipment.
Prices for U.S •. producers' nontoll sales of the reroll specification
(product 6) showed no discetnable trend. Total shipments data were not
provided fot this product.
The automotive nonelectrical and electrical categories showed producers'
prices generally decreasing through January-March 1987 by 4.7 to 12.5 percent,
before increasing significantly by January-March 1988 to levels above the
initial period. These products accounted for 13 percent of total 1987
nontoll-account dom~stic shipments.
The series for product 9, the lamp shells and sockets category, showed
producers' prices declining slightly through January-March .1987 except for the
price of a small order during April-June 1985. This product accounted for less
than 1 percent of total 1987 nontoll-account domestic shipments.
Importers' price trends for nontoll-account sales.--Importers'
weighted-average total selling prices are shown in tables 18 and 19. Data
reported by importers of product from Japan provided usable series for the
two slitting-stock categories, the builders' hardware category, the three
conununications and electronics categories, the lighter gauge reroll category
(product 6), three automotive categories, and the lamp shells· and socket
category. The specific products requested.accounted for 84 percent of total.·
1987 shipments of imports from Japan.
Total selling-price data reported by the importer of product from the
Netherlands provided usable weighted-average price series for the * * *· The
specific products requested accounted for *** percent of total shipments of
imports from the Netherlands during 1987, with*** percent from*** the***
category.
Prices of Japanese slitting stock generally fell through January-March
1987 before increasing. The price of Japanese builders' hardware was flat·
through April-June 1987 before increasing. The price of Japanese reroll fell
in 1986 before increasing through 1987. In the conununications and electronics
categories, the price of Japanese tin-coated material was flat in 1985, then
jumped to a new level in 1986 .where it remained through January-March 1987,
before falling through October-December 1987. Tin-coated.prices than increased
substantially in January~March 1988 to a level higher than ~jrst reported.
Data were sparse for the other conununications and electronic products. In the
automotive categories there were no apparent price trends, as.~as the case for
the lamp shells and sockets category. Prices of imports from _the Netherlands
were * * *
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Table 18
Brass sheet and strip: Japanese weighted-average delivered prices on their
nontoll sales, by products and by quarters, January 1985-March 1988
<rer poun<i>
:;!l;i.tting stock
(. 020" - •025"
gauge)

Period

(.016" - .0199"
gauge)

Reroll
( .05" - .08"
gaU&el

Builders'
hardware

1985:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"*

*

1986:

1987:

1988:.

Lamp shells

& sockets

Comm.mi.cations and electioni~
(. 016" - .-02")
(.01" - .013"
gauge)
gauge)

(.011" - .016"
gauge)

(. 01" - .013"
gauge) tin-coated

1985:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1986:

1987:

1988:

,.

...

:'·
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Table 18--Continued
Brass she.et anc;l ·strip·: Japane~e .~eighted'-average de.livered. prices on their
nontoll sales, by products arid by quarters, January 1985-March i988
(Per.pound)
Automotive
. Non-electrical

.Electrical

· t:oo61" - .011w

"(. 006-f" .- • 012"

gauge)

gauge)

Period

(.013" - .02")

gauge) tin-coated

1985:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

·*

*'

*

*

*

1986:

1987:

1988:

- Source:. Compi'led. ·from data· submitted 'in response to questionnaires of the
· U.S. International Trad~ Cormnission..
_
Five importers responded to the Cormnission's supplemental questionnaire
requesting certain pricing information on imports of brass sheet and strip from
the six countries named in the petitioners' monitoring request to the
Department of Conunerce. 1/ Three importers indicated that they import from
other countries not under investigation, as well as from either Japan or the
Netherlands. T\!O ranked material from Japan and the Netherland~ as superior to
material from the other countries; the other made no comparison. The same two
importers also stated that prices from Japan and the Netherlands are higher·
than prices from the countries cited in the monitoring request.

11 These questionnaires were sent in response to a request by respondents that
the Conunission gather data on the countries named in the monitoring request.

1/ Product··3.-Comirunications and electronics, CDA end-use classification 430, CDA alloy
260, 0.010-inch to 0.013-inch thick by 0.75 inch to'2 inches.in width.
Product 4.--Cammunications and electronics, CDA end-use.classification 430, ·CDA alloy
260, 0.016-inch to 0.020-inch thick by 0.75 inch to 2 inches in width, traverse wound.
Product 8.--Automotive electrical, CDA end-use classification 320, CDA alloy 260,
0.0061-inch to 0.012-inch thick by 2 inches to 12 inches in width •.
Product 9.--Lamp shells and sockets, CDA end-use classification 440, CDA alloy 260,
O. 011-inch ·to O. 016-inch thick by 2 inches to 12 inches in width.
Product 10.-Automotive nonelectrical, CDA end-use classification 310, CDA alloy 260,
0.0061-inch to 0.011-inch thick by 0.75 inch to 2 inches in width.
Product 11.-Electronics and other comm:mications, CDA end-use classification 432, .CDA
alloy 260, 0.010-inch to 0.013-inch thick by 0.75 inch to 2 inches in width, tin-coated.
Product 12.--,.Automotive electrical, CDA end-use classification 320, CDA alloy 230 and/or
alloy 260, 0.013~inch to 0.020-inch thick by 0.5 inch to 2 inches in width, tin-coated.
Product 13._..:.Automotive electrical, CDA end-use classification 320, CDA alloy 230 and/or ·
alloy 260, 0.013-inch to 0.020-inch thick by 0.5 inch to 2 inches in width, not tin-coated.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International·Trade Commission.
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Price comparisons
When deciding among various potential suppliers, the total :;elling price
is the price that matters to a purchaser of brass· sheet arid strip. This report
compares weighted-average total delivered selling prices for nontoll sales of
u.s.-produced brass sheet and strip shipped during a' particular quarter with
total delivered selling prices' of the subject imports shipped during the same
quarter.!/·
Data for Japan showed underselling by imports in the majority of price
comparisons; data for the Netherlands also showed underselling in the majority
of the comparisons. Margins of underselling by the Japanese were general,ly the
highest for the heavier gauge communications and electronics product
(product 4). Margins are presented.in tables 20 and 21.
Japan.--Of 100 price comparisons between domestic and imported Japanese
brass sheet and strip, 74 showed underselling by the imported products.· The
following tabulation presents a swmnary of the number of direct quarterly price
comparisons that showed underselling by importers of Japanese brass sheet and
~trip for each product category and the range of percentage margins by which
the importers' weighted-average total selling price undersold the U.S.
producers' weighted-average total selling price:
Product
Slitting stock, 0.020"-0.025" ••
Slitting stock, 0.016"-0.0199" ••
Builders' hardware ••••••••••••••
Conun. and elec., 0.010"-0.013" ••
Conun. and elec., 0.016"-0.020" ••
Conun. and elec. 0 tin-coated •••••
Automotive elec., 0.0061"-0.012"
Automotive elec., tin-coated •• ;.
Automotive nonelectrical. •••• ~ ••
Lamp shells and sockets •••••••••
Reroll, 0.050"-0.080"~ •• ~-· ••••• .- ..

Underselling/
total comparisons
12/12
10/10
12/12

1/7
6/6·
12/13
1/io
4/10'
2/9
4/5
4/6

Range of underselling
(percent)
·0.6-24.• 5

.:

2.1-15~6

6.5-)8.9
1.6

26.9;._40.5
3'~ 2-3.7. 9
- 9~4..:.2~.4
..11 !·o_-34.6 •
7~2..:10.2

. 4.1-12. 4
1.2..:._15.1

: !

11 Respondents have stated that fabrication costsshouid be· used for prl.ce

comparisons. They have argued at the hearing and in the p-revious brass sheet
and strip cases, Investigations Nos. 701-TA-269 and 270 (final) and
731-TA-311-317 (Final), that it is inappropriate to compare quarterly total
selling prices reported by producers and importers because the metal value
components for reported sales are established on different dates during a
quarter. However, evidence indicates that customers base their purchase
decisions. on quotations for the total selling price of brass sheet and strip
rather than on the cost of fabrication alone. Therefore, comparisons of total
selling prices appear to be more appropriate than the approach reconunended by
the respondents.
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Table 20
Brass sheet and strip: Average margins by which imports fran Japan undersold or (oversold)
U.S. -produced products sold on a nontoll-account basis, by products and by quarters , Jarruary
1985-March 1988
·
Cin percent)
Slitting stock
(. 016" - • 0199"
gauge)

Slitting stock
(. 020" - • 025"
gauge)

Period

Reroll
(.05" - .08"
gauge)

Builders'
hardware

1985:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1986:

1987:

1988:

Lamp shells

& sockets

Conmunications and electronics
(.016" - .02")
(. 01" - •013"
gauge)
gauge)

(.011" - .016"
gauge)

(.01" - .013"
gauge) tin-coated

1985:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1986:

1987:

1988:
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Table 20--Continued .
Brass sheet and strip: Average margins by which imports from Japan
undersold or (oversold) U.S.-produced products sold on a nontoll-accoiint Qasis,
by products and by quarters, January 1985-March 1988
(In percent)
Automotive
Nonelectrical
(.0061" - .011"
gauge)

Period

Electrical
(.0061" - .012"
gauge)

(.013" - .02")
gauge) tin-coated

1985:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1986:

1987:

1988:

Note.--Percentage margips were calculated from unrounded figures; therefore,
margins.cannot always be calculated d~rectly from the'rounded prices in the
tables.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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Table 21
Brass sheet and strip: Average margins by which imports from the Netherlands undersold or
(oversold) U.S.-produced products sold on a nontoll-account basis, by products and by
·quarters, January 1985-March 1988 1/

Period

(In :gercent)
Product Product Product Product Product Product Product Product
11
13
10
12
9
3
4
8

1985:

*

*

*

*

*

"*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1986:

1987:

1988:

1/ Product 3.--Conmunications and electronics, CDA end-use classification 430, CDA alloy
260, 0.010-inch to 0.013-inch thick by 0.75 inch to 2 inches in width.
Product 4.--Cornnrunications and electronics, CDA end-use classification 430, CDA alloy
260, 0.016-inch to 0.020-inch thick by 0.75 inch to 2 inches in width, traverse wound.
Product 8.--Automotive electrical, CDA end-use classification 320, CDA alloy 260,
0.0061-inch to 0.012-inch thick by 2 inches to 12 inches in width.
Product 9.--Lamp shells and sockets, CDA end-use classification 440, CDA alloy 260,
0.011-inch to 0.016-inch thick by 2 inches to 12 inches in width.
Product 10.-Automotive nonelectrical, CDA end-use classification 310, CDA alloy 260,
0.0061-inch to O.Oll-:inch thick by 0.75 inch to 2 inches in width.
Product 11.-Electronics and other comnunications, CDA end-use classification 432, CDA
alloy 260, 0.010-inch to 0.013-inch thick by 0.75 inch to 2 inches in width, tin-coated.
Product 12.-Automotive electrical, CDA end-use classification 320, CDA alloy 230 and/or·
alloy 260, 0.013-inch to 0.020-inch thick by 0.5 inch to 2 inches in width, tin-coated.
Product 13.-Automotive electrical, CDA end-use classification 320, CDA alloy 230 and/or
alloy 260, 0.013-inch to 0.020-inch thick by 0.5 inch to 2 inches in width, not tin-coated.
Note •..,..-Percentage margins were calculated from tmrounded figures; therefore, margins carmot
always be calculated directly from the rounded prices in the tables.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International
Trade Commission.
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Netherlands.--Of 75 price comparisons between domestic and imported Dutch
brass sheet and strip, 51 showed underselling by the imported products. The
following tabulation presents a swmnary of the number of direct quarterly price
comparisons that showed underselling by importers of Dutch brass sheet and
strip for each product category and the range of margins by which the
importer's total selling price undersold the U~S. producers' total selling
price:
·
Underselling/
Range of underselling
Product
total comparisons
(percent)
Automotive elec., 0.0061"-0.012"
Automotive elec., 0.013"-0.020"
Automotive elec., tin-coated ••••
Automotive nonelectrical ••••••••
Lamp shells and sockets •••••••••
Comm. and elec., 0.010"-0.013" .•
Comm. and elec.; 0.016"-0.020" ••
Comm. and elec., tin-coated ••.•

4/8
11/13

5/7
5/11
2/4
2/10
9/9
13/13

2.6-15.4
.9-19.7
4.6-18.3
1.7-19.9
3.1-27.5
15.3-15.8
6.1-26.5
19 .0-31. 7

Exchange rates
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that
during January 1985 through March 1988 the nominal value of the Japanese yen
appreciated sharply by 101.3 percent against the U.S. dollar, and the currency
of the Netherlands registered an overall appreciation equivalent to 95.7
percent (table 22). 1/· Adjusted for relative movements in producer price
indices, the real value of those currencies achieved overall appreciations
equivalent to 68.4 percent and 85.5 percent, respectively, as of the JanuaryMarch 1988 relative to January-March 1985 levels.
Lost sales and lost revenues
Twenty-one purchasers were cited in 43 allegations of sales lost because
of price competition from imports from Japan and the Netherlands. Ten
purchasers were cited in 19 allegations of sales revenues lost to avoid losing
sales to imports from the subject countries. Most of the lost revenues and
lost sales allegations were for 1986 and 1987, but there were allegations for
the entire period, January 1984 through March 1988. Thirty-five lost sales ·and
16 lost revenue allegations were investigated.
Alleged sales lostto imports from Japan and the Netherlands from January
1984 through March 1988 totaled approximately 12.5 million pounds. Alleged
revenues lost because of price reductions necessary to avoid losing sales to
imports from Japan and the Netherlands were estimated at $724,000 on 8.5
million pounds. The number and type of allegations cited for each country
subject to these investigations are shown in the following tabulation:
Country of origin

Alleged lost .sales

.Japan .•...•••.•..•.•. ***
Netherlands •....••••• ***

1/ International Financial Statistics, May 1988.

Alleged lost revenues

***
***
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Table 22
Nominal exchange rates of the Japanese yen and the Netherlands guilder in U.S.
dollars, real exchange-rate equivalents, 11 and producer price indicators in
the United States, Japan, and the Netherlands, 21 indexed by quarters, January
1985-March 1988
U.S.
Producer.
Price
Index

Period
1985:
Jan.-Mar •••
Apr.-June ..
July-Sept ••
Oct. -Dec ...
1986:
Jan. -Mar •.•
Apr .-June .•
July-Sept ••
Oct.-Dec •••
1987:
Jan.-Mar .••
Apr .-June .•
July-Sept •.
Oct.-Dec .••
1988:
Jan.-Mar •.•

Ja:Qan
Producer
Price
Index

(January-March 1985=100)
Netherlands
NominalRealProNominal- Realexchange- exchange- ducer exchange- exchange
rate
rate
Price rate
rate
index
index 3L Index index
index 3L
--US dollarsLyen--US dollarsLguilder-

100.0
100.1
99.4
100.0

100.0
98.8
97.5
94.7

100.0
102.8
108.0
124.4

100.0
101.5
106.0
117 .8

100.0
100.7
100.2
99.2

100.0
105.7
114.9
126.5

100.0
106.3
115.8
125.5

98.5
96.6
96.2
96.5

92.8
89.4
87.0
86.1

137.2
151.5
165.4
160.8

129.2
140.1
149.7
143.5

97~8

97.5
'96.7
96.6

139.0
145.5
156.6
162.4

138.0
146.8
157.5
162.6

97.7
99.2
100.3
100.8

85.6
84.9
86.0
89.2

168.2
180.6
175.4
189.7

147.4
154. 5
150.2
167.9

96.6
96.3
96.3
96.1

177 .4
180.9
177 .8
191.9

175.4
175.6
170.7
183.1

101. 2 !:±I 85.0

201.3

!:±I 168.4

'ii 96.0

195.7 'ii 185.5

11 Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per unit of foreign currency.

21 Producer price indicators--intended to measure final product prices--are
based on average quarterly indices presented in line ~3 of the International
Financial Statistics.
11 The indexed real exchange rate represents the nominal exchange rate
adjusted for relative movements in producer price indices in the United
States and the respective foreign countries. Producer prices in the United
States increased 1.2 percent during January 1985-March 1988, compared with
decreases of 15.0 percent in Japan and 4.0 percent in the Netherlands during
the same period.
!:±I Data are derived from Japanese producer price indices reported for
January-February only.
'ii Data are derived from Dutch producer price indices reported for
January-February only.
Source:
1988.

International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, May
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Information obtained from purchasers contacted is summarized below.
Purchaser 1.--* * * was named in *** allegations of sales lost for the
* * *, involving *** pounds to suppliers of brass sheet and strip from the
Netherlands and *** pounds to suppliers of the Japanese product. * * * was
also named in *** allegations of revenues lost in * * * involving *** pounds of
brass sheet and strip, because of price competition from imported Netherlands
brass sheet and strip. * * *, the purchaser of brass products for * * *,
stated that his company made agreements with suppliers of brass strip from both
countries for large quantities of*** during 1987. ***stated that he
purchases from the Netherlands and Japan because of their superior quality
relative to the domestic product. Prices of brass sheet and strip imported
from * * * are reportedly "higher" than those of the domestic product. * * *
rated the Netherlands strip as the highest quality product, followed by the
Japanese strip. * * * stated that * * * is heavily involved in the production
of * * *· According to * * *, the primary factors in determining * * *'s brass
strip material sources are that the sources chosen must be able to consistei:ttly
meet * * *'s volume requirements with consistent quality at competitive price!s.
In his opinion, the domestic mills' failure to provide consistent quality for
volume requirements, not pricing, has kept * * * from making greater purchases
from domestic mills.
Purchaser 2.--* * *was cited in *** allegations of sales lost during ***,
involving *** pounds of brass sheet and strip allegedly purchased instead from
suppliers of Japanese brass sheet and strip. * * *, the owner of * * *, stated
that his company has never purchased material from Japan or from the
Netherlands. He stated that although * * * has a higher quality product than
the domestic merchandise, the * * * price is also higher. * * * stated that he
prefers to purchase the many varieties of brass sheet and strip products his
firm uses from domestic sources.
Purchaser 3.--* * *was cited in an allegation of revenues lost during
* * *, involving ***pounds of brass sheet and strip, because of price
competition from imported Japanese brass sheet and strip. * * * was also cited
in an allegation of sales lost during ***, involving ***pounds of brass sheet
and strip allegedly purchased instead from suppliers of brass sheet and strip
from the Netherlands. * * *, the purchaser for***, denied that*** from
Japanese brass sheet and strip. * * * stated that the price competition for
the product in question was only from domestic sources. * * *
* * * * * *
reported that it has purchased Dutch brass sheet and strip in lieu of domestic
brass partly because the specifications desired are not available domestically.
Asked to comment further, * * * stated that U.S. producers can actually provide
the bulk of * * *'s requirements for particular gauges and widths, but imported
brass sheet and strip produced in other countries often has "tighter"
tolerances than does the U.S.-produced material it purchases. * * * explained
that gauge control, a producer's ability to produce brass sheet and strip as
close as possible to the gauge specified, is desirable because the firm does
not want to purchase unnecessary poundage.
Purchaser 4.--* * *was cited in*** allegations of revenues lost in***•
***, and*** on*** pounds of brass strip because of price competition from
suppliers of brass sheet and strip from the Netherlands. * * *, purchasing
agent for* * *, stated that he purchases brass strip both from domestic
producers and from the Netherlands. * * * stated that * * * has been
purchasing brass strip from the Netherlands since prior to***, but that the
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firm is currently buying larger quantities because the price of the Dutch
product is now more competitive with that of the domestic product. * * *
states that once he is satisfied with the quality of a product, he will
purchase based on the best price * * * can receive. * * *
* * *
* * * also
stated that an important factor affecting stamping press productivity is coil
size. He said that * * * delivers the largest and most consistently sized
coils, which increases productivity through fewer coil changes.
Purchaser 5.--* * * was cited in *** allegations of revenues lost in ***
on *** pounds of brass sheet and strip because of price competition from
suppliers of brass sheet and strip from the Netherlands, and in *** lost sales
involving *** pounds--also from the Netherlands. * * *, purchasing agent for
* * *, stated that * * *purchases brass strip from both domestic producers and
from the Netherlands. * * * stated that the product from the Netherlands is
better quality material, with greater consistency of gauge, thereby causing
less tooling adjustment. She also stated that the Dutch product is usually
higher priced.
Purchaser 6.--* * * was cited in an allegation of revenues lost in *** on
*** pounds of brass strip because of price competition from suppliers of Dutch
brass sheet and strip.· * * *, purchasing agent for * * *, stated that he has
never purchased brass strip from the Netherlands, nor has he received quotes
from them.
··

· Purchaser 7.--* **was cited in an allegation of a sale lost during***
involving *** pounds of brass sheet and strip allegedly purchased instead from
suppliers of Netherlands brass sheet and ·strip. * * * is a manufacturer of
* * *
* * *, the purchasing agent for * * *, stated that his company
purchases domestic product for some applications, but uses foreign product for
·applications where superior chemical and/or mechanical properties are needed.
* * * would not confirm the specific countries from which he imports brass
sheet and strip products, nor could he recall the specific lost-sale
allegation. * * * said that his purchasing considerations, in order of
importance, are quality, on-time delivery, and competitive price.
Purchaser 8.--* * * was cited in an allegation of a sale lost during ***
involving *** pounds of brass sheet and strip allegedly purchased from
suppliers of Japanese brass sheet and strip. * * * is a manufacturer of* * *,
·and purchases from *** to *** pounds of brass sheet and strip a year. The
prod~ct provided to * * * must meet strict specifications.
The purchaser f~r
* * * did not recall the specific purchase of *** pounds, but does buy Japanese
qrass sheet and strip from importers. He stated that * * * purchases from
foreign sources because the quality of the domestic product has declined and is
no longer satisfactory. When he switched to the Japanese product, he was
rejecting 10 to 15 percent of domestic brass sheet and strip. During the ***
years * * * has purchased the Japanese product, they have not had to reject any
of the material.
Purchaser 9.--* **was cited in an allegation of a sale lost during ***,
-involving*** pounds of brass sheet and strip allegedly purchased instead· from
suppliers of Japanese brass sheet and strip. * * * is a manufacturer of * * *
The product provided to * * * must be of high quality. The purchaser for
* * *, did not recall the specific purchase of*** pounds, but does buy
Japanese brass sheet and strip from importers. * * * stated that the *** pound
lost-sale allegation would constitute a very small purchase by him. He stated
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that * * * purchases from foreign sources because the quality of the domestic
product has declined and is no longer satisfactory, although there have been
recent improvements in the quality of the domestic product. * * * stated that
the decision to purchase from Japan was based on quality. He did state that he
tries to buy domestic whenever quality is similar, especially since the
domestic product tends to cost less than the Japanese product.
Purchaser 10.--* * * was cited in an allegation of revenues lost in *** on
*** pounds of brass strip because of price competition from suppliers of
Netherlands brass sheet and strip. The product provided to * * * must be of
high quality. * * *, the purchasing agent for***, says he tries to buy
domestic whenever feasible, but that the domestic product's quality is
generally not as good as that of the Dutch or Japanese. * * * stated that he
just placed his first order with an importer of Swedish brass sheet and strip
because they have tighter tolerances than do the domestic producers. * * * did
not indicate if domestic producers were forced to lower the price of their
product because of competition from the Netherlands.
Purchaser 11.--* * * was cited in *** allegation of revenues lost in ***
on *** pounds of brass sheet and strip because of price competition from
suppliers of brass sheet and strip from the Netherlands, and in *** lost sales
involving *** pounds--also from the Netherlands. * * *, purchasing agent for
* * *, stated that * **purchases brass strip from both domestic producers and
from the Netherlands. * * * stated that the product from the Netherlands is
better quality material. He also stated that the Dutch product is usually
higher priced. * * * stated that a primary reason he purchases from the
Netherlands is that they set the metal value at the date of order, and
therefore he knows the total cost of purchase. He stated that in one of
* * *'s products there is a *** percent scrap return. Because of domestic
scrap buy-back programs * * * purchases domestic material for this product
line.
Purchaser 12.--* * * was cited in *** allegation of revenues lost in ***
on *** pounds of brass sheet and strip because of price competition from
suppliers of brass sheet and strip from the Netherlands. * * *, vice president
of * * *, stated that * * *purchases brass strip from both domestic producers
and from the Netherlands. He stated that * * * purchases fine gauge brass and
tube mill stock from the Netherlands and purchases tank and header stock from
domestics. * * * stated that the product from the Netherlands is better
quality material, with greater consistency of gauge, thereby causing less
tooling adjustment. He also stated that the Dutch product is usually higher
priced. * * * stated that the product from the Netherlands is used in
different applications than is the product from domestic suppliers, and that
therefore they are not in competition with one another. He stated that the
domestics have not lowered their prices because of competition from the
Netherlands.
Purchaser 13.--* * * was cited in *** lost sales allegation involving ***
pounds from the Netherlands. * * *, materials manager for * * *, stated that
he purchases brass strip from the Netherlands. * * * stated that the product
from the Netherlands is better quality material, with greater consistency of
gauge from one batch to another, thereby causing less tooling adjustment. He
also stated that the Dutch product is usually priced about the same as the
domestic product.
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Purchaser 14.--* * * was cited in *** allegation of revenues lost in ***
on *** pounds of brass sheet and strip because of price competition from
suppliers of brass sheet and strip from the Netherlands. * * *, purchasing
agent for* * *, stated that he has never purchased from the Netherlands, nor
has he used them to get domestic suppliers to lower their prices. * * * says
that * * * deals mostly with * * *· * * * produces * * *
Purchaser 15.--* * * was cited in *** lost sales allegations involving ***
pounds from Japan. * * *, president of* * *, stated that he did purchase
brass strip from Japan. * * * stated that the product from Japan is better
quality material. He also stated that the Japanese product is usually priced
about the same as the domestic product.
Purchaser 16.--* * * was cited in *** lost sales allegations involving ***
pounds from the Netherlands. * * *, purchasing manager for* * *, stated that
he purchases brass strip from the Netherlands for specific * * * applications.
* * * purchases thin gauge material from the Netherlands, and ·purchases thicker
gauges, mainly * * * brass, from domestic producers. * * * stated that the
product from the Netherlands is better quality material, with greater
consistency of gauge from one batch to another, thereby causing less tooling
adjustment. He also stated that the Dutch product is usually priced higher
than the domestic product.
Purchaser 17.--* * *was cited in*** lost sale allegation involving * * *
pounds from the Netherlands. * * *, vice president of purchasing for * * *,
stated that he purchases brass strip from the Netherlands for certain * * *
applications. * * * stated that the product from the Netherlands is better
quality material, with greater consistency of gauge from one batch to another,
thereby causing less tooling adjustment. Very thin material is utilized in
high-speed production machinery to produce butt welded tubing. He stated that
currently * * * of the Netherlands is their * * * source of this type of
material. Greater thickness brass sheet and strip, or product with less
stringent standards, is usually purchased from domestic sources. * * * also
stated that the Dutch product is priced at a premium.
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[Investigations Nos. 731-TA-379 and 380
(Final)]

Certain Brass Sheet and Strip From
Japan and The Netherlands ·

AGENCY:.International Trade
Commission. . ·
ACTION: Revised schedule. for the subject
investigations.
EFFECTIVE DATE: March 21. 1988.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Tedford Briggs (202-?52-1181), Office of
Investigations. U.S. International Trade
Commission, 500 E Street SW.,
Washington, DC 20436. Hearingimpaired individuals are advised that
. information on this matter can be
obtained by contacting the
Commission's TDD terminal on 202-2521810. Persons with mobility impairments
who will need special assistance in
gaining access to the Commission
should contact the Office of the
Secretary at 202-~52-1000.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Effective
February 1 (Japan) and February 8 ·
(Netherlands). 1988, the Commission
instituted the subject investigations and
established a schedule for their conduct
(53 FR 5474, February 24, 1988).
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Subsequently. the Department of
Commerce extended the dates for its
· foJUI determinations in the
investigations frcm April 11 (Japan) and
April i.8 (Netherlands), 1988. to June 15
(J;ipan and the Netherlands). 1988 (53 FR
5207. February 22. 1988: and 53 FR 7771.
March 10. 1908). The Commission.
therefore. is revising its schedt:le"in the
·
ir.vestigations to conform with
Commerce's new schedule.
' The Commission's new schedule for
the investigations is as fol\ows: requests
to appear at the hearing mu.st be filed
·with the Secretary to the Commission·
not later than June 15, 1988: the public
version of the prehcaring staff report
will be placed· on the public record on
June 14. 1908: the prehearing conference
will be held in room·101 of the U.S. .
· International Trade Commission
Building on June 23. 1908; al 9:30 a.m.:
the deadline for filing prehearing briefs
is June 24, 1988: the hearing will be held
in room iol of the U.S. Internationai
Trade Commission Building on June 28,.
1908. beginning at 9:30 a.m.: and the
deadline for filing all other written ·
submissioris, including posthearing , ....
briefs., is July 6. 1988. . . . . . . . ..
. For further·informatiori concerning· ·
these investigations see the
. .
Commission's notice· of investigations ·
cited above and the Commission's Rules
of Practice and Procedure. P.art 207,. · •.
. Subparts A and C (19 CFR Part 207). and
Part 201, Subparts A through E [19 CFR
Part 20i} ... -_·
. · ·. . ...
Authorlty: These' in"'vesligations are being ' ·
cor:iducted under authority of the TariH Act of
1930. title Vil. This notice is published
pursuant to § 207.20 of the Commission's ·
rules (19.CFR 207.iO). ._.: : !·.
· By order of the Commission.;
;
Ke.nneth R. Mason,·
s~crelary.

Issued: March 22. 1986.
(FR Doc. 86-69G5 Filed 3-ZS-Sa:. 6:45 am)
BILLING coi:i'E.7021)-02-M
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materially injured, or is threatened with
material injury, or the establishment of
an industry in the United States is
materially retarded, by reason of
imports from Japan and the Netherlands
of certain brass sheet and strip, t
provided for in it.em 612.39 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States. that
have been found by the Department of
Commerce. in preliminary
detennb:iations. to be sold in the United
States at less than fafr value (LTFVJ.
Unless the investigations are extended.
Commerce will make its final LTFV
determinations on or before April 11.
1988. for Japan and April 18. 1988. for the
Netherlands. The Commission will
conduct investigations Nos. 731-TA-379
and 380 (Final) concurrently and make
its final injury determinations by May
31, 1988, (see sections 735(a) and i35(b)
of the Act (19 U.S.C. 1673d(a) and
1673d(b))).
For further information concerning the
conduct of these investigations, hearing
procedures, and rules of general
application, consult the Commission's
Rules of Practice and Procedure. Part
207, subparts A and C (19 CFR ·Part 207),
and Part 201, Subparts A through E (19
CFR Part 201).
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 1. 1988.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Tedford Briggs (205-252-1181), Office of
Investigations. U.S. International Trade
Commission, 500 E. Street SW.,
Washington, De; 20436. Hearingimpaired individuals are advised that
information on this matter can be
obtained by contacting the
Commission's TDD terminal on 202-2521810. Persons with mobility impairments
who will need special assistance in
gaining access to the Commission
should contact the Office of the
Secretary at 202-252-1000;
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

[Investigations NoL 731-TA-379 and 380
(Final)]

Certain Brass Sheet and Strip From
Japan and the Netherlands
AGENCY: United States
T,ra~e Commission.

These investigations are being
instituted as a result of affirmative
preliminary determinations by the

International

AC1foN: Institution of final antidumping
investigations and scheduling of a
hearing to be held in connection with
the investigations./
The Commission hereby gives
notice of the institution of final
antidumping investigations Nos. 731TA-379 (Final) (Japan) and 731-TA-380
(Final) (Netherlands) under section
735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 u~s.c.
1673d(b)) to determine whether an
industry in the United States is

SUMMARY:

· Background

1 for purpoaes or. tliese inveatiaations the term
"certain brass she-e'i and strip" refe1'9 to brass sheet
and strip. other than leaded brass and tin brass
sheet and strip. of solid rectaneular crou section
over 0.006 inch but not over 0.188 inch in thickness.
in coils or cut 10 te11Rth. whether or not comi~ated
or crimped. but not C\11. pressed. or stamped to
nonrectangular shape. provided for in items
612.3960. 612.3982. and 612.3988 of the ToriFT
Schedules of the United Stat~s Annotated !TSIJSA).
The chemical compositions of the products under
irwestiaation .ere currently defined in the CJppe~
Oevetop!llent Association (COAi 2.00 aeries or the
Unified Numbering System (UNSJ CZOOOO "ries.
Prodacta whole chemical COD1po1itions are defined
by other CDA or UNS seriu are 001 covered by
these investieations.
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Any business information for \vhich
Department of Commerce that imports
Stoff report.-A public version of the
- confidential treatment is desired must
of certain brass sheet and strip from
prehearing staff report in these
·
be submitted separately. The envelope
Japan and the Nethcrlilnds are being
investigations will be placed in the
and all pages of such submissions must
sold in the United States at less than fair public record on April 15, 1988. pursuant
be clearly labeled "Confidential
to § 207.21 of the Commission's rules (19
\:alue within the meaning of section 731
Business Information." Confidential
CFR § 207.21).
· · of the act (19 U.S.C. 1673). The
investigations were reques\ed in
Hearing.-The Commission will hold · submissions and requests for
confidential treatment must conform
petitions filed on July 20, 1987, by
a hearing in connection with these
with.the requirements of§ 201.6 of the
counsel on behalf of American Brass,
investigations beginning at 9:30 a.m. on
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.6)
Buffalo, NY; Bri.dgeport Brass Corp ..
April 28, 1988, at the U.S. International
Authority. These investigations are being
. Indianapolis. IN; Chase Brass & Copper
Trade Commission Building. 500 E Street
conducted under authority of the T1riff Act of
-- SW .. Washington, DC. Requests to
Co .. Solon, OH: Hussey Copper. Ltd.,
1930, title VII. This notice is published
Leetsdale. PA: The Miller Company.
appear at the hearing should be filed in
pursuant to § :!07.20 of the Commission's
Meriden, CT; Olin Corp.-Brass Group,
writing with the Sec:retary to the
rules {'9 CFR 207.20).
Commission not later than the close of
East Alton, IL; and Revere Copper
Dy order of the Commission.. business
(5:15
p.m.)
on
April
14,
1988.
All
Products, Inc .. Rome. NY; domestic
Issued: February 17. 1988.
persons desiring to appear at the
producers of bra·ss sheet and strip. and
Kenneth
R. Mason,
hearing
and
make
oral
presentations
on behalf of International Association of
Secretary.
· should file prehearing briefs and attend
" Machinists and Aerospace Workers,
[FR Doc. ~3919 Filed 2-23-88: 8:45 aml
·a prehearing conference fo be held at
Washington, DC; International Union,
9;30 a.m. on April 21. 1988;in room 101
BIWNG CODE 7020-02-M
Allied Industrial Workers of America
of the U.S. International Trade
(AFL-CIO). Milwaukee, WI; Mechanics
Commission Building. The deadline for
Educational Society of America (Local
filing prehearing briefs in April ZS. 1988.
.56), Rome. NY; and United Steelwoi:kers
Testimony at the public hearing is
· of America (AFL-CIO/CLCJ, Pittsburgh,
- governed by § 207.23 of the
PA . .Jn response to those petitions the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.23). This
Commission conducted preliminary ·
rule requires that testimony be limited to
antidumping investigations and. on the
a nonconfidential summary and analysis
·basis.of information developed during
of material contained in prehearing
.. ihe course of those investigations,
determined that there was a reasonable
briefs and to information not available
· indication that an industry in the United
at the time the prehearing brief was
States was materially injured by reason
submitted. Any written materials
o( imports of the subject merchandise
submitted at the hearing must be filed in
. :1s2 FR 34324. September 10. 1987).
accordance with the procedures
described below arid any confidential
·,:-."_ Participation in th£/ investigations._;_
materials must be submitted at least
,.·"_''Persons wishing to participate in these
three (3) working days prior to the
' investigations as parti'es must file an
hearing (see § 201:6(b)(2J of the
eniry of appearance with the Secretary
Commission's rules (19 CFR Z01.6(b)(Z)Jl.
to ·the Commission. as_ provided in
§ ZOl.11 of the Commission's rules (19
Written submissions.-,-All legal
.CFR 201.11), not later than twenty-one
arguments. economic analyses. and
. (21) days after the publication of this
factual materials relevant to the public
..notice in the Federal Register. Any entry hearing should be included in prehearing
··of appearance filed after this date will
briefs in accordance with § 207.22 of the
be referred to the Chairman, who will ·
Co'mmission's rules (19 CFR 207.22).
determine.whether to accept the late
Posthearing briefs must conform with
entry for good cause shown by the
the provisions of section 207.24 (19 CFR
person desiring to file the entry.
207.24) and must be submitted not later
than the close of business 'on May 4,
Sen:ice /ist.-Pursuant to § 201.ll(d)
1988. In addition. any person who has
--of the Commission's rules (19 CFR
not entered an appearance as a party to
ZOl.ll(d)). the Secretary will prepare a
the investigations may submit a written
service list containing the names and
statement of information pertinent to the
addresses·of all persons. or their
representatives. who are parties to these subject of the investigations on or before
May 4. 1988.
·investigations upon the expiration of the
A signed original and fourteen (14)
period for filing entries of appearance;
In accordance with§§ 201.16(c) and
copies of each submission must be filed
207.3 of the rules (19 CFR Z01.16(c) and
with the Secretary to the Commission in
20i.3), each document filed by a party to
accordance with § 201.8 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.8). All
the· investiga lions must be served on all
written submissions except for·
·other parties to the.investigations (as
confidential business data will be
identified by ihe service list), and a
available for public inspection during
certificate of service musi accompany
regular business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15
the document. The Secretary will not
- p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary lo the
accept a document for filing without a
,..,.. .. ,:n ...........

_t
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fair value. The U.S. International Trade
Commission (ITC) will determine within
54 days of publication of this notice
whether these imports are muterially
injuring. or are threatening material
inju!'y. to a United States industry.
EFFECTIVE DATE: June 22, 1988.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Thomas Moir or Rick Herring. Office of
Investigations. Import Administration.
International Trade Admir.istration. U.S.
Department of Commerce, 14 Street and
. Constitution A\'enue NW .. Washington.
DC 20230: telephone: (202) 3i7-5050 or
(202) 377--0187.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Final Determination
We ha\'e determined that brass sheet
and strip from the Netherlands are
being. or are likely to be. sold in the
United States at less than fair value, as
provided in section 735 of the Tariff Act
of 1930. as amended (19 U.S.C. 1673d)
(the Act). The estimated weightedaverage margins are shown in the
"Continuation of Suspension of
Liquidation" section of this notice.
. Case History ·

International Trade Administration
(A-421-701)

Final Determination of Sales at Less
Than Fair V2lue: Brass Sheet and Strip
From the NP.therlands
·
AGENCY: Import Administration.
luternatio~al Tr<lde Administration.

Department of Commerce.
ACTION: Notice.
We ha\'e determined that
brass sheet and strip.from The
!\etherlands are bein~. or are likely to
be. sClld in the United States at less than

SUMMARY:

On February 2, 1988. we made an
affirmative preliminary determination
(53 FR 3612. February 8, 1988). The
· following e\'ents have occurred since the
publication of that notice.
. On February 17, 1988, Metallverken
Nederland B.V. (MN). the respondent in
this case. requested that the Department
extend the period for its final
determination until June 15. 1988. In
accordance with section 735(a)(Z)(A) of
the Act. the Department granted this
. request, and postponed its final
determination until not later than June
15, 1988 {53 FR 7771, March 10. 1958).
Q4estionnaire responses from MN
were verified in The Netherlands from
March 14-18. in Sweden from March 2123. and in Glendale Heights. Illinois
from April 11-15, 1988.
On May 11. 19B8. the Department heid
a public hearing. Interested parties also.
submitted comments for the record in
their pre-hearing briefs of May 5, 1988,
and in their post-hearing briefs of M;:iy
19. 1988.
Scope of ln\'estigation
The products co\·ered by this
investigation are brass sheet and strip.
other than leaded brass and tin brass
sheet and strip. currently provided for
under the TSUSA item numbers
612.3960. 612.3982. and 612.3986. and
currently classifiable under HS item
numbers 7409.21.UU.oO. 7409.21.00.75.
7409.29.00:50. ar:d 7409.29.00.75.
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. The chemical co~positions of the
products under investigation are
currently defined in the Copper
Development Association (C.D.A.) ZOO
series or the Unified Numbering System
(U.N.S.) C20000 series. Products whose
chemical compositions are defined by
other C.D.A. or U.N.S. series are not
covered by this investigation.
The physical dimensions of the
products covered by the investigation
are bra.ss sheet and strip of solid
rectangular cross section over 0.005
inches (0.15 milimeters) through 0.188
inches (4.8 millimeters) ir: finished
thicknesg or gauge. regardless of width.
Coiled. wound on reels (traverse wound)
and cut-to-length products are included.
Period of ln\'estigation
The period of investigation i_s
February 1. 1987 through July 31. 1987.
Such or Similar Comparsions
We ha\'e determined that all of the
brass sheet and strip under investigation
constitute the same class or kind of
merchandise· and· that differences
between types of brass within _the scope
of in\'estigation are not significant
enough to warrant separate "such or
similar" ca te·gories. Therefore. 'the brass
sheet and strip under investigation were
considered one "such or simila"r"
category.
In order to select the most similar
products. we made comparisions of
merchandise based on grade (chemical
composition). gauge. width; coating
(tinned or non-tinned). temper and
packed form (coil or traverse-wound).
For merchandise where there were no
ideniical producis with which to
compare a product sold to the United
States. we made-adjustments to similar
mercha'1dise to account for differer.ces
in the physical characteristics of the
merchandise. in accordance with sectio1
7i3(c)(4)(C) of the Act.
fair Value Comparisons
To determine whether soles of brass
sheet and strip from The Netherlands to
the United States were made at less
than fair value, we compared the Unitec
States price to the foreign market value
as specified below.
United States Price
Purchase. Price

As pro\·ided in section 772(b) of the
Act. we used the purchase price to
represent the United States price for
sales of brass sheet end strip n:iade by
MN through related and unrelated sales
agents in the United States.to an
unrelated purchaser prior to importaho1
of the merchandise into the United.
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States. The Department determined that·
purchase price and not exporter's sales
price was the most appropriate indicator
of United States price based on the
following elements.
.
· 1. The merchandise was purchased or
agreed to be purchased prior to the date
of importation from the manufacturer or
producer of the merchandise for
exportation to the United States~
Z. The related and unrelated selling
agents located in the United States
acted only as processors of sales-related
documentation and as communication
links with the unrelated U.S. buyers.
3. Rather than entering into the
inventory of the related or unrelated
selling agents, the merchandise in
question was shipped directly from the
manufacturer to the unrelated buyers.
Thus, it did not give ri.se to storage and
associated costs on the part of the
selling agents or create flexibility in
marketing for the exporter.
4, Direct shipments from the
manufacturer to the unrelated buyers
were the customary commercial channel
for sales of this merchandise between
the parties involved.
We calculated purchase price based
on the packed, delivered, duty paid
prices .to unrelated customers in the
United States. We made deductions
from purchase price, where appropriate,
for point-to-point freight, point-to-point
insurance, U.S. brokerage and handling,
and U.S. duty in accordance with
section 77Z(d)(Z) of the Act. We also
deducted year-end rebates.

Exporter's Sales Price
Where the brass sheet and strip were
imported into the United States by a
related importer before being sold to the
first unrelated party, we treated such
sales as exporter's sales price sales.
To calculate exporter's sales price, we
used the packed, delivered or ex-works,
duty paid prices of brass sheet and strip
to unrelated purchasers in the United
States. We made deductions, where
appropriate, for point-to-point freight,
point-to-point insurance, U.S. duty, and
U.S. brokerage and handling.
We made deductions under
§ 353.10(e)(2) of our regualtions for
direct and indirect selling expenses
incurred by or for the exporter in selling
brass sheet and strip in the United
States. Indirect selling expenses were
comprised of indirect selling expenses
incurred outside the United States,
indirect selling expenses of the related
reseller in the United States, and
inventory carrying costs. Where
appropriate, U.S. credit, U.S. warranty,
and.U.S. warehousing expenses were
deducted as direct selling expenses.
Pi.irsuant to § 353.lO[e)[l) of our

regulations,. we also deducted, where
appropriate, commissions paid to
unrelated parties. The total of the
indirect expenses and commissions ·
formed the cap for the allowable home
market indirect selling expenses offset
under § 353.15[c) of our regulations.
For exporter's sales price sales
involving further manufacturing,
pursuant to§ 353.10(e)(3) of our
regulations, we deducted all value
added to the subject merchandise in the
United States plus a proportional
amount of the profit or loss on the U.S.
sale that was attributable to farther
manufacturing.
Foreign Market Value
.
In accordance with section 773(a) of
the Act, we calculated foreign market
value based on the packed. delivered or
ex-works prices to unrelated customers
in the home market. We made
deductions from the home market price,
where appropriate, for inland freight
and insurance, warranty expenses,
credit expenses, and quantity discoilnts
actually granted. Where appropriate, we
made additions to the home market
price for quantity and scraps extras.
In order to adjust for differences in
packing between the U.S. and home
markets, we deducted the home market
packing cost from the foreign market·
value and added U.S. packing costs.
We made further adjustments to the
home market price to account for
differences in the physical
characteristics of the merchandise in
accordance with section 773(a)(4)(C) of
the Act.
Where U.S. price was based on
purchase price, we made adjustments
under § 353.15 of our regulations for
differnces in credit and warranty
expenses in the United States and home
market. We offset commission paid on
U.S. purchase price sales with indirect
selling expenses in the home market, in
accordance with§ 353.15(c) of our
regulations.
Where U.S. price was based on
exporter's sales price, we deducted .
indirect selling expenses in the home
market to offset United States selling
expenses, in accordance with § 353.15(c)
of our regulations. Respondent made a
claim for technical services. We treated
these technical service expens·es as
indirect selling expenses because they
were non-variable in nature and, thus
did not qualify as direct seHing
expenses.
Currency .Conversion
For comparisons involving purchase
price transactions. we used the official
exchange rates in effect on the dates of
sale, in accordance with § 353.56(a)[1) of

the Commerce Regulations. For
comparison involving exporters's sales
price transactions, we used the official
exchange rates in effect on the dates cif
sale, in accordance with section
733(a)(1) of the Act. as amended by
section 615 of the Trade and Tariff Act
of 1984. All currency conversions were
made at the rates certified by the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
Verification
As provided in section 776(a) of the
Act, we verified the information used in
reaching the final determi.nation in this
ip.vestigation. We used standard
verification procedures including
examination of all relevant accounting
records and source documentation.
Interested Party Comments

Comment 1: The respondent states
that th~ Department should n:iake a
metal price adjustment to take into
account the effect of dramatic metal ·
price fluctuations on sales made during
the period of investigation. It alleges
thatdifferences in metal fixing dates
(and thus differences in metal cost)
constitute differences in circumstances
of sale which result in price
differentials. bear a direct relationship
to the sales which are under
consideration, and readily quantifiable.
Petitioners claim· that making a
circumstance of sale adjustment to
accou'nt for variations in metal value
would be contrary to the statute,
statutory intent and the Department's
regulations.
DOC PositioniWe recognize that this
investigation differs from the previous
brass investigations (where the
Department did not make an adjustment
for metal value) in that the metal portion
of total price hs been subject to
dramatic fluctuations throughout 1987
(roughly 703 over the entire year as
measured by London MP.tal Exchange
prices). Moreover, we have verified that
the metal portion of price is a passthough and that the metal fixing date is
chosen by the customer and, thus, is
beyond MN's control. Therefore, in
order to minimize the distortions form
day-to-day changes in the prices of
copper and zinc (as determined.by
different metal fixing dates), we have
created separate foreign market values
to corre'>pond to the following peri()ds
(as defined by the metal fixing date):
February 1 through June 30, 1987, July 1
through October 31, 1987, and November
1 through December 31, 1987. In all
cases, a U.S. sale with a metal fixing
date in a certain period was compared
to a foreign market value comprised of
home market sales with a metal fixing
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date within the same period. These
because the schedules are not uniform.
periods were chosen. because within
Not only do the schedules apply only to
·each period. metal prices were relatively these two home market customers. but
stable.
the schedules in the relevant contracts
Comment Z: The· respondent a~gues
do not contain the same discounts.
that the Department should allow two
Given thefacts in this case. it is our
types of quantity adjustments in this
view that the discounts.are part of MN's
investigation. One such adjustment is
negotiations on a customer-specific
based on additional costs it claims it
basis. They are neither uniform nor
incurs for producing small order sizes i.n
available to all home market customers.
the home market. Another adjustment is
Mo.reover, because of the lack of
based on quantity discounts that a·re
uniformity and availability of these
g:ven on large order sizes in the home
quantity discount and extra schedules.
market.
MN has failed to establish that the
Pettioners urge the Department to
higher slitting costs it incurs in
reject both of the respondent's quantity
producing smaller orders are reflected in
adjustment claims because MN has not
. these schedules. Accordingly, we have
showri a clear correlation between price
disallowed MN·s claim for an
difference an,d the quanitites sold nor
adjustment for differences in quantities.
demonstrated that it sells its product in
Comment 3: The respondent alleges
larger quantities in the United States
that the use.of "best information
than in the home market.
available" to estimate labor and
DOC Position: In our view, the ·
overhead for packing in the preliminary
controlling requirement of § 353.14 is
determination duplicated .costs already
· that. to be eligible for a quantity-based
accounted for, thus resulting in double
adjustment, a respondent must
counting._
·
demonstrate a clear and direct
Petitioners state that the same amount
correlation between price differences
for the labor and overhead portion of
arid quantities sold or costs incurred.
p11cking used by.the Department in its
This requirement applies equally to an
allowance for quantity differences under preliminary determination should be
used int.he final determination. This .
the six month rule(§ 353.14(b)(l)) or the
factor was based on petitioners'
·
cost justification requirement
knowledge of these labor and overhead
(§ 353.14(b)(Z)). Under§ 353.14(b)(l)
costs. ·
(The six month rule), it is not sufficient
. DOC Position: We have verified that
that. during the period of investigation,
the respondent merely granted discounts 'labor and overhead expenses associated
with the U.S. subsidiary's (MINC's)
of at least the same magnitude with
packing costs were fully absorbed costs
respect to 20 percent or more of such or
similar merchandise sold in the ordinary accounted for in MINC's further
manufach1ring expenses. Therefore. for
course of trade in the market used to
U.S. sales made through MlNC, we have
establish foreign market value. the
not used "best information available" to
exporter must also demonstrate. using
determine labor and overhead
evidence such as a price list or quantity
discount schedule. that it gave discounts associated with MINC's packing costs.
However, given that MN was unable to
on a uniform basis and that such
account separately for labor and
di;;cuunts were available to
overhead relating to packing from MN to
substantial!v all home market
the customer (in direct sales to both U.S.
customers. ·With regard to a cost-based
and home market customers}. we have
adjustment. the exporter must
continued to use the "best information
demonstrate that the discounts are
a\·ailable" in calculating that portion of
warranted on the basis of savings which
packing costs in our final determination.
are specifically attributable to the
Comment 4: The respondent states
production of the different quantities
in\'oked.
·
.
that certain scrap transformation sales
which were excluded from the
In this case. we have \·erified that MN
gives discounts based on quantities
Department's analysis for the
pu:chased by the two home market
preliminary determination should be
custo.mers with which it has long-term
included in the final determination
contracts. The quantity discount
because they constitute sales of such or
schcduies and quantity extra schedules
similar merchandise in the home market.
contnined in those contracts are the
The price of these sales was based only
mcst accurnte means b\: which to
on the fabrication portion of total price.
mc,Hsure any possible link behvecn
t-.1!\i suggests that because the same
quantities produced or costs incurred
custo:ner also purchases brass from MN
and prices.
on a non-scrap transformation basis. the
We have determined th<ll these
metal pdces in those sales could be used
quantit\' d:scount schedules do not meet · to establish an imputed metal price for
the req~1:rements of§ 353.14. This is
the scrap transformation sales.
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Petitioners state that these scrap
transformation sales should not be used
for comparison purposes because they
are similar to tolled sales in that the
metal portion of the price was based on
the scrap credit pool rather than on a
separate mechanism for determining
metal price.
DOC Position: We disagree with
petitioners in that the scrap
transformation sales at issue are not
tolled sales. Nevertheless. under the
terms of the relevant contract. the metal
portion of price for non-transformation
sales can be fixed from several months
prior to shipment up to the shipment
date. Because metal can be fixed over
such a long period of time. salEs to this ·
customer where the me'tal price
component is fixed cannot be used to
accurately impute a metal price for s.ales
to this customer where there is no fixed
metal price. Accordingly. we have not
used these sales for purposes of making
our product comparisons.
Comment 5: Petitioners state that
MN's home market scrap handling
expenses should not be allowed for the
final determination because such
expenses are fixed expenses that relate
to the future use of the scrap and cannot
be tied directly to sales of brass
destined solely for the home market·as
opposed to the U.S. market.
The respondent states that petitioners'
position is based on an erroneous ·
assumption that scrap is used to make
copper and bronze. as well as brass.
Moreover. MN states that the scrap
handling costs ai:e at least as directly
related to the sales under consideration
as are warranty costs. and are incurred
specifically because of a term of sale
provided in certain orders. namely scrap
return.
DOC Position: We agree with the
petitioners that 8crap handling expenses
as repu;ted carinot be tied directly to the
sales made during the period of
investigation. Howe\"cr. during
verif!cation. MN was able to
.
demonstrate that scrap return pro\'isions
are a term of sale included in home
market contracts negotiated both before
and during the period of investigation.
Therefore. we consider actual scrap
handling expenses incurred d'l!ring the
period on material sold prior to the
period as a reasonnble proxy for scrap
bundling expenses incurred on products
actu<!lly sold during the period. Because
these expenses are non-variable and
would ha\·e been incurred regardless of
whether a sale had been made . ..,..,.e view
them ns indirect selling expenses. and
hove treated them accordingly. We ha\'C
reallocated half of these expenses {to
represent the six month period of
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investigation) over the total shipments
suggest that the parent company loans
documentation to substantiate the
listed in MINC's financial statements
made during the period of investigation
reported slitting times and number of'
pursuant· to these contracts. We view
were used for financing its
sales.
take-offs.
Accordingly, we have used MINC's
Comment 8: Petitioners allege that
such a reallocation as more· accurate
MN's claimed difference in merchandise
and reasonable than MN's method of
short-term borrowing rate to"derive ESP
allocating yearly scrap hanaling
adjustment for home market double
credit costs.
expen.ses over total scrap returned
annealed strip should be reject~d
Comment 11: Petitioners state that for
.during the y~ar.
.
because MN has stated that certain U.S.
sales made on a consignment basis, the
. ; Comment.6:.Petitioners.have stated
customers also require double annealed
Department should consider the period
material. Petitioners state that MN ·
tha.t tinning should be elevated to the
from shipment by MN to payment by the
primary. echelon of criteria.when
should be penalized for not properly
customer as a direct, post-sale credit
m:;itching home.market and U.S. sales.
identifying all sales to which this
expense .
. .. and thu.s, fo:ass products that: are tinned
adjustment applies.
DOC Position: We have verified that
in The Netherlands and then exported to
DOC Position: During verification. MN U.S. consignment sales are made under
the United States should be compared
.was able to demonstrate that it· did sell
long-term contracts where the terms of
with the home market product that is
double annealed m'aterial in both the
sale are agreed upon before the
.United States and the home market
.. most similar to the merchandise sold in
merchandise is sent to the purchaser's
during the period of investiga lion, and
the home market [i.e .. tinned).
warehouse and where the purchaser
' The respondent states that tinned
that the verfified difference in
·
must.accept and pay for all material
. sales to the home market were not made · merchandise adjustment for double ·
ordered for consignment. Consistent
annealed strip applies equally to U.S.
iri sufficient'quantity to prqvide an
' with our decision in the final .
. adequate basis for comparison with . .'
and home market·sales. Moreover, such
determination of Brass Sheei:tmd Strip
· exports of tinned material to the United
material was reported in the U.S. sales
from the Federal Republic of Germany
--··States. Further. MN'argues that U.S. ·
listings (and computer tapes) used_ in the (52 FR 822. January 9. 1987), we consider
Department's preliminary determination. the period from Shipment to payment·on
tinned and home market tinned sales
Comment 9: Petition·ers'state that the
.. ~'t¢'iigt cqmparable because. u.'s. tinned
consignment sales as a post-sale direct
'"genera.I sales factor" portion of MN's
' • m~terjal' i~ made by a' diffei:ent tinning
credit expense.
indirect selling expenses claim should
'process tll'an home market tinned sales.
Comment 12: Petitioners state that for
· ·voe Position: We agre~. \l/ith~ the 1
n.ot be included as part of MN's home·
blanket order sales, the credit cost of
petitioners that U.S. tinned sales should , market selling expenses because this ·
carrying the merchandise from the time
be compared with home market tinned
factor is derived by dividing the
··
MINC receives the shipment until
budgeted costs for sales to the rest of
• sli!e~., ~hen~v~r possi~le. We feel, that
payment is made by the customer
. the,q'uaritity of home 'market tinned
the world (excluding·the home market)
should be.treated as a direct selling
-.''sales is suffici~nt tci provide an
'
by total sales of all products.
expense.
. .,
adequate comparison' with exports of
DOC Position: We disagree with the
DOC Position: We verified that this
:: tinried material to the Uriited States.
petitioners. Expenses verified as part of
fflerchandise is distinct from regular ·
Moreover,' during verificatfori:·MN was
this "general expense factor" were ·
uriab1e· to demonstrate' th'at it incurred
.-indirect selling expenses related to sales stock in that it is produced to the
customer's specifications and the
in all ma.rkets.
·
;'·different' tinning cos~ in' producing the
customer
is committed to accept and·
Comment 10: Petitioners state that
tinned product.for the U.S.'fl:iarket as
pay for all material covered by this .
opposed i<fthe bcime market. . . .
Metallverken A.B.'s interest rate should
order. As such, we view this as a post· Acc1l'rdingly;"u·sirig the criteria·
be used on ESP sales because MING did
sale
warehousing service extended by
not ~ctually have any short-term ·
mentioned in the "Stich' or Similar .
MINC to· this customer that is similar to
borrowing during· the period of·
Comparisons" section of this notice.- we
a-consignment agreement. Thus. for U.S.
investigation and because MING has
have attempted to match U.S. tinned
listed substantial parent company loans ·sales made pursuant to this blanket
'Sales·with comparable home market
order. we have treated the time between
.on its financial statements.· ·
. tinhed sales whenever· possible. . ·
when the merchandise enters MINC's
.
The
respondent
alleges
that
·
Comment 7: Petitioner's state that ·
warehouse and the time when payment
petitioners' argument is inconsistent
MN's•claimed difference in merchandise
is made as a post-sale direct credit
with the rationale for imputed interest
adjustment for differences in coil size
expense.
adjustments, because imputed interest
:; . forU:S .. and home market customers·
Comment 13: Petitioners state that the
as applied by the Department is
should be rejected because this
·
theoretical interest and does not depend Department should make an adjustment
adjustment.is based.on estimates of
for the post-sale cost of physically
_upon the amount, or even existence. of
'sli ltif!g time ap.d· take-off. time.
warehousing material on MINC blanket
The respondent rebuts petitioner's
actual borrowings,
·DOC Position: During verificatiort• MN order sales.
arguments by stating that MN has
DOC Position: We agree with
was able to demonstrate that its related
provided information concerning slitting
petitioners, and have made an
U.S. subsidiary [MINC) was the entity
time and take-offs at verification, and
adjustment for the post-sale cost of
which was responsi~le "for extending
thafthe information in the. verification
physically warehousing material using
'credit on ESP sales. For the ESP sales
report does not support MN's ·
the verified warehousing costs
verified. we found no evidence to
conclusions -that the average coil
submitted as part of MN's further
suggest that the payment from MINC to
supplied to the U.S. is larger than the
manufacturing expenses.
'·'
MN for material sold to a particular U.S.
average home market coil size.
Comment 14: Petitioners sta"te that th'e
DOC Position: We agree with the
ESP customer was dependent upon
department's verification demonstrated
1\-HNC first being paid by the customer.
petitioners. Although MN was able to
demonstrate that the a·verage coil size
thatMN incurred technical service
Moreover. the Depa_rtment verified that
, MINC had an established line of credit
for U.S. radiator strip customers was
expenses on U.S. sales, although
virtually no technical service expenses
with a U.S. bank. Finally. during
larger than that for home market
were incurred on home market sales.
customers, it did not provide any
verification, we found no evidence to
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Thus, a deduction should be made to
with generally accepted accounting
principles and the total amount of
U.S. price for this direct selling expense,
althounh no adjustment should be made
directors' fees, payroll taxes, and <?ther
to hor:e market sales for technical
taxes should be included in calculating
MINC's U.S. selling expenses and
services.
.
The respondent contends that
geperal and administrative expenses.
technical service expenses are not
DOC Position: We view fully
· absorbed selling expenses as expenses
directly related to particular sales and,
therefore, do not constitute deductible
. that are indirectly related to the sales
direct selijng expenses.
included in the period of investigation.
DOC Position: We verified that the
Thus. we have included director's fees.
' technic~l service expenses claimed are
payroll taxes, and a portion of other
non-variable and would have been
taxes as part of MIN C's selling
' incuJTed regardless of whether any
expenses. However. we view that ·
· particular sale would have been made.
portion of other taxes that is a penalty
Therefore, we have treated these
and fee for incorporation in 1979 as an
expenses in both markets as indirect
organizational expense. Because
. .
' ·selling expenses.
organizational expenses are amortized
Comment 15: Petitioners state that the
over a five year period, this portion of
!
verification report does not indicate
other taxes would have been expensed
whether there was a written agreement
prior to the period of investigation and,
acknowledging that MN or MINC would
thus, would have no effect on the
accept returned materials. They allege
current costs.
that W!lrranty claims are not valid
Comment 17: Petitioners state that
without such an agreement because
best information available should be
otherwise acceptance of returned
used in estimating freight expenses from
materials could simply be. a goodwill
MINC to its outside tinner on material
gesture on the part of the seller;
tinned in the United States because ·
Petitioners also statethat the
neither MINC nor the verification report
Department should not deduct MN mill
indicate who incurs such freight charges.
' · credits from MINC's waJTanty costs
In this instance. petitioners state that ·
because these credits were nevertheless
the best information available is the
a selling expense incurred by the
freight cost reported by MINC on its ESP
company as a whole.
sales transactions.
·
The respondent states that the mill
The respondent states that this
credits issued by MN to MINC already
material was transported by MING
are treated in the verification report as
truck. The cost of MINC's trucking
MN warranty costs and. thus, were
department was treated as an overhead
correctly deducted in calculating
cost and, in calculating MINC's
MINC's warranty cost in.the verification· distribution expense. was allocated over
report. ·
all brass delivered to customers by
DOC Position: Petitioners are
MINC truck.
incorrect that warranty claims must be
· DOC Position: We agree with the
stipulated in writing. We verified that it
respondent. We verified that-all brass
is MN's standard .company practice to
delivered by MINC truck (including that
accept back defective merchandise and
sent to the outside tinner) was used in
that MN incurs a verifiable cost for
deriving MINC's distribution expenses.
doing so. Moreover, we also verified
Comment 18: Petitioners state that
that the mill credits issued by MN to
MN's reported profit calculation on
MINC arc included as part of J\.1N's
further manufacturing should be rejected
warranty costs.
for the final determination because the
Comment 16: The respondent has
basis for this calculation was a transfer
stated that during verification it advised
price between related parties.
: the Department that there were no
DOC Position: MN has not established
unallocated line items recorded outside
that the transfer price between MN and·
the pericid of investigation related to
· MINC is an arm's length price. ·
sales during the period. MINC normally
Accordingly, we have derived a
allocates one-time payments over the.
methodology for allocating the total
entire vear. However, MINC's treatment
profit on further manufactured sales to
of directors' fees and other taxes was an that portion of the profit represented by
exception to this general rule. The
the value added in the United States.
respondent states that while these
Continuation
of Suspension of
expenses were expensed during the
Liquidation
period of investigation. it would be fair
and nondistorting to spread directors'
In accordance \\;th sections 733(d)
fees, payroll taxes, and other taxes O\'er
and 735(c) of the Act. we are directing
a twelve-month period.
the U.S. Customs Service to continue to
Petitioners allege that acceptance of
suspend liquidation of all entries of
l\U~'s position would be inconsistent
hrass sheet and strip from The
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Netherlands that are entered or
withdrawn from warehouse. for
consum~iiQn. on or after February a.
1988, thi:! date of publication of our
prelirniriafy determination. The U.S.
Customs Service shall require a cash
deposit cir posting of a· bond equal to thP,
estimated .amounts by which the foreign
market value of bra!IS sheet and strip
from The Netherlands exceeds the
United States price as shown below.
This suspension of liquidation will .
remain in effect until further notice. The
weighted•average margins are as
follows:

Manufacturer /producer /exporter

Weightedaverage
margin

percen'.age

Metallverken Nederland, B.V ...-...-..;_,,

An others---·--------.-

16.99
16.99.

This continuation of suspension of.
liquidation covers imports of brass sheet
and strip meeting the definition outlined
1n the"Scope of Investigation" section
of this notice.
ITC Notification
In accordance with'section 735(d) of
the Act. we have notified the ITC of.our
determination. Uthe ITC determines
that material injury. or threat of material
injury, does not exist. this proceeding
will be terminated and all securities ·
posted as a result of the.suspension of
liquidation will be refunded or
cancelled. However. if the ITC .
determines that such injury does exist,
the Department will issue !lD
antidumping duty order directing
Customs offices to assess an .
anUdumping duty on brass sheet and.
strip from the Netherlands entered. or
withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption after the suspension of
liquidation, equal to the amount by
which the foreign market value exceed11
U.S. price;
.
This determination is published
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act (19

u.s.c. 167~d(d)).
· June 15, 1988.

Joseph·A. Spetrini,
Acting Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration.
(FR Doc. 08-13964 Filed ~21-88: 8:45 om)
BIUING CODE 35t0-0S-M
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Contact
Michael ,. Ready or David Goldberger,
Office of Investigations; Import · ·
Administration, International Trade
Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20230;
telephone: (202) 377-2613 or 377-4136.

FOR FU:1THER INFCRMATION:

J.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Final Determination
We have de~ermined that brass sheet
and strip from Japan are being, or are
likely to be, sold in the United States at
less than fair value, as provided section
i35 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended
(19 U.S.C. 1673b)(the Act)..The
estimated weighted-average margins are
shown in the "Continuation of
Suspension of Liquidation" se_ction of
this notice.
· ·
Case History
Since·our notice of an affirmative
preliminary determine.lion (53 FR 2771,
February 1, 1980), the followi.ng events
have occurred:·
.
· .
On February. 4 and February 8, 1988,
Nippon Mining Co. [NMC) and Samba
Cooper Alloy, Co. Ltd. [Samba),
respectively,' requested a postponement
of the final determination until not later
than 135 days after the date of
publication of the preliminary
determination. On February 17, 1988, in
accordance with .section 735[c)(2)(A) of
the Act, we postponed the final
determination until June 15, 1988 (53 FR
5207, February 22. 1988).
On De1=ember 24, 1987, petitioners
alleged that l\'1.1C's home market sales
were being made at prices below the
cost of production and requested that
we initiate an investigation of the
allegation. Given the timing of the filing
International Trade Administration
of the allegation, we were unable to
consider it for the preliminary
[A-5$8-704]
determination. Based on analysis of
home market prices and the information
Final Determination of Sa!es at Less
submitted by petitioners in support of
Than Fair V2lue; Brass Sheet and Strip
their allegation; we initiated an ·
from Japan
·
. investigation of sales below cost of
AGENCY: Import Administration,
production for NMC. .
International Trade Administration.
We issued a cost of production
Commerce.
questionnaire to NMC on January 25.
ACT!ON: Notice.
1988. On February 16, 1988.NMC
ad\•ised the Department it would not
SUMMAP.Y: We have determined that
respond to our cost of production
brass sheet and strip from Japan are
questionnaire. ·
being. or are likely to be. sold in the
Verification of the questionnaire
United States at less than fair value. The response submitted by Samba was
U.S. International Trade Commission
conducted in Japan during March 1QB8.
(ITC) will determine within 45 days of
On April 5, 1988. NMC advised us that
publication of this notice. whether these
it would forgo verification of its U.S.
imports are materially injuring. or are
·sales.
·
threatening material injury, to a United
A public hearing was not request'ed.
States industry.
Final comments were submitted by the
EFFcCTIVE DATE: June 21. 1908.
petitioners and Samba.
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Scope of Investigation
The products covered by this
investigation are brass sheet and strip,
other than leaded brass and tin brass
and strip. currently provided for under
the TSUS.4. item numbers 612.3960,
613.3982. and 612.398G, and CUITently
classifiable under HS item numbers
7409.21.0050, 7409.21.0075, 7409.29.0050,
and 7409.29.0075.
The chemical compositions of the
produds covered by the inves.tigation
are currently those of the Copper
Development Association (C.D.A.) 200
series or the Unified Numbering Srstem
[U.N.S.) C20000 series. Products whose
chemical compositions are covered by
other C.D.A or U.N.S. series are not
covered by this investigation. .
The physical dimensions of Uie
products covered by the inve~tigation
are brass sheet and strip of solid
·rectangular cross section greater than
0.006 inches (0.15 millimeters) but not
exceeding 0.188 inches (4.8 millimeters)
in finished thickness or gauge,
regardless of width. Coiled, wound on
reels (traverse wound) and cut-to-length
products are included.
Period of Investigation
As stated in our preliminary
determination, the period of
investigation is February 1. 1987 through
July 31, 1987, except for Sambo, for
which we extended the period of
investigation back to October 1, 1986, as
permitted by 19 CFR 353.38(a).
Such or Similar Comparisons
We have determined that all of the
brass sheet and strip covered_ by the
investigation constitute the same class
or kind of merchandise and differences
between types of brass are not
significant enough to warrant separate
"such or similar" comparisons.
In order to select L'lc most similar
products, we made. comparisons of.
merchandise based on grade (chemical
composition), gauge, width, coating
(tinned or nontinned), temper, surface
finish, and packed form (coil, cut-tolength or traverse-wound).
.For merchandise where there were no
identical products with which to ·
compare a product sold to the United
States, we made adjustments for
differences in the physical
characteristics of the merchandise in
accordance with section 773[a)(4)[C) of
. the Act.
Fair Value Comparisons
To determine whether sales of brass
sheet and strip from Japan to the United
States were made at less than fair value,
we compared the United State's price to
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the foreign market value as specified
below. Two companies. Mitsubishi
Shindoh Co .. Ltd. end Kobe Steel. Ltd ..
failed to respond to our questionnaire.
When a company fails to respond, we
have determined. in accordance with
section 776(b) of the Act. that it is
appropriate for this final determination
to assign to that company the highest
margin among (1) the company-specific
margins in the petition. (2) the margin
for the respondent with the highest
margin of all respondents that supplied
adequate and verified responses, or (3)
the margin calculated for NMC using
petitioners' constructed value
information, as described below. We
have applied this methodology to the
companies in question.
· As described above in the "Case
History" section. NMC did not respond
to our cost of production questionnaire.
Subsequently. NMC informed us that it
would not permit verification of its U.S.
sales response. Because of NMC's
actions. and in the absence of verified
information, we used the best
information available under section
776(b) of the Act, as described below.
United States Price
Because all sall;?S were made directly
to unrelated parties prior to importation
into the United States, we based the
United States price on purchase price. in
accordance with section 772(b) of the
Act.

NMC
United States price is based on best
information available as reflected by
information contained in NMC's
responses. We made deductfons for
ocean freight and marine insurance.

Samba
· We calculated purchase price based
on the packed c. & f. or c.i.f. duty unpaid
prices to unrelated customers in the
United States. We made deductions
from purchase price, where appropriate,
for foreign inland freight. export
brokerage, ocean freight, and marine
\nsurance, in accordance with section
772(d)(2) of the Act. We made an
addition to purchase price for duty
drawback (i.e .. import duties which
were not collected by reason of the
exportation of the merchandise to the
United States) pursuant to section
772(d)(1)(B) of the Act.
Samba's credit expense ca.lculation
for U.S. sales was inconsistent with
Departmental practice. We recalculated
credit expense based on the number of
days from invoice date to payment date.
At \•crification. we confirmed that the
reported shipment date was the invoice
date. which was on or Hbout the bill of

lading date for ocean shipment. (See
also our response to Comment 5.)
Foreign Market Value

NMC
Foreign market value is based on best
information available as reflected in
constructed value information submitted
by petitioners. We added the cost of
U.S. packing as contained in NMC's
response.

Samba
In accordance with section 773(a) of
the Act, we calculated foreign market
value based on packed delivered prices
to unrelated customers in the home ·
market. We made deductions from the
home market price, where appropriate,
for inland freight. In order to adjust for
differences in packing between the U.S.
and home markets, we deducted the
home market packing cost from the
foreign market value and added U.S.
packing costs.
We made adjustments to the home
market price, where appropriate, for
µifferences in credit expenses, pursuant
to 19 CFR 353.15. We made further
adjustments to the home market price to
account for differences in the physical
characteristics of the merchandise in
accordance with section 773(a)(4)(C) of
the Act.
We ca!Culated credit expenses based
OIJ the number of days from shipment
d~te to payment date. [See also our
response to Comment 4.)
Sambo claimed a quantity surcharge
adjustment for certain home market
sales. We disallowed this claim because
it pould not be verified.
~µrrency

Conversion
We made currency conversions in
accordance with 19 CFR 353.56(a)(1). All
1::t~rrency conversions were made at
rates certified by the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York.
Verification
As provided in section 776(a) of the
Act, we verified all information used in
reaching the final determination in this
investigation. We used standard
verification procedures including
examination of all relevant accounting
records and source documents.
Interested Party Comment's

Comment 1
Petitioners contend that as "best
information otherwise available." the
Department should base its dumping
margin for NMC on constructed value
calculations submitted by petitioners for
foreign market value, and on N~IC's
reported U.S. snles prices for U.S. price.

Petitioners reason that, as Nl'v!C failed to
respond to the Department's cost of
production questionnaire. the
Department should assume that the
margins calculated in the petition
understate the actual extent of dumpin~
by NMC during the period of
investigation. Accordingly. sales at less
than fair value calculations should be
based on information submitted for the
record.
Petitioners also contend that if the
NMC rate using the constructed value
information is higher than the rates
alleged in the petition for the companies
which did not respond to our
questionnaire, the NMC rate should be
used for them as best information
available.

DOC Position
We have used the best infonnation
available that reflects appropriate
adverse assumptions. As the
Department initiated a cost of
production investigation on NMC's sales
to the home market, petitioners'
constructed value information submitted
for the record as part of their below cost
sales allegation Was used as "best
information othel'Wise available" for
foreign market value in light of NMC's .
refusal to respond to our questionnaire.
For United States price, the Department
utilized NMC's questionnaire response.
The use of the response as best
infonnation available, where
appropriate, is consistent with
Amorphous Silica Filament Fabric from
Japan (52 FR 28033, July 27, 1987).
Consistent with our approach of
i:naking adverse assumptions for .
nonresponding companies, we have
used the NMC rate as best information
available for Mitsubishi Shindoh Co ..
Ltd,. and Kobe Steel, Ltd.

Comment2
Petitioners contend that Samba's
questionnaire responses have been
incomplete and inaccurate. They claim
that Sambo has been nonresponsive to
the Department's requests and that the _
verification report identified numerous
errors and discrepancies. Accordingly,
petitioners believe the Department
should reject Samba's response and use
the best information otherwise available
in the final determination.
Sambo states that the Department's
verification confirmed that no
discrepancies existed for the vast
majority of information it submitted. The
errors discovered at verification were,
Samba contends. minor and not
sufficient to invalidate or discredit the
response.
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DOC Position
We agree with .the respondent. Samba
responded to our information requests
and its response was properly verified
with no discrepancies serious enough to
warrant rejection of the entire response.
Comment3
Petitioners allege that Samba has
overstated its duty drawback claim by
not factoring in any scrap usage. They
contend that the statute allows a
reduction to U.S. price only for the
amount of import duties actually
imposed on merchandise used as input
to the exported product under
investigation. While Japanese law may
permit Samba to claim a full duty
drawback as if all the input material
were imported virgin metal. petitioners
hold that U.S. Jaw only allows for the
drawback to the extent the exempted
input is used in the finished product.
Therefore, Samba's claim must be
adjusted to account for the use of
imported scrap, which is not dutiable
.under Japanese law. In the absence of a
viroin to scrap materials ratio provided
by Sambo, petitioners advocate reducing
the duty drawback amount by a ratio
reflecting U.S. industry experience.
Samba contends that it properly
reported its duty drawback claim under
Japanese law, which allows for the
substitution of domestic goods
(including internally generated scrap)
for imported goods such as virgin metal.
DOC Position
We agree with the respondent. Sambo .
demonstrated that its claim is in
conformity with Japanese law and
section 77Z(d)(1)(B) of the Act. Under the
principle of substitution, as discussed in
Acrylic Film, Strips and Sheets from
Taiwan (49 FR 10968, March 23, 1984)
and Sugar and Syrups from Canada (46
FR27985, May 22, 1981), a company may
snbstitµte foreign dutiable inputs for
domestic nondutiable inputs for
drawback pu..rposes. We note also that
even under the petitioners' assumptions,
most of the scrap involved in brass
sheet and strip manufacture is generated
during the production process and, in
turn, most likely originated as imported
\'irgin metal. Any nondutiable imported
scrap used by Sambo V'o•ould constitute a
smali percentage of its total inputs, not
afic::iing Samba's full drawback claim.
Comment4
Petitioners challenge Samba's home
market credit claim on the basis that the
Department's verification showed that
Samba's response contained the date
payment was due, rather than the date
SamLo actu!!lly receh·ed payment. Since

the Department cannot use its cre~it
formula to obtain the correct credit
expense, petitioners contend that
Samba's home market credit claim
should be denied.
.
Samba contends its home market
credit claim was reported using a
reasonable methodology, as allowed by
Department policy, and to calcukte
actual payment for the thousands of
home market sales would constitute an
unreasonable burden to Samba.

DOC Position
While the Department did not accept
Samba's method of calculating credit
expenses for home market sales, we
were able to recalculate this amount
based on verified information. To
compute the number of days credit was
outstanding, we took the time b_etween
date of shipment and.the date of .
payment reported by the respondent.
With respect to petitioners' concern,
we note that the date of payment
reported by Sambo would generally
reflect a shorter period of time that
credit was extended, and thus a lower
credit claim. than if Sambo had
calculated its credit claim based on the
actual days that payment was
outstanding.
· Therefore. use of respondent's date of
payment reflects a conservative.
calculation of home market credit
expense.
Comments
Petitioners argue that the date of the
merchandise actually left the factory
should be used as shipment. date for
calculatino the credit adjustment on U.S.
sales, rather than the invoice date
reported by Samba in its response.
Samba states that the invoice date is
.
the only date which can represent a
single date of shipment, since an o~der 1s
produced over a period of time, shipped
in segments to a bonded warehouse
pending completion of an order, then
invoiced and shipped to the overseas
customer. Samba contends it would be
unreasonable. to calculate credit from
the date an initial shipment is made
pursuant to an order, as this
.
methodology would simply penalize
Samb.o for storing merch~ndise at its
customs broker's off-site warehouse,
rather than on Samba's own premises.
DOC Position
We aoree with Samba and used
invoice date as shipment date for
purposes of calculating credit. We
impute credit for the period that the
seller has neither possession of the
goods nor a claim for payment. In this
case, while the manufactured goods
have physically left Sambo"s plant, the
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broker merely acts as Samba's
contracted agent for warehousing and
arranging ocean shipment of the goods.
Samba maintains responsibility for the
goods and still has an obligation to
supply the buyer with the ordered
product. Should the goods be destroyed
prior fo invoicing. Sambo has no claim
on the purchaser for payment and incurs
the cost of replacing the warehoused
goods. Under these circumstances,
Samba has maintained effective
. possession of the goods. Sambo's
invoice date generally corresponds to
bill of lading date and is ususally the
date the goods are removed from the
bonded warehouse and loaded into the
ship. It is from this point. that Samba
has claim on the purchaser for payment.
See Steel Wire Rope from Korea (40 FR
41615, 41617, September 16, 1983).

·comment6
Petitioners argue that the Department
should make a circumstance of sale
adjustment to Samba's
sales fo.r
warehousing expenses incurred while
U.S.-bound merchandise is stored in
bonded warehouses prior to shipment.
Since Samba did not provide this cost
information, petitioners contend that an
amount based on U.S. industry
experience should be applied as best
information available.
Sambo states its warehousing
expenses are included as part of its
F.0.B. costs, reported as the brokerage
and handling charge. and therefore are ·
already deducted from U.S. price.

y.s.

0

DOC Position
We agree with the respondent. At
verification, we verified that the
brokeraoe and handling amount claimed
by Sambo included warehousing
expenses.
Comment 7
Petitioners content that Samba's sales
of merchar.dise with special finishes
should be included in fair market value
comparisons to the extent that these
sales constitute the most similar
merchandise to U.S. products based on
grade, guage. width and packed form.
· Sambo claims that in no instance docs
a "less similar" product comparison
result because of a difference in surface
finish.
DOC Position
We agree with the petitioners·
methodology and agree with the
respondent with its application in this
case. None of the special finish products
are more similar to the U.S. products
than the re.,ular mill finish products we
have selec~d for comparison.
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CommenlB
Sambo argues that, in calculating
foreign market value, the Department
should exclude small quantity and retail
sales in the home market as being
outside the ordinary course of trade.
Sambo cites past Department practice
where comparisons have been limited to
comparable quantities and level of
trade.
Petitioners contend that these sales
are, in fact, part of Samba's ordinary
course of trade and should be included.
Furthermore, petitioners allege that
Samba's claim for exclusion of retail
sales constitutes an attempt to claim a
level of trade adjustment for which
Samba is not entitled.

DOC Position
In accordance with 19 CFR 353.19, we
have compared U.S. sales to home
market sales at the same commercial
level of trade. To the extent home
market retail sales were identified by
Samba, we have excluded them from
comparison. We have ·not excluded
Samba's small quantity sales to its usual
commercial customers as these sales are
made at the same level of trade as U.S.
sales and are in the ordinary course of
trade.

Comment9
Samba argues that in calculating .
foreign market value, the Department
should exclude home market sales made
by Samba in cases where the
merchandise was actually manufactured
by an unrelated company.
.
Petitioners claim that Sambo has not
established that the outside producer
performed all manufacturing steps
related to these sales. As Sambo may
have performed part of the production
process, the Department should
determine that these sales were entirely
produced by the unrelated vendor
before excluding them.

DOC Position
. We verified that Sambo did not
produce this merchandise. As foreign
market value is determined by the price
at which such or similar merchandise is
soid (19 CFR 353.4(a)), and "such or
similar merchandise" is defined as,
among other things. goods produced "by
the same person as the merchandise
which is the subject of the investigation"
(section 771(16)(B)(i) of the Act). we
ha\'e excluded these sales from ·
comparison.

Comment l:J
Sambo statee lhal. in calculating
foreign market value, the Department
should either exclude home market sales
for which an outside, unrelated party

performed additional slitting (i.e. cutting
to width), or grant a difference in
merchandise adjustment for such sales.
Petitioners contend that excluding
these sales is unsupported by the statute
and that an adjustment is not warranted
because this outside cutting is reflected
in Samba's ultimate selling price.

DOC Position
We agree with the petitioners. Sambo
produced the merchandise in question
and simply subcontracted a small
portion of the process to another
company. The product remains within
the purview of such or similar
merchandise defined under section
771(16) of the Act. No adjustment for
physical differences in merchandise is
appropriate since the merchandise that
results from this additional slitting is
identical, with respect, to width group, to
the U.S. product to which it is being
compared.
_

Comment 11
Petitioners argue that in calculating
foreign market value, the Department
should not exclude 'certain home market
sales which Sambo alleges were
cancelled, as these sales may have been
reinstated later to avoid inclusion in this
investigation.

DOC Position
From the information presented .for
the record and at verification, there is
no indication that the cancelled home
market sales reported by Sambo were
cancelled to avoid scrutiny. We·
therefore consider it proper to exclude
these sales.

Comment 12
Petitioners contend that the difference
in merchandise adjustments for
fabrication costs presented by Sambo at
and subsequent to verification are
untimely and not supported by the
documentation submitted.
Consequently, the Department° should
not allow these claims.
Sambo contends that its cost data
were subll'Jtted in a timely manner,
citing the Department's past acceptance
of such information at verilication.

DOC Position
We agree with the respondent.
Sambo's cost adjustment claims,
affecting less than fifteen percent of all
sales, were submitted in time for Ll:te
Department to analyze and verify them
and for pctiHoners to comment on them.
As most of the products compared are
not affected by the cl:?imed adjustments,
Sambo's claims do not constitute a
major revision of the response at
verification. Therefore, we have
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accepted Samba's submission. Where
the claimed adjustments were properly .
verified. we have used them in making
our determination.

Comment 13
Petitioners challenge Samba's use of a
weighted-average freight cost for all
home market sales under investigation.
Instead, petitioners contend that Sambo
should have provided this cost on a
sale-by-sale basis. Since Sambo did not
make these individual calculations,
petitioners state that the Department
should use the lowest actual cost.
verified as best information available
for all home market sales.
Sambo argues that its use of an
average freight cost is reasonable and in
accordance with Department practice.

DOC Position
Samba's freight calculation
methodology and source documentation
were examined and verified. We found
the methodology reasonable in light of
the alternative which would have been
to calculate thousands of transactions
individually. Therefore, we have
accepted the respondent's claim.

Comment 14
Sambo contends that the
Department's use of quarterly exchange
rates was inappropriate. In particular,
Sambo claims that the Department
should have used the daily exchange
rate on a date which accounts for a
large nilmber of U.S. sales transactions.
Beca~se the daily rate on this date
varied by less than five percent from the
quarterly rate, the Department relied on
the qu,arterJy rate for. that date. Samba
argues that this action resulted in a
"mechaqical currency conversion" that
did not reflect commercial reality at that
time;_and that the daily rate in effect on
that date was the rate on which the
sal!!s .in :question were based.
Samba cites the case of Luciano
Pisoni,v. United States, 10 CIT 640
F. $upp. 255, for the proposition that the
Department should not utilize quarterly
exchange rates where a daily rate would
be more realistic of the transactions
involved. Sambo states further that
Luciano Pisani and Melamine
Chemicals v. United States. 732 F. 2d.
924. make clear the need to avoid
"mechanical currency conversion
formulas in fair value investigations."
Petitioners hold that the quarterly rate
is required by statut~ in this instance
because the variation in the rate was
less than the five percent minimum
required for use of the daily rate.
Moreover. petitioners challenge Samho's
assertion that a temporary exchange
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rate fluctuation occurred on-the date in·
question in view of the steady
· .· .
depreciation of Llie U.S. dollar against .·
the yen.
DOC Position
As the daily rate on the date in
.
question varied by less than five
percent, the Department's policy is to " ·
use the quarterly rate in effect on that
date. With regard to Luciano Pisani and
Melamine. those cases prohibit the use
of exchange rates that in and of
themselves produce margins. In this .. ·
case, our review of the response shows
.that the use of a daily exchange rate, as
opposed to quarterly rates, would not
eliminate Sambo's margin of dumping.
Therefore, the Department is not ·
required to use daily rates.

1

June 21. 1988

June 15, 1988.
Joseph A. Spetrini, .
Acting Assistant Secretary for Import
. Administration.

Weightedaverage
margin ..
percentage

Nippon Mining Co .. Ltd ..••.•. ~·····-·············
Sambo Copper Alloy Co .• Ltd ....;.. :.........
Mitsubishi Shindoh Co .. Ltd ...........: .......
Kooe Ste et Lt:!......................................_
All Others ...................................... - ..- ......

I T~~~d~y.

the Department will issue an·
·. antidumping duty order directing
Customs offices to assess an
· antidumping duty on brass sheet and
strip from Japan, entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption after
the suspension of liquidation, equal to
the amount by which the foreign market
.· value exceeds the United States price.
· · . This determination is published
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act (19
U.S.C: 1673d(d)).

Co11tinuation of Suspension of
Liquidation
In accordance with sections 733(d)
and 735(c) of the Act, we are directing ·
· the U.S. Customs Service to continue to
suspend liquidation of all entries of
brass sheet and strip from Japan t.hat are
entered or withdrawn from warehouse,
for consumption, on or after February 1;
1988, the date of publication of the
·
preliminary determination in the Federal
Register. The U.S. Customs Service shall
require a cash deposit or posting of a
bond equal to the estimated amounts by
which the foreign market value of brass
sheet and strip from Japan exceeds the
United States price as shown below;
This suspension of liquidation will
remain in effect until further notice. The
weighted-a\•erage margins are as
follows:
Manufacturer/producer/exporter

Vol. 53, No. 119

. 57.98
13.30
57.98
57.98
45.72

This suspension ofliquidatiori covers·
imports of brass sheet and strip· meeting ·
the definition outlined in the "'Scope of·
Investigation" section of this notice.
ITC Notification
In accordance with section 735(d) of
the Act. we have notified the ITC of our
determination. If the ITC determines
that materiai injury.' or threat of material·
injury. does not exist. this proceeding
will be terminated and all securities
posted as a result of the suspension of ·
liquidation wiii be·refunded or
cancelled. However. if the ITC
det·~rmines that such injury does exist.

(FR Doc. 88-13947 Filed 6-2G-88: 8:45 am)
BIWNG CODE
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IA-421-701)

Brass Sheet and Strip From The
Netherlands; Postponement of Final
~ntidum~ing Duty Determination
AGENCY: International Trade

Administration,·Import Administration.Dr.partmeni of Commerce.
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ACTION:

Notice:·

This notice informs the public
that we hnve received a request from
the respondent in this investigation,
Metallverken Nederland, B.V. [MN). to
postpone the final determination to June
15, 19811. as permitted in section 735[a)
(2) (A) of the Tariff Act of 1930. as
amended (the Act). (19 U.S.C. 1673(a) (2)
SUMMARY:

{A)}.

Based on this request. we are ·
postponing our final. determination as to
whether sales of brass sheet and strip
from The Netherlands have occurred at
less than fair value until not later than
June 15. 1988. We are also postponing
our public hearing from March 28, 1988,
until May 4, 1988.
EFFECTIVE DATE: March 10, 1988..
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

' Administration: Room 8-099. at the .
above address within 10 days of
publication of this notice .. Requests
should contain: (1) The party's name,
address. and telephone number: (2) the
number of participants: (3) the reas·ons
for attending: and (4) a list of the issues
to be discussed. In addition. prehearing
briefs in at least 10 copies must be
submitted to the Acting Assist~rit · ·
Secretary for Import Administration by
April 27, 19811. Oral presentations will be
limited to issues raised in the briefs. All
written views should be filed in
· accordance with 19 CFR 353.46. not less
than 30 days befo_re the final"
determination or. if a hearing is Qeld.
within 7 days after the hearing
-· •.
transcript is availa~le. at the above
address in at least 10 copies ..
.'The U.S.International Trade
Commission is being advised of this··
postponemeni. in accordance with·
section 735(dl of the Act. This nofice is
published pursuant to section 73S(a) of .
·
·
·
the Act.

John Brinkmann, Office of
Investigations, Import Administration,
International Trade Administration, U.SDepartment of Commerce, 14th Street
and Constitution Avenue, NW.,
Washington, DC 20230; telephone: (202) ·' Gilbert B. Kaplan,
377-3965.
ActingAssfstant St!cretary for Import ·
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On
Administration.
February 8. 1988, we published a
March 4. 1988.
preliminary determination of sales at
.[FR Doc. 88-5304 Filed~: 8:45 amt
less than fair value with respect to this · BILLING CODE 35t0.:0S-U
merchandise (53 FR 3612). This notice
·stated that if the investigation
proceeded normally. we would make our
final determination by April 18. 1988.
On February 12. 1988. MN requested a
postponement of the final determination
until not later than June 15. 1988.
pursuant to section 735(a) (2) (A) of the
Act. This respondent accounts for a
significant proportion of exports of the
merchandise to the United States. If
exporters who accflunt for a significant
·
proportion of exports of the
merchandise under investigation request
an extension after an affirmative
preliminary determination. we are
required, absent compelling reasons to
the contrary, to grant the request.
Accordingly. we are postponing the date
of.the final determination until not later
than June 15,.1988.
Public Comment
In accordance with § 353.47 of our
regulations (19 CFR 353.47), if requested.
we will hold a public hearing to afford
interested parties an opportunity to
comment on this preliminary
determination at 9:00 a.m. on May 4.
1968. al the U.S. 01!partmcnt Of
Commerce. Room 3703. Hth Street and
Constitution Avenue. NW .. Washington.
DC. 20230
Individuals who wish to participate in
the heaiing must submit a request to the
Acting Assistant Secretary for Import

r·

-... . .

- .. -

...... -..

·1
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Monday, February 22.

Public Comment

In accordance with section 353.47 of
our regulations (19 CFR 353.47), if . . : :
· postponement of Final Antidumping : .. requested,we ~ill hold a public hearing .
Duty Determination; Brass Sheet and . · to· afford interested parties: an ·. . ' ·
·
. strip From Japan
opportunity to comment on this .· ·. ·
preliminary determination at 1:30 p.m ..
AGENCY: International Trade
on May 12, 1988, at the U.S. Department
of Commerce, Room 3708, 14th Street
Administration. Import Administration,
and Constitution Avenue, NW ..
Commerce.
·ACTION: Notice.
Washington, DC 20230.
.
.. Individu~ls. who wish to participate iii
SUMMARY: This notice informs the p~blic .. the hearing must submit a request to the
that we have received requests from
· Acting Assista.nt Secretary for l!llPOrt
_Nippon· Mining Co., Ltd. (NMC) and · . . Administration, Room B--099, at the
Samba Copper Alloy Co., Ltd. (Sambo) ·
above address within 10 days of
. in this investigation to postpone the
publication of this notice.·Requests ·
. final determination, as permitted in
shoul9 contai~: (1) The party's name,
section 735(a)(2)(A) of the Tariff Act of . address, and telephone number: (2) the ·
.1930, as amended (the Act), (19 U.S.C.
number of participants;.(3) the reasons
1673d(a)(2J(AJ).
.
fcir attending; and (4) a list of the issues·
:_ Based on these reque~ts, we are. . ·
to be di.scussed. In addition, prehearing
. postponing our final determination as to
briefs in at least 10 copies must be · ·
.whether sales of brass sheet and strip
suqmitted to the Acting Assistant .
·. from Japan have occurred at less than
Secretary for In:iport.Administration by
fair value until not later than June 15, ·
!'I.fay 5, 1988. Oral presentations will be
1988. We are also postponing our public
limited to issues raised 'in the briefs. All
hearing from March 15, 1988, until May · written views should be filed in
12, 1988.
. .
accordance with 19 CFR 353.46,' not less
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 22. 1988.
than 30 days before the final ·:
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
determination or. if a hearing is held.
h
within 7 days after the hearing
Mic ael Ready (202-3 77-Z613 l or Pau 1H. transcript is available. at the above
Tambakis (202-377-4136}, Office of
Investigations. Import Administration.
. address in at least 10 copies.
The U.S. International Trade
Jnternational Trade Administration, U.S.
Commission is being advised of tl)is
·Department of Commerce, 14 th Street
postponement. in accordance with
-and Constitution Avenue, NW..
Washington, DC ZOZ30.:
section 735(d) of the Act. This notice is
published pursuant to section 735(d) of
'SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On
·.the Act.
.
: February 1, 1988, we published a .. .
February 17, 1988.
;preliminary determination of sales at
Gilbert 8. Kaplan,
. less than fair value with respect to this
. Acting Assistant Secretory for Import .
·merchandise (53 FR 2771), This notice
Administration.
'
·.stated that if the investigation
[FR
Doc.
88-3710
Filed
2-19-88;
8:45 am)
.proceeded normally, we would make our
BIWNG CODE 351~05-M
, final determination by April 11, 1988.
On February 4, 1988. MNC requested a· ·
postponement of the final determination
·until not later than the 135th day after
publication of our preliminary
delermination. pursuant to section
735(a)(2J(A} of the Act. On February 8.
19813, Sambo also requested the
Department for a postponement of the
final determination. These respondents
account for a significant proportion of
exports of the merchandise to the United
States. If exporters who account for a
significant proportion of exports of the
·merchandise under fnvesligation request
an extension after an affirmati\'e
Preliminary determination. we are
required, absent compelling reasons lo
the contrary, to grant the request.
·
Accordingly. we are poslponing the date
of the final determination until not later
than June 15, 1988.
[A-SSs-_7 o 4 1
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

International Trade Administration
[A-421-701]

Preliminary Determination of Sales at
Less Than Fair Value; Brass Sheet and
Strip From The Netherlands
AGENCY: Import. Admbis Ira lion ..
· International Trade Administration,
Commerce.
ACTION: Notice..

We preli~inarily deterrr;ine ·
that brass sheet.and strip from The
Netherlands are being, or are likely to
be. sold in. the United States at less than
fair value. We have notified the U.S. ·
. Intema tional Trade Commissio~ (ITC)
of our determination and ha.ve. directed
the U.S. Customs Service to suspend
liquidatfon of all entries of brass sheet
and strip from The.Netherlands.as.
described in. the "Suspension of ...
Liquidation" section of this notice. If this ·
investigation proceeds. normally, we will
make a finaLdetermination by April 18.
1988.
. ..
. .
.
SUMMARY:

EFFECTIVE DATE:

February 8, 1988. .

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

John Brinkmann. Office of · ·
Investigations. Import Administration,
International Trade Administration, U.S.
Department of Commerce, 14th Street" · ·
and Constitution Avenue Nw.. ·
Washington, DC 20230; telephone: (202)
377-3965. ':
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:·

Preliminary Determination
We preliminarily determine that brass
sheet and.strip from The ~etherlands .
are being, or are likely to be, sold in the.
United States at less than fair value, as
provided in section 733 of the Tariff Act
of 1930.. as amended (19 U.S.C. 1673b)
(the Act). The estimated weightedaverage margins are shown in the
"Suspension of Liquidation" section of
·
this notice~
Case History
Since our notice of initiation (52 FR
30412), the following events have
occurred. On September 3, 1987, the ITC
determined that there is a reasonable
indication that imports of brass sheet
and strip from The Netherlands are
.
materially inturing a U.S. industr.y (52 FR
34324).
. .
.
On September 10, 19B7, a
questionnaire was presented to legal
counsel for Metallverken Nederland B.V.
(MN), which accounts· for a substantial
portion·of Dutch exports to the United
States during the period of investigation.
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On October 28, 1987, we received a
questionnaire response from !\:IN. We
sent deficiency letters to the respondent
on November 18. 1987 and December 18,
1!.J87, and received responses to those
lettcr.s on December 2. 1987 and January
4. 1988.
On December l, 1987, petitioners
requested a postponement of the
preliminary determination, and on
December 4. 1987, in accordance with
section 733(c)(l)(A) of the Act and 19
CFR 353.39(b) of the Department of
Commerce regulations: we postponed
·the preliminary determination to
January 26, 1988 (52 FR 46805). On
January 19. 1988, petitioners requested a
further postponement of the preliminary
determination, and on January 22. 1988,
in accordance with section ·733(c)(l)(A)
of the Act, we postponed the
preliminary determination until
February 2. 1988 (53 FR 1933).
Scope of Investigation·
The. United States has developed a
system of tariff classification based on
· the.international harmonized system of
Customs nomenclature. The U.S.
Congress is considering legislation to.
convert the United States to this
Harmonized System (HS). In view of this
proposal. we will be providing both the
appropriate Tariff Schedules of the
United States annotated (TSUSA) item
numbers and the appropriate HS item
numbers with our product descriptions
on a test basis, pending Congressional
approval. As with the TSUSA, the HS
item numbers are provided for
convenience and Customs purposes. The
written description remains dispositive.
. We are requesting petitioners to ·
include the appropriate HS item
number(s) as well as the TSUSA item
number(s} in all new petitions filed with
the Department. A reference copy of the
proposed HS schedule is available for
consultation at the Central Records
Unit, Room B--099, U.S. Department of
Commerce . .14th Street and Constitution
Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20230.
Additionally. all Customs officers have
reference copies and petitioners may
contact the Import Specialist at their
local Customs office to consult the
schedule.
The products covered by this
investigation are brass sheet and strip,
other than leaded brass and tin brass
sheet and strip, currently provided for
under the TSUSA item numbers
612.3960, 612.3982, and 612.3986, and
currently classifiable under HS item
numbers 7409.21.00.50, 7409.21.00.75,
7409.29.00.50, and 7409.29.00.75.
. The chemical compositions of the
products under investigation are
currently defined in the Cooper

I

...

~tondiiy.

February ·a; ''i9887 Notice's"'"''·"

Development Association (C.D.A.) 200
series or the Unified Numbering System
(U.N.S.) C20000 series. Products whose
chemical compositions are defined by
other C.D.A. or U.N.S. series are hot
covered by this investigation.
Period of Investigation
The period of investigation is
February l, 1987 through July 31, 1987.

3613

question was shipped directly from the
manufacturer to the unrelated bu\'ers.
Thus, it did not give rise to storage and
associated costs on the part of the
selling grants or create flexibility in
marketing for the exporter.
4. Direct shipments from the
manufacturer to the unrelated buyers
were the customary commercial channel
for sales of this merchandise between
the parties involved.
We calculated purchase price based
on the packed, delivered. duty paid
prices to unrelated customers in the
United States. We made deductions
from purchase price, where appropriate, ·
for point-to-point freight, U.S. brokerage
and handling, point-to-point insurance.
U.S. duty, and year-end rebates in
accordance with section 772(d}(2) of the
Act.

Such or Similar Comparisons
We have determined that all of the
brass sheet and strip under investigation
constitutes the same class or kind of
merchandise.
In order to select.the most similar
products, we made comparisons of
merchandise based on grade (chemical
composition), gauge, width, coating
(tinned or non-tinned}, temper and
packed form (coil, cut-to-length or
traverse-wound).
For merchandise where there were no . Exporter's Sales. Price
identical products with which to·
Where the brass sheet and strip were
compare a product sold to the United
imported into the United States by a
States, we ma·de adjustments to similar
related importer before being sold to the
merchandise to account for differences
first unrelated party, we treated such
in the physical characteristics of the
sales as exporter's sales price sales.
merchandise, in accordance with section
To calculate exporter's sales price, we
773(a)(4)(C) of the Act.
used the packed, delivered or ex-works.
Fair Value Comparisons
duty paid prices of brass sheet and strip
to unrelated purchasers in the United
To determine whether sales of brass
Strates. We made deductions for pointsheet and strip from The Netherlands to
to-point freight, point-to-point insurance.
the United States were made at less
than fair value, we compared the United U.S. duty, and U.S. brokerage and
States price to the foreign market value
handling.
as specified below;
We made deductions under
§ 353.10(e)(2} of our regulations for
United States Price
direct and indirect selling expenses
Purchase Price
incurred by or for the exporter in selling
brass sheet ana strip in the United
As provided in section 772(b} of the
Act, we used the purchase price to
States. Indirect selling expenses were
represent the United States price for
comprised of indirect selling expenses
sales of brass sheet and strip made by
incurred o'utside the U.S .. U.S. indirect
MN through related and unrelated sales
selling expenses of the related reseller
agents in the United States to an
in the U.S., and inventory carrying costs.
unrelated purchaser prior to importation U.S. credit was deducted as a direct
of the brass into the United States. The
selling expense. Pursuant to
.
Department determined that purchase
§ 353.lO(e)(l} of our regulations. we also
price and not exporter's sales price was
deducted, where appropriate.
the most appropriate indicator of United commissions paid to unrelated parties.
States price based on the following
The total of the indirect expenses and
elements.
commissions formed the cap for the
1. The merchandise was purchased or
allowable home market indirect selling
agreed to be purchased prior to the date
expenses offset under § 353.15(c} of our
of importation from the manufacturer or
regulations.
·
producer of the merchandise for
For exporter's sales price sales
exportation to the United States.
involving further manufacturing.
2. The related and unrelated selling
pursuant to § 353.10(e](3) of our
agents located in the µnited States
acted only as processors of sales-related regulations, we deducted all value
added to the subject merchandise in the
documentation and as communication
United States plus a proportional
links with the unrelated U.S. buyers.
amount of the profit or loss on the U.S .
3. Rather than entering into the
sale that was attributable to further·
inventory of the related or unrelated
selling agents, the merchandise in
manufacturing.
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Foreign Market Value
In -accordance with section 773(af of
the Act. we calculated foreign market value based on the packed. delivered or
ex-works prices to unrelated customers
in the home market. We made
deductions from the home market price.
where appropriate, for inland freight _
and insurance, warranty expenses.
_ quantity discounts. and scrap handling
expenses. Where appropriate. we made
additions to the home market price for
quantity and scrap extras. .- · _In order to adjust for differences in :
packing between the U.S. and home -markets, we deducted the home market
packing cost from the foreign market
value and added all U.S. packing costs:
. We made further adjustments to the_
home market price to account for
differences in the physical
characteristics of the merchandise in
accordance with section 773(a)(4)(C) of
the Act.
_
- ·
·
.Where U.S. price was based on
purchase price. we made adjustments
under§ 353.15 of our regulations for
differences in credit expenses in the U.S.
and home market. We offset
commissions paid on U.S. pruchase
price sales with indirect selling
_expenses in the home market. in. '
accordance wi_th § 353.15(c) of our
- regulations.
·
Where U.S. price was based on
exporter's _sales price. we made a
deduction from home market prices for ·
credit expenses in the home market. We
also deducted indirect selling expenses
in the home market to offset United
States selling expenses. in accordance
with§ 353.15(c) of our re?ulations, -

withdrawn from warehouse. for
consumption, on or after the date of
publication of this notice in the.federal
Register. The U.S. Custom Service shall
require a cash deposit or posting o'f a ·
bond equal to the estimated amounts by
which the foreign market value of brass .
sheet and strip from the Nefherlands
exceeds the United States price as
shown below. This suspension of · ·
liquidation will remain in effect until
further notice. The weighted-average·
margins are as follows:

Manufacturer I producer I exporter

Metallverken Nederland, B.V. ..-..........-... ..
All others .................................................... ,

Weighted·
·average _margin
percentage
(percent)
- 19.61
19.61_

This suspension of liquidation covers ·
imports of brass sheet (ind str~p meeting
the definition outlined in the "Scope of ·
_Investigation" section of this notice. · .:

LTC Notification .
In accordance with section ·733(f) of . the Act, we have notffied the ITC of our
__ determination. In addition, we are
-_ making available to the ITC all
nonprivileged and nonproprietary .
- information relating to this - .
investigation. We will allow the ITC
access to all privileged, and business
proprietary information in our files,
provided the ITC confirms that it will
not disclose such information, either
publicly or under administrative
protective order. without the written
consent of the Acting Assistant . · - · .
Secretary for Import Administration ... ·
Curr_ency Conversion
The ITC will determine whether these
For comparisons involving purchase
imports are materially injuring. or
price tran·sactions. we· made currency
threaten material injury to, a U.S.
industry before the later of 120 days . _
conversions in accordance with 19 CFR
353.56(a)(l). For comparisons involving
after the date of this determination or 45
-exporter's sales price transactions, we
days after the final determination, if·
affirmative.
·
_used the official exchange rates in effect
_ on th~ dates of sale. in accordance with
Public
Comment
.
. .
.
section 773(a)(l) of the Act, as amended
. In accordance with 19 CFR 353.47. if
by section.615 of the Trade and Tariff
requested, we will hold a public hearing
Act of 1984. All currency conversions
were made at the rates certified by the· - lo afford interested parties an :
opportunity to comment on this· '
.
Federal Reserve Bank.·
- · · · ·. ·
preliminary determination at 1:_00 p.m.
Verification
on March 28. 1988, at the U.S.
We will verify the information used in
Department of Commerce. Room 3708.
making our final determination in
14th Street and Constitution Avenue.
accordance with section i76(a) of the
NW .. Washington. DC 20230. Individuals
Act.
.
who wish to participate in the hearing
must
submit a request to the Act_ing
Suspension of Liquidation
Assistant Secretary for Import
In accordance with section 733(d) of
Administration, Room B--099, al ihe
the Act, we are directing the U.S.
.
above address within ten days of the
Customs Service lo suspend liquidation
publication of this notice. Requests
of all entries of brass sheet and strip
should contain: (1) The party's name.
from the Netherlands that are entered or address and telephone number: (2) the

~

::<'"i .: ,

number of participants; (3) the reasons
for attending; and (4) a list of the issues
·10 be discussed.
..
· ·
_ In.~?ditio11. prepearing briefs in al
least ten copies must be submitted to the
Acting Assistant Secretary by March 21.
_1988. Oral presentations will be limited
to issues raised in the briefs. All written
views should be filed in accordance
with 19 CFR 353.46, at the above
address. in at least ten copies. not less than 30 days before the date of the final
'determination, or, if a hearing is held,
within seven days after the hearing
transcript is available. .
-'This determination is published pursuant -to
section 733(f) of the Act (19 U.S.C. 1673b(f)).
Gilbert B. Kaplan •
Acting A.ssistant Secretary for Impori .
A_dministration.
February z. 1988._. :.
(FR Doc. 86-2606 Filed z-5-88: 8:45 amJ
BILLING CODE 3510-DS-M .
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Preliminary Determination of Sales at
Less Than Fair Value; Brass. Sheet and:
Strip f ro·m Japan
·

Import Acimfuis.tratio~.
International Trade Administration.
·
.
Commerce. ·

AGENCY:

ACTION:

Notice. .

We preliminarily determine:
that brass sheet and strip from Japan are
being, or are likely to be, sold;in. ilie:
United States. atless than fair. value: We
have notified the U.S. Internatfonal
Tl!ade Comlnission (ITC): of. our. · ·. ·
determina tian: and! have. directed: the.
U.S. Ci:ustoms S.erv.ice tb. suspend:· ·.
liquidation of all entries ofbrass.sbeet.
and strip ftom Japan.as described!in the!
"Suspension ofLiquidatii:m\' secti'qirt of ··
this notice. Ifthis'fnvestigatfon proceeds;
. normally. w·e. Will make. 8' final'
..
determinatiim by Aprill!, :L98!r.
SUMMARY:

.

EFF.~CTIYE D~Te:° Ee~airi ~ ~SB.'..'. ·
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONT.A,~ . :

Michael J. Ready or.PauLR.Tainbakis~
Office of Investigations, Import.
Administration.. Intema.tionalTrad'e.
Administration. U.S. Depax;tmentof
•. Commerce, 14th: Street and. Constitutiom
A venue· NW... Washington.. DC 20230;
telephone: (Z0;?),377-2613 or 377-41.36.
SUPPLEMENT ~RY: INFORMATION:.

Prellinmaey· Oetermination ·: · : ... :
· Vje prelimiba::cily determine that brass;
sheet and sttipi fi:Om Japan axe. being .. oir
are:likely to: be.. sold. in the' United State~
at less than f.ai.rvalue;.as.pi.ovided-in· '
section 733 of, Ure-Tariff Act of 1930. as
amended (19 TJ.S.C.. 162'3b),(the.Act).
The estimated weighted~average
margins are sliown in ·the "Suspension
of: Liquidation''" section of this· notice.
Case History:·· . ·
Since' our noti'ce otinitia.!i6n (52 FR .
30412J. the following e:venls have
occurred; On September. 3, 1987.. ilie. ITC:
determined that there rs a.reasonable.
indication. that a U.S: industry· is
materially injured.by reason of imporlit.
or brass sheet and strip from Japan (SZ
FR 3424).
.
On September 11, 1987, we presented
· anlidumping duty questionnaires to
Nippon Mining Co., Ltd. rNMCl. Sambn
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contact the Import Specialist at their
Copper Alloy Co .. Ltd. (Sambo),
information oth'erwise· available in
local Customs office to consult the
Mitsubishi Shindoh Co., Ltd.,
making the product comparisons.
schedule·.
'·
(Mitsubishi), and Kobe Steel. Ltd,
The products covered by this
.
Fair Value Comparisons
(Kobe). which accounted for .
approximately 90 percent of the exp,orts
. To determine whether sales of brass
investigation ai'!? brass sheet and strip, ·
of brass sheet and. strip from Japan to
. other than leaded brass and tin brass
sheet and strip from Japan to the United
the United States during the period of.
and strip. currently provided for under
States were made at less than fair value
investigation.
.
the TSUSA item numbers 612.3960,
we compared the United States price to
We received responses to there
· 612.3982, and 612.3986, and currently
the foreign market value as specified
questionnaires from NMC and Sambo.
below. Where a compan·y has failed to
classifiable under HS item numbers
After reviewing ·the responses. we sent · 7409.21.0050, 7409.21.0075, 7409.29.0050,
respond to our questionnaire. in
our deficiency questionnaires and
and 7409.29.0075. ·
·
. ·
accordance with section 776(b) of the
received supplemental responses from
Act, we have determined that it is
The chemical compositions of the
NMC and Samba. Additional deficiency
appropriate for this preliminary
.
products under investigation are
·letters were sent to those respondents
currently defined in the Copper
determination to assign that company
during November and December. These . Development Association (C.D.A.) 200
the higher of either (1) the rate . .
responses were received by the
calculated from information supplied in
series or the Unified Numbering System
Department prior to this determiiwtion.
(U.N.S.) C20000 series. Products whose
the petition, or (2) the rate for.the
On December 1. 1987, petitioners
chemical compositions are defined by
respondent with the highest margin of
requested a postponement of the
other C.D.A. or U.N.S. series are not
all respondents that supplied adequate
preliminary determination. On
responses. For Mitsubishi and Kobe, the
covered by this investigation.
December 4, 1987, in accordance with
Period of Investigation
·margin was based on information from
section 733(c)(1)(A) of the Act. we
Followllig
a
request.by
Sambo
~nd
the petition as best information
postponed the preliminary ·
analysis of sales and shipment data by ···.·available. ;:
· ..
determination until January 26. 1988 (52
the respondents, we noted that the bulk
United States Price '· ··.. ·
FR 46805, December 10, 1987).
of Sambo's sales are made pursuant tci · ·
·
·
· ·· ·
On December 24, 1987, petitioners :: .
Since all sales were made directly to
alleged that NMC's home market sales · long-term blanket contracts, most of . ,
which would not be captured by our · unrelated parties prior to importation
of brass sheet and strip were being
February 1, 1987-July 3l, 1987 period of
int~ the United ~tates, we based ~e ·.
made at prices that were below their
investigation. Consequently, we
... :·
Umted States pnce oi:i purchase pnce, ll
costs of production. Given tlie timing of
this allegation, we were unable to :: , =. extended the period of investigation for. . accordance with section 7.72(b) of the
Sambo to October 1. 1985-July 31, 1987, ' .. Act.
consider if for the preliminary
· ·We calculated purchase.price based .
as perinitted by 19 CFR 353.38(a). No
determination. We will address this
·such extension was warranted for the.
on the packed c & for c.i.f. duty unpaid
allegation in our final determination.
other respondents, so their period of · · ·: ·· prices to unrelated customers in the ·
Scope of·lnvestigation
investigation remains from February 1. ·· United States. We niade deductions :
The United States has developed a
·1987 to.JulY: 31, 1987. . ···
· from purchase price, where appropriate,
for foreign inland freight, export
system of tariff classification based on
Such or Similar Comparisons . ::
brokerage, ocean freigJ:?,t, and marine
the international harmonized system of
Customs nomendatU.re. The U.S~
We have detenruiled that all of the .: ' · insurance, in accordance with section
Congress is considering legislation to.· .. · brass sheet and strip ilnder inv.estigation: · 772(d)(2) of the Act. We made an
addition to purchase price foi: duty · ·
convert the Uniied States to this ·· .".. constitutes the same class or kind of
drawback (i.e .• import duties which ..
Harmonized System (HS). In view of this . merchandise and differences between
proposal. we will be providing both the
types of brass are not significant enough. were not collected by reason of the
exportation of the merchandise to the
appropriate Tariff Schedules of the ·
to warrant separate "such or similar"
United States annotated (TSUSA) item
comparisons.. Therefore, the brass sheet. United States) pursuant to section
· .: ·
numbers and the appropriate HS item
and strip was considered one "such or · · 772(d)(l)(B) of the Act.··
nuinbers with our product descriptions
similar" category.·
.
.
· For~ign Market Val~~· :::·,: ·~
op a test basis pending Congressional · · ·
In order to select the most similar
. approval. As with the TSUSA. the HS · products, we made comparisons of
In accordance with section 773(a) of
the Act, we calculated foreign market
:item numbers are provided for
merchandise based on grade (chemical
value based on packed delivered prices
convenience and Customs purposes. The composition), gauge, width, coating
to unrelated customers in the home
·wTitten description remains dispositive.
(tinned or nontinned). temper and
We are requesting petitioners to ·.. ·
packed form (coil, cut-to-length or
market. We made deductions from the
include the appropriate HS item
. traverse-wound).
.
home market price, where appropriate,
· For merchandise where there were no
number(s) as well as the (TSUSA) item ·
for inland freight and rebates. In order
identical products with which to · · · · ·· ·. . to adjust for differences in packing .
number(s) in all new petitions filed y.rith
the Department. A reference copy of the
compare a product sold to the United ' between the U.S. and home markets. we
proposed HS schedule is available for
States, we made adjustments to similar · deducted the home mar.ket packing cost
merchandise to account for differences ·. from the foreign market value and
consultation at the Central Records
· Unit, Room B--099;U.S. DeparUnent of
in the physical characteristics of the
added U.S. packing costs. . : ... : :..,: :
merchandise. in accordance with section - We made adjusUnents to ·the home.- .
Commerce. 14th Street and Constitution
. ..
Avenue NW .. Washington, DC 20230. · .~ 773(a)(4)(C) of the Act Where
market price, where appropriate, for
adjustments were not provided by the
Additionally, all Customs officers have
.
differences in credit expenses ar:.d
respondents. we used the bes~
reference copies and peUtioners may
warranties, pursuant to 19 c~ 353.15.
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Nhcre information was provided, we
nade further adjustments to the home
nark cl price to account for differences.
n the physical characteristics of the
nerchandise in accordance with section
'73(a)(4)(C) of the Act. Where no such
nforma tion was provided by
:espondents for certain product
·
:haracteristics, the Department used the
:>est information otherwise available
11.nd selected most similar merchandise
:m the basis of cost. As an example,
with all product characteristics matched
except for gauge. U.S. merchandise was
~ompared to the next thinnest (more .
~ostly) home market merchandise: · .
: The credit expense formulas used.by
Samba and NMC were inconsis.tent with
Departmental practice. We recalculated
credit expenses for these respondents
based on .th~ actual number of days · · ·
from.shipment date to payment date.
We disallowed technical service
expenses claimed by NMC in the home
market because NMC did not ·: . ·
sufficiently demonstrate that these ..
expenses.were directly related to the .
sales in question. We will seek further
information at verification. ·
·
Samba claimed a quantity· surcharge·
adjustment for certain home market .
sales. We are disallowing this. claim ·
becausli! it has not been sufficiently
quantified. We will seek further ··
.
information at verification and consider
it fofpurposes of our final .. ·
detennination. . .
·
· Samoa has also made clai.Ins for .. ·
indirect seliing expenses and inventory
carrying costs in the.home market. We
denied these adjustments because no
claim was made for commissions in the
U.S. market in accordance with 19 CFR
353.19( c)~ · ··

I
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shall require a cash deposit or posting of
a bond equal lo the estimated amounts
. by which the foreign market value of .
·brass sheet and strip from Japan
exceeds the United Slates price as
shown below. This suspension of
liquidation will remain in effect until ·
further notice. The weighted-average
·margins are as follows:

1, 19as /
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number of participants; (3) the reasons
for attending; and (4) a list of the issues
to be discussed.

In addition, :p.rehearing brief in at least
ten copies must be submitted to the
Acting Assistant Secretary by March 8,
1988. Oral presentations will be limited
to issues raised in the briefs. All written
views should be filed in accordance ·
Weighted-.. with 19 CFR 353.46, at the above ·
average
address, in at least ten copies, not less. :
Manufacturer /ProducerI
·margin
Exporter
than 30 days before the date of the final
percentage
determination, or, if a hearing is held, ·
(per~ent) .
within seven days after the hearing
24.89 transcript is availa~le.
Nippon
Mining
Co
..
Ltd
...
-..
~-·-·
. Sambo Copper Alloy Co., Ltd. ...:.... ·
14.36 .. · · This detem;iination is published
Mitsubishi Shindoh Co., Ltd._,,_
.33.25 pursuant to section 733(f) of the Act (19
33.25
Kobe Steel, Ltd.·----··-·u.s.c. 1673b(f)). .
24.9~
All Others···--····.:.·----~.:...

.

.....

Thi~· susp·~~sion ofliqcidation cover3 .
imports of brass sheet and strip meeting
the definition outlined in the "Scope of
Investigation'.' section of ~is notice.

Joseph A. Spetri.ai, ..
Acting Assistant Secretary for Import
,Administration.

January.26,.1988.

{FR.Do~ 88-2003Filed1-29-88: 8;4S ~ml .
ITC Notification
BIWNG CODE 3510-05-11
.In ~cc~rdance ~{th sectlo~ i33(rj of . .
· the Act. we have notified the ITC of.our
detemunation. In addition. we are
making available to the ITC all .
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information relating to this .
·investigation. We will allow the ITC
access to all privileged and business·
proprietary information in our files,
provided the ITC confirms that it will
not disclose such information, either
publicly or under administrative • ·•
protective order, without the written
··consent of the Acting Assistant :
Secretary "for Import Administration. .
· The ITC will determine whether these
·-1 . •'
.imports are materially injuring, or ·
Currency Conve.rsion ·
threaten materialinjii.ry to, a.U.!:;. ··.
For comparisons involving purchase. ' . industry before the later of 120 days
after the date of this detenitination or 45
price transactions, we made currency ·
conversions in accordance with 19 CFR - days after the final determination. if
affirmative •. ·
·
·
353.S6(a)(l). All currency conversions
were made tit the rates certified by ~e
Public Comment
Federal Reserve Bank of New "'(ork.
In acco.rdcinc~· with.19 CFR 353;4;: if
Verification·
req.uested. we will hold a public hearing '
.. We will verify the mfoimation used in to afford interested parties an :
·
.making our final determination in · ,. ·- · opportunity to comment on this
.. preliminary determination at 10:00 a.m.
accordance with section 776(a) of the
Act. .. ·
· ·
· · ·· · --·"on March 15, 19aa. at the U.S. ' · ..
.Department of Commerce, Room 3708, :·
Suspension of Liquidation
. 14th Street and Constitution Avenue
·
Iii accordance with section .733(d) of
. ·NW., Washington. DC 20230. Individuais
the Act, we are directing the U.S. · .' · . who wish to participate in the hearing ·
Customs Service to suspend liquidation
must submit a request to the Acting .
of all entries of brass sheet and strip . :
.Assistant Secretary for Import
from Japan that are entered or
.
:Administration. Room B--099, at ·the
_withdrawn from warehouse, for ··
. above address within ten days'of the
consumption. on or after the date of · . · · · publication of this notice. Requests .·
publication of this notice in the Federal
should contain: (1) The party's name, ·
Registe~. T~e U.S. Cust~ms Service ·
. address and telephone number, (2) the
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF WITNESSES APPEARING AT THE COMMISSION'S HEARING ..

B-2

CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United
!;>tates International Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject

Certain Brass Sheet.and Strip
from Japan and the Netherlands

Inv. Nos.

731-TA-379 and 380 (Final)

Date and time :

June 28, 1988 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were , _ held in connection with the investi,gation in the Main Hearing Room 101 of the United States
International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., in
Washington.
In support of the imposition of
antidumping duties:
Collier, Shannon, Rill & Scott--Counsel
Washington, D.c.
on behalf of
American Brass, Buffalo, New York
Bridgeport Brass Corporation, Indianapolis, ·
Indiana
Chase Brass & Copper Company, Solon, Ohio
Hussey Copper Ltd., Leetsdale, Pennsylvania
The Miller company, Me~iden, Connecticut
Olin Corporation-Brass Group, East Alton,
Illinois
Revere Copper Products, Inc., Rome, New York
International Association of Machinist ~nd
Aerospace Workers, Washington, o.c.
International Union, Allied Industrial Workers
of America (AFL-CIO), Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Mechanics Educational Society of America (Local
56), Rome, New York
United Steelworkers of America (AFL-CIO/CLC),
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Joseph E. Goodell, President and Chief
Executive Officer, American Brass
Thomas M. Gura, Vice President of Marketinq ,Olin Brass .

- more -
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In support of the imposition of
antidurnping duties:
Collier, Shannon, Rill & Scott--COUNSEL
John

P~gg,

President, Pegg Metals, Inc.

Patrick J. Magrath, President, Georgetown
Economic Services
Jill D. Geier, Georgetown Economic Service
Daniel B. Becker, Director of Marketing,
Olin Brass
.Bruno H. Eisner1 Vice President of Marketing
and Sales, American Brass
David A. Hartquist
.)
Jeffrey s. Beckington >--OF COUNSEL
·Kathleen Weaver Cannonl
Mary T. Staley
l
In opposition to -t;:he imposition of
antidump:ing duties:
Arent, Fox, Kintner, Plotkin & Kahn--Counsel
Washington, D.c.
on behalf of
Metallverken Nederla~d. B. V., Outokumpu
Metallverken Inc., and Global Metals
Corp.
·
Lennart Gustaf sson, Vic.e President
& Chief Executive Officer,
·
Outokumpu Copper Group
Chairman, Metallverken AB
Alan L. Madian, Erb & Madian, Inc.
Anthony R. Cucchiaro, Vice President,
Purchasing, The G&O Manufacturing
Compapy

- more -
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..

In opposition to the imposition of
antidwnping: du ties:
..

•

Arent, Fox, Kintner,

~lotkin

& Kahn--Counsel

.-Ruqy,W. Possehl,·Vice President,
Purchasing, .Modine Manufacturing
Company
·.

.

•

'

...

.

Peter Rossin, Jr., President, Universal
:.. ·. Auto..~a,diator Manufacturing .~company
William R. Walsh, Executive Vice President,
.. Inter~o.ck. ,Corporation
·"
.

.

Staffan Anger, General Manager, Automotive
: Indust.ry 1 Metal.lver~en AB

u+f

Anvin, _ViGe President-Marketing,
Outokumpu Metallve~ken Inc.

Robert Bloom, Vice President, G.lobal
Metals Corporation·
., ·
·' ·
"
.

.

,

~

\'

..:

Stephen L •. Gibson . , . ) ... ;,..Qp ..COUNSEL
Callie Georgeann· Pa:ppas). · , .
·
Graham & James--Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on ,behalf of
Nippon Mining Company, Ltd.,
a manufacturer in Jap~n
.

":

:

Yo_~li'iliiro Sa_~:~o)·~-OF COUNSEL
Brian
E. McG :i:lI)
.
.
';;-

.

...-

Sharretts;: Pale'y, 'car'ter & ·:B1aulvelt'1 ·J?.c·.•-counsel
Washington, D .c ..
on behalf of · Cambridge Lee Industries,

·'rric·. :·.

Vincent P. Robinson, Sr., President;
Cambridge-Lee Industries

... more -
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In opposition to the imposition of
antidumping du ties:·
Sharretts, Paley, Carter & Blaulvelt P.C.--Counsel
Don K. Alpaugh, Director of Purchasing,
Cambridge-Lee Industries
John W+ight, Vice President - Metals
Department, Brite-Vue Architectural
Metals
Gail T. Cumins
)
Ned Marshak
)
.Peter O. Suchman
,--OF COUNSEL
Beatrice A. Brickell)

Dynasty Metals Incorporated, Kearny, New Jersey
Richard Kolodin, President

C-1.

APPENDIX C
REROLLERS' DATA

c-i
Questionnaires were sent to the following firms that were believed to
reroll brass sheet and strip or have the capability to do so: A.J. Oster Co.,
Inc., Providence, RI; Bridgeport Rolling Mills, Co., Stratford, CT; Bryan
Metals Inc., Bryan, OH; Cabot Corp., Kokomo, IN; Century Brass Products, Inc.,
Waterbury, CT; Criterion Metals Inc., Attleboro, MA; Eastern Metal Mill
Products, Dedham, MA; Eastern Rolling Mills, Inc., Bronx, NY; Heyco Metals
Inc., Reading, PA; New England Brass Co., Tauten, MA; New Haven Copper Co.,
Seymour, CT; Scott Brass Inc., Cranston, RI: The Thinsheet Metals Co.,
Waterbury, CT; and Valeo Brass & Copper Co., Ortley Beach, NJ.

* * * returned page one of the questionnaire certifying that those firms
did not produce brass sheet and strip during any part of the period January 1,
1985, through March 31, 1988. * * * have closed their plants and are out of
business.
*

*

*

*

The Commission issued administrative subpoenas in order to obtain
questionnaire responses from * * *

The five rerollers that filed questidrirtait~s accounted for about ***
percent of 1987 shipments Qf C20000-series brass sheet and strip for reroll as
reported by U.S. primary br~ss mills. The locations of rerollers' facilities,
and their share of reported shipments of C20000-series brass sheet and strip in
1987, are presented in the ~allowing tabulation (in percent):

Firm and plant locations

Total ...........•. , ................... .

Share of brass
rerollers' shipments
in 1987

100.0

*** of the rerollers * * * accounted for *** percent of aggregate
shipments of C20000-series brass sheet and strip by rerollers in 1987.
Rerollers' capacity, production, and capacity utilization (based on
quantity) all increased during January 1985-March 1988, as shown in table C-1.
Only * * * reported inventories of finished product, and others reported
inventories.of purchased brass sheet and strip used as input for rerolling;
therefore, rerollers' inventory data are not meaningful. Also, emp~oyment data
were not sufficiently complete to be usable.
·
Rerollers' total shipments of C20000-series brass sheet and strip (based
on ·quantity) increased 14.9 percent from 1985 to 1986, 8.6 percent from 1986 to
1987, and 22.0 percent during January-March 1988 when compared with shipments
during January-March 1987 (table C-2).

C-3
Table C-1
C20000-series brass sheet and strip: U.S. rerollers' productive capacity.
production. and capacity utilization. 1985-87. January-March 1987. and.
January-March 1988
Item

1985··

C20000-serie& brass sheet
and strip:
End-of-perio.d capacity:.
Quantity. {1.000 pounds) •. 62.888.
Percentage change ........
11
Production:
Quantity (1. 000 pounds) .. ,40.976
Percentage change ........
11
Capacity utilization: 11
Percent ................... .65.2
Percentage.change 1/ .....
11

11
11
11

1986.

1987

January-March-1987
1988

' .
66~567

+5.9
47,264
-, +15 •.3·
71.0
. _. +9. 0

70 ,477
+5.9

17.620

5.l ,r268
+8.5

12.890

72d
. +2. 5

73:2

11
11
11

19.254
+9.3
15.755
+22.2
81.8
+11. 7

Not available.
Computed from data of firms providing data on both capacity and production.
Computed from the unrounded figures.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table C-2
C20000-series brass sheet and strip: Shipments of U.S. brass rerollers. by
types. 1?85-87. January-March 1987. and January-M~rch 1988
Item

1985

. 1987

1986

January-March-1987
1988

Quantity {1,000 pounds)
Company transfers ............
Domestic merchant shipments
of finished product ........
Exports of finished product ..
Total shipments ..........

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

40 .·657

46.705

50.718

12.746

15.553

Value (1. 000 dollars)
Company transfers ............
Domestic merchant shipments
of finished product ........
Exports of finished product ..
Total shipments ..........

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

47.933

53.469

13.879

18,816

55.762

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
International Trade Commission.

u.s.
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It should be noted again that the quantity of rerollers' production and
shipments should not. be added to production' and shipments of primary brass
mills because to do so would amount to counting the same brass a second time.
Rerollers simply add value to the.br~ss by rolling brass sheet and strip to
thi~ner gauges; therefore, an argument can be made that the value of rerollers'
shipmen-ts could be added to .the. value of the brass-mills' shipments.
Financial experience of U.S. rerollers.--Aggregate income-and-loss data on
operations rerolling C20000~series brass sheet and strip are presented in table
C-3. Unlike the brass-mill producers' experience, the rerollers 1/ h~d
increasing sales throughout 1985-87 and the interim periods of 1987 and 1988;
however, operatirig income •nd net income before taxes did not follow the same
upward trend, except between ~pterim 1987 and interim 1988. During 1985-87,
net sales increased from $49.~ million to $55.5 million, or by 19.8 percent;
operating income decreased ~~om $2.8 million to $1.4 million, or by 49.7
percent; and net income befgre taxes decreased from $1.9 million to $12,000, or
by 99.4 percent. On the other hand, profitability increased substantially
between interim 1987 and in~erim 1988.· Operating income increased from
$22~.ooo to $1.5 million, qr by $1~3 million, and net income before taxes
increased from a loss of $9l,OOO to a profit of $1.1 million, or by a net of
$1. 2 million.
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Table C-3
Income-and7loss experience of U.S. rerollers on their operations rerolling
C20000-series brass sheet and strip. accounting years 1985-87. and interim
periods ended Mar. 31. 1987. and Mar. 31. 1988
Interim period
ended Mar. 31-1987
1988

1987

Item

1985

1986

Net sales ...•...............
Cost of goods sold ......... .
Gross profit ............... .
General. selling. and
administrative expenses .. .
Operating income ........... .
Interest expense ........... .
Other income. net .......... .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes ............. .

46.292
37.340
8.952

Value (l,000 dollars)
53.470
55.463
10.908
44.655
47.173
9.294
l,614
8.815
8.290

Depreciation and amortization included above .... .
Cash-flow!/ ............... .

6.130
2.822
1.099
179

7.498
1.317
1.424
140

6.870
1,420
1.489
81

1.902

33

12

704
2.606

1.162
1.195

l, 355
1. 367

1. 388
226
348
31

14. 810·
11. 735
3.135
1,614
1.521
423
./ 24

(91)

1.122

335
244

314
1.436

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ......... .
Gross profit ............... .
General. selling. and
administrative expenses .. .
Operating income or ........ .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes~ ............ .

80.7
19.3

83.5
16.5

85.1
14.9

85.2
14.8

78.9
21.1

13.2
6.1

14.0
2.5

12.4
2.6

12.7
2.1

10.9
10.2

Operating losses ........... .
Net losses ................. .
Data ....................... .

1
1
4

4.1

(0.8)
0.1
21
Number of firms reporting

7.5

2
2

2
2

2
2

1

5

5

4

4

2

11 Cash-flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amortization.

11 Less than 0.05 percent.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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APPENDIX D
U.S. BRASS SHEET AND STRIP PRODUCERS' DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ACTUAL
AND POTENTIAL NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF IMPORTS OF BRASS SHEET AND STRIP
FROM THE COUNTRIES SUBJECT TO THESE INVESTIGATIONS ON THEIR GROWTH,
INVESTMENT, AND ABILITY TO RAISE CAPITAL
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Capital and investment.--The producers were asked to describe any actual
or potential negative effects of imports of brass sheet and strip from Japan
and the Netherlands on _their firm's growth, investment, and ability to raise
capital. Their replies are as follows:

., "*.

*

